TOWN OF BANFF
ORDER OF BUSINESS

Regular Council Meeting
Town of Banff Council Chambers
Monday, July 18, 2011 at 12:30 p.m.
1.0

CALL TO ORDER

2.0

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
2.1
Regular Meeting Agenda
2.2
For Information: 2011 Council Priorities and Workplan

3.0

DELEGATIONS
3.1
Eric Harvie – Land Use Bylaw Review
3.2
Written Submission: The Association for Mountain Parks Protection and Enjoyment
(AMPPE) – Land Use Bylaw Review

4.0

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS COUNCIL MINUTES
4.1
Minutes of the June 27, 2011 Regular Meeting of Council

5.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
5.1
Request for Decision: Land Use Bylaw Review – Phase 2; Public Engagement Summary
5.2
Request for Decision: Bow River Siphon/Pedestrian Bridge Project

6.0

COMMITTEE REPORTS
6.1
Minutes of the June 10 and June 24, 2011 Regular Meeting of the Banff Housing
Corporation

7.0

INQUIRIES

8.0

STAFF REPORTS/BYLAWS

9.0

CORRESPONDENCE

10.0

NEW BUSINESS

11.0

INQUIRIES

12.0

ADJOURNMENT

Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde

2011 Council Priorities & Workplan
Agenda #2.2
July 18, 2011

2011 Council Priorities – What’s New
Efficient and Effective Delivery of Municipal Services
• The Finance Committee approved performance benchmarks at their June 27, 2011
regular meeting.
Effective Land Use to Ensure a Sustainable and Prosperous Banff – Phase 2
• A Request for Decision regarding the Land Use Bylaw Review is being debated by Council
on July 18, 2011.
Waste Management, Reduction and Diversion
• Council attended a workshop about illegal dumping and recyclable theft on July 17. A
report will be submitted at a council meeting in the third quarter.
For details about 2011 Council priorities, visit www.banff.ca/town-hall/banff-towncouncil/strategic-priorities.htm.

2011 Council Workplan
Note: blue highlight indicates a 2011 Council Priority.
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THE ASSOCIATION FOR MOUNTAIN PARKS PROTECTION & ENJOYMENT
July 12, 2011
To: Banff Mayor & Council:

Board of Directors
Ian Mackie
Chair, I.D. 9
David Bayne
Travel Alberta
Board Member
Mark Bohnet
Partner, Collins
Barrow
Chartered
Accountants
Crosbie Cotton
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Thank you for your Review Team‟s recent presentation to our Board regarding proposed amendments
to Banff‟s commercial bylaws (Phase 2 Bylaw Review). The goal of AMPPE is to ensure that visitors
have a positive experience when they visit the Town of Banff and the National Park. Surveys of our
members, as well as the same „Indexperience‟ surveys referenced by your Review Team, have clearly
concluded that the things that are most important to visitors are value, safety, animation, and visitor
infrastructure, particularly parking and washrooms. Although we commend the Town of Banff for
many recent initiatives to address these key areas (street events, way-finding, “Banff Refreshing”),
we fail to see how this comprehensive bylaw review will have a positive impact on any of these key
factors.
Our impression from your Review team is that the goal of this bylaw amendment, in large part, is to
make Banff a more “authentic mountain community”, or less “tacky”. Our concern from a visitor
perspective is that proposed measures will actually make Banff a more elitist mountain community,
or less inclusive. Which is not what we want.
The proposed amendments that are a concern to us include restrictions on retail offerings such as gift
stores or fast foods. While such regulatory initiatives are well intended, we submit that they are not
justified for reasons as follows:
1) Current retail mix is not a problem;
2) “Authenticity”, however defined, is a low priority to visitors (ranked 25 th in importance
according to Indexperience results, well behind less romantic considerations such as value, parking
and washrooms);
3) Souvenir shops are appropriate in a leisure resort (visitors generally want to buy souvenirs
that are affordable);
4) Fast foods, whether franchised or not, should succeed or fail based on their quality and value
(visitors might appreciate an offering like Beaver Tails, so why marginalize it?).
Given that the current retail mix is not a problem, we question the need to direct time and resources
to this issue at all. Franchise concepts come and go, just as any other businesses come and go in
response to visitor demands. Banff has in the past seen the departure of numerous fast-food outlets,
including A&W, KFC, Wendy‟s, and Harvey‟s, to name a few. If proposed regulations are intended
to limit opportunities for new fast food options in future, then, by the same logic, we would also need
regulations to protect against the loss of existing fast food options as well. We would prefer to leave
it alone.
We understand from the Review Team that they have significant public input that indicates that
Banff‟s commercial sector is broken, specifically in terms of its retail offerings. Yet, when members
of our Board raised Banff‟s recent selection as a #1 destination in Canada by Trip Advisor‟s Traveler
Choice Awards, this fact was discounted as irrelevant and meaningless (reference was made to
“Banff beating out the likes of Windsor”, even though Windsor was actually ranked #22, and Banff
in fact beat out destinations such as Whistler, Victoria, and Quebec City). Since the presentation,
Banff has been recognized as a #1 destination by several other visitor and traveler-trade surveys. We
submit that such visitor surveys are extremely relevant, supporting the case that we are on the right
track, and intervention is not required.
Does this mean that AMPPE does not believe that Banff can be improved? Absolutely not. We are
simply making the case that there are better priorities. Specifically, we encourage the Town to focus
its time, effort and resources on matters that are more likely to have a positive impact on visitor
experience, such as trail systems, parking solutions, holiday lighting, and animation. Not to mention a
water-feature in the concrete circle of Banff Avenue Park.
Monica Andreeff,
Executive Director
The Association for Mountain Parks Protection & Enjoyment
P.O. Box 2999 Banff, Alberta T1L 1C7
403.762.3800 phone 403.762.3828 fax info@amppe.org www.amppe.org
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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF COUNCIL
of the Town of Banff in the Province of Alberta
Town Hall Council Chamber
Monday, June 27, 2011 at 2:00 pm
COUNCIL MEMBERS PRESENT
Karen Sorensen
Mayor
Stavros Karlos
Councillor and Deputy Mayor
Chip Olver
Councillor and Acting Mayor
Paul Baxter
Councillor
Brian Standish
Councillor
Grant Canning
Councillor
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT
Leslie Taylor
Councillor
ADMINISTRATION PRESENT
Robert Earl
Town Manager
Randall McKay
Manager, Planning and Development
Darren Enns
Senior Planner
Kelly Gibson
Manager of Corporate Services
Chad Townsend
Environmental Services Coordinator
Mary Brewster
Manager of Community Services
Diana Waltmann
Manager of Communications
Sue Webb
Project Planner, Community Services
Adrian Field
Manager of Engineering
Steve Nelson
GIS Coordinator
Kerry MacInnis
P&D Administrative Assistant (Recording Secretary)
1.0

CALL TO ORDER
Mayor Sorensen called the June 27, 2011 regular meeting of Council to order at 2:00 p.m.

2.0

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
2.1.
Meeting Agenda
COU11-140 Moved by Councillor Standish to approve the agenda of the June 27, 2011 regular meeting of Council as
presented.
CARRIED
2.2.
2011 Council Priorities and Workplan
Accepted as information.
3.0

DELEGATIONS
3.1.
Colin Funk, Banff Ideas Bank – Idea Deposits
Mr. Funk provided a summary of the Banff Ideas Bank activities. Idea deposits from March through
June of 2011 are included in the agenda package for this meeting.
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3.2.
Katherine Topolniski, Banff Volunteer Centre – Executive Director Report
Ms. Topolniski spoke to a written report included in the agenda package for this meeting.
COU11-141 Moved by Councillor Karlos to allocate an additional $5,000 in funding to the Banff Volunteer Centre
for the remainder of 2011.
CARRIED
4.0

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS COUNCIL MINUTES
4.1.
Minutes of the June 13, 2011 Regular Meeting of Council
COU11-142 Moved by Councillor Standish to approve the minutes of the June 13, 2011 regular meeting of council as
presented.
CARRIED
5.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
No unfinished business was discussed.

6.0

COMMITTEE REPORTS
The following were received as information:
6.1.
Banff Public Library – Minutes of the May 4, 2011 Regular Meeting, Monthly Statistics, and
2011- 2013 Plan of Service
6.2.
Minutes of the June 15, 2011 Regular Meeting of the Municipal Planning Commission
6.3.
Minutes of the November 18, 2010 through April 28, 2011 Regular Meetings of Bow Valley
Regional Housing

7.0

INQUIRIES
There were no inquiries.

8.0

STAFF REPORTS/BYLAWS
8.1.
Land Use Bylaw – Phase 2 and Public Engagement Summary
COU11-143 Moved by Councillor Karlos to postpone consideration of Land Use Bylaw – Phase 2 and Public
Engagement Summary until the next regular meeting of council, scheduled for July 18, 2011.
CARRIED
Sorensen and Baxter opposed
8.2.
Summer Parking Management
COU11-144 Moved by Councillor Karlos to direct administration to re-sign the 12-hour parking in the Bear Street
parkade to 5-hour parking.
CARRIED
COU11-145 Moved by Councillor Karlos to direct administration to re-sign the 3-hour parking in the Bear Street
parkade to 5-hour parking (leaving only the main level as 1 hour parking).
CARRIED
COU11-146 Moved by Councillor Standish to direct administration to negotiate the formal use of the High School
parking lot for July and August and to sign it for 5-hour parking
CARRIED
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COU11-147 Moved by Councillor Olver to direct administration to investigate and test a bridge traffic management
strategy that manually converts the Bow River Bridge to two northbound lanes during special events.
CARRIED
COU11-148 Moved by Councillor Karlos to direct administration to review and adjust timings at the YMCA traffic
light to better facilitate northbound flows.
CARRIED
COU11-149 Moved by Councillor Olver to direct administration to map and note bike rack demand and install
additional units as appropriate.
CARRIED
COU11-150 Moved by Councillor Canning to direct administration to augment and analyse traffic violation ticketing
information to assess parking hotspots.
CARRIED
COU11-151 Moved by Councillor Karlos to direct administration to investigate systems that can be used to quantify,
assess, and compare downtown traffic congestion.
CARRIED
COU11-152 Moved by Councillor Standish to direct administration to support summer parking management
measures with a public education component supplementing existing communication methods with
additional advertising.
CARRIED
8.3.
Potential for Additional Staff Housing at 449 Cougar Street
COU11-153 Moved by Councillor Olver to dedicate the required housing money from the Recreation Centre
expansion and $83,000 from the Staff Housing Reserve budget to develop two new one-bedroom suites
as staff accommodation at 449 Cougar Street.
CARRIED
8.4.

Commercial Floor Space Administration Project
Council received this written report as information.

8.5.

Marketing Plan – The Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre
Council received this written report as information.

8.6.

Summary of Recommendations from Town of Banff Recreation Facility and Trail/Open Space
Studies
Council received this written report as information.

9.0

CORRESPONDENCE
9.1.
GranFondo Canada – Request for Endorsement of Road Cycling Event
COU11-154 Moved by Mayor Sorensen to provide a letter of support to endorse the GranFondo cycling event
scheduled in the Banff area for August 25, 2012.
CARRIED
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10.0

NEW BUSINESS
No new business was considered.

11.0

INQUIRIES
There were no inquiries.
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12.0 ADJOURNMENT
COU11-155 Moved by Councillor Karlos to adjourn at 4:00 p.m.

_______________________
Karen Sorensen
Mayor

CARRIED

_______________________
Kerry MacInnis
Administrative Assistant
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REQUEST FOR DECISION
Subject: Land Use Bylaw Review – Phase 2;
Public engagement summary
Presented to: Council

Date: June 27, 2011

Submitted by: Darren Enns, Senior Planner

Agenda #: 8.1

RECOMMENDATION
1. That Council direct administration to seek an external review of the following 5 proposals in
order to provide further information regarding their potential economic impacts and how
such proposals could affect long-term business and community interests:
a. Reduced number of permitted uses for Grocery Store and Service Station properties
in Banff;
b. Distinct regulations for formula businesses;
c. Location and / or quantity controls for Souvenir and Gift Shops;
d. Merit-based review of remaining Commercial Development Allotments; and,
e. Commercial floor space transferability.
2. That Council direct administration to proceed with drafting regulatory language for the 22
topic areas identified in Appendix A to this report.
BACKGROUND
Reason for Report
Both the Land Use Bylaw Review and Public Engagement have been identified as strategic priorities
by Council. Administration has used the previous year (see chart on Page 2) to solicit feedback from
stakeholder groups as well as the broader public. Administration’s approach was to ensure that all
interested parties were presented with an opportunity to provide feedback on proposed
amendments. This was achieved by utilizing a variety of outreach techniques over the past 12
months which are detailed below.
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Figure 1. Overview of Public Engagement
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Board
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Public Engagement Techniques
Commercial Sector Consultation
The initial stages of consultation around Phase 2 of the Land Use Bylaw focussed on meetings with
specific stakeholder groups. Given the focus on commercial land use, the Town believed that this
was the proper starting point to solicit feedback. The Town of Banff was fortunate to be able to
address some of these complex issues with many of Banff’s commercial landlords and business
operators, a number of which have elected to respond via written submissions. The overwhelming
theme of feedback received from these groups is that the Phase 2 proposals introduced by the Town
require outside economic analysis, as noted:
•

BLLHMA is concerned we are proceeding to make significant changes to our Land Use Bylaw with no
economic analysis, nor predictions of economic impacts (intended or unintended) of the proposed regulations
(BLLHMA submission; February 2011, Page 2)

•

Perhaps regulation is the best way to achieve the desired outcomes. But if that is the case, then impress us with
detailed analysis and objective measures of effectiveness... We make one request, namely, if Administration
wants to go down this road then you, as Mayor and Council, need to challenge them to build a competent
business case why this would be of benefit to Banff and its small businesses. (SBAB submission; March
2011, Pages 2 and 4)

•

If Mayor and Council are serious about the economic future of our Town, we suggest that the scope of this
proposed academic experiment either be drastically reduced or the review itself undertake a detailed economic
study, in conjunction with local businesses (not consultants hired from Toronto), to ascertain whether the
business case exists to support the proposals. (Commercial Leaseholders submission; June 2011, Page 3)

All written submissions received to date from stakeholder groups are attached to this report as
Appendices F, G, and H.
Broader Public Feedback
In Spring, 2011 the Town launched a public consultation program for Phase 2 which solicited
feedback from Banff residents and visitors. This was achieved through a series of community kiosk
events, public survey submissions, social media outreach, and other mechanisms detailed below.
Community Kiosk Events
A total of 14 community kiosk events were held during the Phase 2 consultation program. These
events were designed to reach out to community members who might not otherwise be engaged in a
municipal policy discussion and as such the Town targeted times (e.g. lunchtime, after work,
weekends) and locations (e.g. supermarkets, coffee shops, ski hill) which would maximize the
potential for intercepting a broad cross section of the community. In addition to administration
staff, a Council member(s) was present at all of the 14 kiosk events held in the spring. Attendees at
these events were asked to complete one of two survey instruments (visitor or resident), which are
discussed further below.
Banff.ca Website
The Banff.ca website has been used as a tool to disseminate information in both Phase 1 and Phase
2, under the tagline banff.ca/ourlanduse. The Town made a concerted effort to develop web
material which was easy to understand for the lay reader and as graphic as possible.
Council: Land Use Bylaw Review – Phase 2; Public engagement summary
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Revisions to the Land Use Bylaw website were made in Spring of 2011. These changes were made to
reflect amendments to certain areas of the Bylaw, as well as based on feedback regarding the
complexity of the original material. Over the course of Phase 2 the website material saw 7,075
unique page views, with peak volumes occurring around the initial launch and associated media
coverage, as well as the re-release of material in Spring, 2011.
Figure 2. Unique pageviews for Banff.ca/ourlanduse

Survey Instruments
Survey instruments are a popular tool for soliciting feedback at the local government level. The
Town of Banff has employed public surveys in a number of outreach campaigns including the
annual Community Satisfaction Survey, the Banff Community Plan process, and other land use and
recreation planning processes. The public consultation program for the Land Use Bylaw used three
survey instruments to capture feedback on Phase 2 proposals.
•

Website (Banff.ca) Survey
The first survey instrument used was located on the Land Use Bylaw review web pages, and
utilized a combination of “yes / no” questions and open-ended response opportunities.
Each web page was designed to address a particular topic, and the survey question was
designed to capture feedback on that topic. Response volumes varied from question to
question, with the highest response rates being on questions related to souvenir and gift
shop regulations (47 responses), regulating formula fast-food (19 responses), and eliminating
external retailing (196 responses - 189 of which appear to be duplicates). Feedback from the
banff.ca survey is attached as Appendix D.

•

Spring, 2011 Survey
The Town of Banff adjusted our survey questions into a concise instrument for use with the
broader public. This survey instrument was design to focus respondents on a few specific
topics, as well as limit open-ended responses. This approach was taken in light of a relatively
low response rate to the banff.ca/ourlanduse surveys, and a relatively low response rate to
the Phase 1 survey instrument which was four letter sized pages in length.
Distribution of the Phase 2 survey was by two methods; via hard copy at community kiosk
events, and through an internet survey site.
Residents
Visitors
Total

Hard Copy Responses
233
80
313

Online Responses
166
65
231
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The total response rate of compares well against other recent Town of Banff surveys such as
the 2010 Community Satisfaction Survey (463 total responses), BHC Peyto Place Survey
(128 total responses), and community playground equipment (34 total responses). Complete
feedback from the Spring, 2011 survey is attached as Appendix C.
•

‘Facebook’ Survey
In July, 2010 the Town posted a survey intended to capture feedback from participants in
online discussions around commercial land use in Banff. This online survey link was seeded
on a third party Facebook page and solicited 166 responses to two questions. Feedback from
this survey and written feedback from social media sites attached as Appendix E.

Third Party Feedback
One final medium which Council may wish to consider is feedback provided via third party
mechanisms such as polls commissioned by regional and national media websites. Third party
feedback has been monitored and compiled and is included as Appendix K.
Response Options
• Option 1: Accept the recommendations as put forward in this report
• Option 2: Provide direction on any proposed Land Use Bylaw amendments which don’t
need to be explored further
• Option 3: Provide direction on specific regulatory mechanisms which administration should
create regulatory language for (e.g. location buffering, frontage limits, quotas, etc...)
IMPLICATIONS OF DECISION
Budget
Should Council seek additional economic analysis as recommended, sufficient space exists within the
already allocated budget for the Land Use Bylaw review. Administration will also solicit interest from
stakeholder groups on whether they would like to be involved with the solicitation and funding of
the research that they are recommending.
ATTACHMENTS
• Appendix A: Phase 2 proposals to proceed to draft regulatory language
• Appendix B: Phase 2 proposals for additional review
• Appendix C: Spring, 2011 survey instruments and results
• Appendix D: Banff.ca/ourlanduse survey results
• Appendix E: 2010 Facebook survey results
• Appendix F: Small Business Association of Banff (SBAB) submission
• Appendix G: Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association (BLLHMA) submission
• Appendix H: Commercial Landlords of Banff submission
• Appendix I: Peter & Catherine Whyte Foundation submission
• Appendix J: Kate Tooke letter
• Appendix K: Third party feedback (Facebook discussions, etc...)
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Circulation date:
Submitted By:
Reviewed By:

June 21, 2011

Darren Enns, Senior Planner
Robert Earl, Town Manager
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Appendix A
Below are the topic areas which administration is recommending proceed to the stage of drafting
regulatory language:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removing Barriers Through Deferred Payments
Building Bedrooms for Employees
Preserving Banff’s Physical Character (business frontage limits)
Eating & Drinking Definitions
Downtown Liquor Stores
Downtown Building Height
Downtown Lane Standards
Non-Conforming Sites
Re-Districting Government Lands in the Compound
Exempting Fleet Servicing in the Compound
Housing Fees
Linking Intensification “Bedrooms” to Specific Housing Types
Redirection of Parking Fees to Transit
Extended Operating Hours as Intensification
Signage Enforcement
External Retailing
CA District Freestanding Signs
Graphic Signage Regulations
Awning Type Regulations
Bed & Breakfast Buffering
Bed & Breakfast Quality Standards
Home Occupations
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Appendix B
Appendix B contains a description of the topic areas were an external review has been
recommended to examine their potential economic impacts and how such proposals could affect
long-term business and community interests. Each topic area has been formatted to include:
•
•
•
•

The proposed amendment as described on banff.ca/ourlanduse
Survey feedback
Stakeholder feedback relevant to the topic
Third party feedback (where applicable)
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Issue 1; Preserving Grocery Resources
Banff.ca/ourlanduse:
The Land Use Bylaw review is an opportunity to look ahead and address issues associated
with land use change before they happen. One area where the review team feels action is
needed is in the preservation of our grocery stores for the future benefit of residents and
visitors alike.
Currently the Land Use Bylaw regulates large scale grocery stores as a General Retail Store,
the same definition used for sweet shops, souvenir stores, tobacco stores, and just about any
other retail venture. This means that should a grocery store wish to transform into a
souvenir shop or a clothing store, no public process or need for a development permit would
be triggered. The review team feels that the community should endeavor to protect critical
retail services such as grocery stores, and as such we are proposing regulatory amendments
as a proactive step.

What does the Build-Out Study say?
•
•
•

“Address the shortfall of support services to the existing population, visitor and
employee base”
“Protect the existing retail base”
“Prioritize projects which incorporate local serving retail”

What does the Community Plan say?
•

“Provide an appropriate mix of commercial services that meet the long-term needs of
visitors and residents”

In order to protect essential grocery retail establishments within Banff, the review team is
recommending that a new land use district be created for the “Nester's” and “Safeway”
properties, with the sole permitted land use to “grocery store”. Other uses which were
previously permitted outright would be moved to a discretionary category, meaning that
these other uses would require approval from Municipal Planning Commission (MPC).
The review team recognizes that zoning by itself cannot ensure grocery stores will always
exist in Banff, however it is one of the few regulatory tools available to retain these critical
retailers within the town. Restrictions on transferring commercial floor space from these
properties could also be instituted.
You can review the proposed CG (Commercial Grocery) regulations here ( PDF - 207 kb)

Other Options
Other options the review team considered include:
•

Status Quo; Leaving the existence of our grocery stores solely up to market forces
was one of the options considered, and is certainly the most common practice in
Canadian municipalities. However, Banff is unique in that the ability to lease
commercial space is placed at a premium by commercial growth regulations, which
argubly places upwards pressure on rental rates. By turning off the tap on new
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commercial buildings, the pressure increases on existing buildings and their tenants,
which we believe could force out locally-oriented businesses such as supermarkets.
•

Spot Zoning; This is the practice of removing most allowable uses from a site, and
only allowing one thing (e.g. a grocery store). This was put forward as an option in
2010, but has been refined based on feedback from stakeholders.

•

Incentive Based Zoning; Practised in other communities, this would accrue
additional development rights to properties with grocery stores, such as additional
floor area, or reduced parking requirements. This option is made difficult by
commerical growth restrictions, and parking bonussing is less relevant for existing
stores.

What Did We Hear?
Spring, 2011 Survey (n=378)
Question: If Banff’s existing grocery stores...propose converting to a different use, should
there be a public review process? (Yes / No)

Banff.ca Survey (n= 14)
Question: Do you think we should be taking steps to preserve grocery stores? Are the
measures proposed here (spot-zoning) appropriate? Send us your thoughts. (open ended)
Response: Yes, definitely.
Response: No stay out of it and let the consumer decide by where they spedn their
money. the stores here are nothing but giant convieniece stores with crazy expensive
pricing. Why does everyone flock to the fruit truck every Wednesday? Cause we want
something more fresh and new. I personally can drive my fullsize SUV to Calgary to
buy food and with the gas spent come out cheaper.
Response: Yes
Response: Yes
Response: No
Response: You
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Response: You
Response: You
Response: Absolutely not. Spot zoning will not preserve grocery stores - economic
viability will. Great risk of unintended consequences - eg empty spaces, barrier to
entry for new stores who cannot compete with 'subsidized' existing locations
Response: Yes. Very important
Response: I believe grocery stores MUST be preserved for everyone and spot zoning
is appropriate
Response: I AGREE with the following: In order to protect essential grocery retail
establishments within Banff, the review team is recommending that a new land use
district be created for the "Nesters" and "Safeway" properties, limiting the sole
permitted land use to "grocery store". Other uses related to a grocery store (e.g.
coffee shops, housing above the store) would be allowed on a discretionary basis.
Response: Yes we should try to preserve grocery stores. These measures seem
reasonable as long as they don't preclude a third grocery store from opening if for
some odd reason someone wished to do so.
Response: You
Small Business Association of Banff – Written Submission
Spot zoning is guaranteed to achieve at least one thing – it will lower the commercial rent
for the tenant who occupies the spot zoned location, thereby decreasing the value of the
building. We question how this contributes to creating a stable investment environment,
how preferential zoning changes of this nature are fair and equitable for all Banff
businesses, and whether or not this precedent will create unforeseen negative outcomes.
Who gets to decide what is considered an important service, where that important service is
best suited to exist, and whether or not it shall have special provisions in order to survive?
We believe setting precedent here puts us on the precipice of a slippery slope that is,
ultimately, not healthy for the business community.
The goal of protecting and ensuring services for the local population is laudable, however,
doing so at the benefit or expense of a select few is not something we can agree to. This
type of encroachment into the marketplace is unwelcome.
We would like to know how the Town of Banff finds it acceptable to restrict chains on one
hand, and put in regulations protecting grocery store chains and gas station chains on the
other hand? Are they all not subject to the same market forces? What other creative ways
could we ensure a local service base, without permanently hobbling any particular site?
Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association– Written Submission
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Although the goals behind the proposed regulations regarding discretionary land uses and
protection of retail space appear to be worthy objectives, the BLLHMA submits this
represents a governmental intrusion into the open market business economy. Town
councilors should be cautious about giving too much support to past consultant reports
which ruminate over the municipality's role in managing the affairs of the private sector.
As we have all witnessed, the market can shift overnight. By entrenching the wrong
regulations, we impede the ability of the commercial sector to respond to new market
realities. For instance - the loss of retail and increase in restaurants is a trend which reflects
the market’s present ability to serve the needs and demands of the visitor and resident. Like
all market trends, this one will abate, and shift. The municipality's role should be simply to
ensure that it has the proper policies in place to enable businesses to quickly respond to
market needs.
Commercial Property Owners Letter
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To create a new land-use district for the “Nestor’s” and
“Safeway” properties, limiting the sole permitted land use to “grocery store”.
Stakeholder Comments:
STRONGLY DISAGREE
• The only way to ensure that grocery stores continue to exist in Banff is economic
viability.
• If anything, spot zoning will result in limited future investment in grocery stores,
both at the contemplated locations and elsewhere, by effectively limiting
competition.
• Amendment would represent significant subsidy to existing grocery stores at the
expense of the current commercial leaseholder (the taxpayer).
• Spot zoning has a long and proven history of failure, more likely resulting in empty
or poorly maintained lots than in desired outcomes.
• Survey question being asked by TOB is still misleading (though not as misleading as
the initial survey question). It assumes that steps are necessary to preserve grocery
stores. Why not ask the question, “Do you think that we should subsidize or limit
competition for Safeway and Nestor’s?”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
STATUS QUO
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Issue 2; Protecting Fuelling Services
Banff.ca/ourlanduse:
The Land Use Bylaw review is an opportunity to look ahead and try to address issues
associated with land use change before they happen. One area where the review team feels
action is needed is in the preservation of fuelling facilities (gas stations) for the benefit of
our travelling visitors and residents.
While the Land Use Bylaw regulates gas stations as a unique use ("Service Station"), the
land use districts which permit gas stations also permit a number of other permitted and
discretionary uses. This situation would allow a gas station in the Commercial
Accomodation (CA) District to convert to a hotel without any public approval mechanisms.
The review team feels that critical assets such as gas stations should be preserved under a
specific land use district, and as such we are proposing regulatory amendments as a
proactive step.

What does the Build-Out Study say?
“Protect the existing retail base”
“Prioritize projects which incorporate local serving retail”
“Address the shortfall of support services to the existing population, visitor and employee
base”

What does the Community Plan say?
“Provide an appropriate mix of commercial services that meet the long-term needs of
visitors and residents”
In order to protect existing gas stations within Banff, the review team is recommending that
a new land use district be created, limiting the sole permitted land use to “service station”.
Other previously allows uses would remain as discretionary uses. Restrictions on
transferring commercial floor space from these properties could also be instituted.
Click here to view the proposed CSS (Commercial Service Station) regulations ( PDF - 104
kb)
What Did We Hear?
Spring, 2011 Survey (n=378)
Question: If Banff’s existing...service stations propose converting to a different use, should
there be a public review process? (Yes / No)
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* Note: The survey question encapsulated both service stations and grocery stores, therefore the are the same
for both issues

Banff.ca Survey (n=1)
Question: Do you think the Town should be taking steps to preserve service stations?
Response: Yes
Small Business Association of Banff – Written Submission
Spot zoning is guaranteed to achieve at least one thing – it will lower the commercial rent
for the tenant who occupies the spot zoned location, thereby decreasing the value of the
building. We question how this contributes to creating a stable investment environment,
how preferential zoning changes of this nature are fair and equitable for all Banff
businesses, and whether or not this precedent will create unforeseen negative outcomes.
Who gets to decide what is considered an important service, where that important service is
best suited to exist, and whether or not it shall have special provisions in order to survive?
We believe setting precedent here puts us on the precipice of a slippery slope that is,
ultimately, not healthy for the business community.
The goal of protecting and ensuring services for the local population is laudable, however,
doing so at the benefit or expense of a select few is not something we can agree to. This
type of encroachment into the marketplace is unwelcome.
We would like to know how the Town of Banff finds it acceptable to restrict chains on one
hand, and put in regulations protecting grocery store chains and gas station chains on the
other hand? Are they all not subject to the same market forces? What other creative ways
could we ensure a local service base, without permanently hobbling any particular site?
Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association– Written Submission
Although the goals behind the proposed regulations regarding discretionary land uses and
protection of retail space appear to be worthy objectives, the BLLHMA submits this
represents a governmental intrusion into the open market business economy. Town
councilors should be cautious about giving too much support to past consultant reports
which ruminate over the municipality's role in managing the affairs of the private sector.
As we have all witnessed, the market can shift overnight. By entrenching the wrong
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regulations, we impede the ability of the commercial sector to respond to new market
realities. For instance - the loss of retail and increase in restaurants is a trend which reflects
the market’s present ability to serve the needs and demands of the visitor and resident. Like
all market trends, this one will abate, and shift. The municipality's role should be simply to
ensure that it has the proper policies in place to enable businesses to quickly respond to
market needs.
Commercial Property Owners Letter
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To create a new land-use district that allows service stations
as its sole permitted use.
Stakeholder Comments:
STRONGLY DISAGREE
See comments on “Protecting Grocery Resources”.
It is ironic that the TOB has contributed to the loss of service stations over the past number
of years through regulations/restrictions on vehicle-oriented uses, trying to preserve
mechanical bays by restricting convenience stores and drive-through washes. Instead of the
intended result, many stations became uneconomical and left.
If the goal is to encourage the existence of service stations, it would be far more effective to
eliminate existing restrictions on such stations, and to allow for stations in other places
(Phil’s lot, train station, other?).
TOB is trying to use regulation, limitation and restriction to “preserve” what it believes to
be desirable commercial operations, rather than ‘promote’ economic viability through
decreased regulation.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
STATUS QUO
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Issue 6; Formula Fast Food
Banff.ca/ourlanduse:
Currently the Land Use Bylaw regulates all eating and drinking establishments in the same
manner, whether the use is a coffee shop or a night club; a franchise or an independent. The
Community Plan speaks to creating memorable national park experiences, and as a result
the review team is looking at ways to encourage and support unique visitor experiences in
the downtown core. One area where the Land Use Bylaw can facilitate this is with respect to
regulation of franchise fast food.

What does our visitor feedback tell us?

“20% of respondents noted that the impression of being in an authentic mountain
community...is not being achieved”
“1 in 5 visitors agreed that you can not buy products which wouldn’t be available at home”
“International tourists are less appreciative of the Town of Banff’s aesthetics”

What does the Community Plan say?

“Promote opportunities to diversify tourism product, providing more balance and stability
within the local economy”
“Provide an appropriate mix of commercial services that meet the long-term needs of
visitors and residents”

What Did We Hear in 2010?

The Issue is Chains; Not Fast Food
Our initial approach to defining fast food restaurant was to categorize it as a restaurant
where table service was not provided by staff. While this approach would have encompassed
most franchise fast-food restaurants, it also would have encompassed local, independent
operations such as Aardvarks, Barpa Bills, and Shakes.
In 2010 we heard back that if unique experiences was the focus, then we should be singling
out formula fast-food, and not local fast-food restaurants. In response, we've amended the
proposed definition of formula fast-food to the following:
Formula Fast Food Establishment: A business where food is consumed on or off the site
and:
• food is pre-made and wrapped before customers place orders,
• and/or food is served with disposable tableware for on-site food consumption.
A Formula Fast Food Establishment also exhibits two or more of the following
characteristics:
• Food is ordered from a wall menu at a service counter.
• Food consumed on the premises is ordered while customers are standing.
• Payment is made by customers before food is consumed.
• The service counter is closer to an entry/exit than is the seating/dining area.
• Is required by contractual or other arrangements to offer standardized menus,
ingredients, food preparation, employee uniforms, interior decor, signage or exterior
design.
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It is the review team's belief that this proposal would encourage unique dining ventures in
our highly visible and pedestrian oriented downtown environment, facilitate increased
interaction between visitors and locals, and encourage our visitors to stop and linger in our
downtown core.
Don't Restrict Franchise Fast Food to Cascade Plaza
Another Phase Two proposal was to restrict Formula (or Franchise) Fast Food to the food
court of Cascade Plaza. The feedback we received on this was that this would be overly
restrictive and biased towards a single land owner.
In response, the review team has proposed amending this to allowing Formula Fast Food in
any non-street front location. The approach behind this change was:
• It would maintain the goal of reducing the visibility of these establishments.
• It would retain these establishments as a low-cost dining option for visitors; and,
• It would still permit commercial landlords to pursue these businesses as tenants.

Other Options?

Don't allow franchise Fast Food at all!
This is one approach that some other visitor-based communities have employed in order to
improve visitor experience. This would obviously be a more aggresive approach than the
incrimental one suggested by the review team, however it has been used in other visitor
based communities, including those in Canada (e.g. Qualicum Beach).
The Issue is all restaurant chains; Not just Fast Food
Another approach would be to regulate out all formula dining establishments, and not limit
the proposed changes to fast-food alone. Examples of formula dining establishments are
The Keg, Moxies, Earls, Outback Steakhouse, Milestones, etc. This approach is practiced in
other visitor-based communities such as Nantucket (Massachussets), Sanibel Island
(Florida)*, and Martha's Vineyard** (Massachussets), typically with the goal of protecting
local character.
* Sanibel Island made Conde Nast's "Top 10 Islands" list in 2009, and was #6 on Trip Advisor's 2010 list of
top destinations in the US.
** Martha's Vineyard is a world-renowned destination, summarized by Forbes Magazine as being
"...renowned simply for being itself".

Let the market decide.
Yet another option would be to mantain the status quo, where market forces dictate what
make's Banff a more attractive destination. While this approach has an appealing level of
simplicity, it suggests that those involved in leasing commercial spaces should have sole
control over the character of our commercial land use districts. The review team however,
believes that the character of our community should be defined by all residents, as
expressed through the Banff Community Plan, which appears to direct that our existing
village character be mantained and enhanced.
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What Did We Hear?
Spring, 2011 Survey (n=512)
Question: Do you think locating fast food chains away from street fronts would create a
more favourable impression of downtown Banff for our visitors?

Banff.ca Survey (n=46)
Question: Do you think restricting fast food will help foster a more favourable and authentic
impression of downtown Banff from our visitors? Is the proposed definition (e.g. fast food =
restaurants with no table service) clear? Send us your thoughts on this proposal.
Response: No! Bad enough that you would never allow a Tim Hortons there. I know
there is one opening in the Bus Depot but it's taking far too long to happen!
Response: Yes I think it will. I also think the large chain restaurants like Boston
Pizza should also be banned. Boston Pizza and McDonalds and Tim Hortons are
everywhere. If I want to eat at one of those restaurants I can stay at home, or drive
out of Banff. When I go to Banff, I want to try things I can't do at home. The
proposed definition of fast food restaurants = no table service is very clear, but will
this include the local coffee shops or cafes?
Response: Nope! Some of the businesses that currently exist if forced to move for
some reason or another would not make in it Cascade Plaza nor could afford it.
Barpa Bill's, Aardvarks, Shakes, Cozy Cave would all fall under your proposed
definition (if I understand i correctly) if they were to start up new and if they had to
move (if leases were not renewed), etc then would you limit said businesses to
Cascade Plaza? really? Maybe visit your hair salon policies instead. no more
souvenier shops. And why is Northface coming in on the heels of Patagonia?
Seriously do we need ANOTHER big brand name shop like that? Gee - most the
people I know that live and work here can't afford them and shop consignment or
online anyway. YOu can't support local business when you can't afford our local
pricing (and we know half the reason we pay more is because of higher than
reasonable rents, large property taxes, oh and wowzers - business license fees that
are over the top). Even gas is in the spotlight now. The problem is unrealistic rents,
business fees, unrealistic bylaws and policies, etc. How can we make business easier
for those that already exist here instead of everyone looking over their shoulder
wondering what increased fees they will have to cough up, what parking tickets they
will incur while trying to work or while setting up their business for the day, what
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new business will sneak in and open up with the same or similar products right
underneath you. On that note, why is the Ski Hub moving to a food establishment?
Oh, let me guess? Fair play on the sidewalk seating....even businesses start thinking
backwards. Wouldn't surprise me they way things go, ie hair salons for example, that
you would allow another fast food Greek place, another cake shop, another pizza
place to open anyway. What's the Ski Hub going to do, sell ski tickets and their own
mountain chocolate with cupcakes and coffee, maybe pizza, sell bread, ice cream
too? Why not? Why not just take what everyone one else does well in this town and
roll it into one shop - oh wait we have the Ski Lounge (sushi should be authenticly
enjoyed at the Sushi Train for example)....... Let's just say yes to everything and
everyone? and let our existing retailers stay on their toes 24/7 wondering who else
this town will allow in to compete for the small bit of money there is right now? Your
entire process needs an overhaul that includes open minded visionaries - not those
that pick apart every little thing for one business but let the guy next door get away
with all the same stuff. You don't think we all don't notice that? Oh, the sandwich
board debate lingers on doesn't it? Some can some can't? WHo gets to - who
doesn't? No wonder we lose so many awesome families and businesses - easy come,
easy go there is always some other sucker in line to fill the gap even if it is
temporary...... When will we focus on the local business person trying to live a dream,
earn an honest living and achieve optimum customer service instead of appeasing
the tourist all the time. We have a Tourism Bureau for Tourist satisfaction and a
Town committee for us, your town people..... Deja Vue again and again and again
and again. Long time local watching this town become more and more visitor
friendly and less and less community friendly.
Response: absolutely - however likely TOO LITTLE TOO LATE.........seriously,
what has taken so long to come this enlightened train of thought?
Response: I don't believe 'no table service' achieves what you are trying to achieve. I
don't think visitors have a problem with Barpa Bills or Aardvarks. Being able to offer
visitors (and locals as well) a variety of food choices is important, and forcing them
to go to the mall (which has it's own hours) to get some of those options is not, in my
view, the right thing to do. I may be able to support table service only restaurants
fronting the 100-300 blocks of Banff Ave, but not if you include the side streets or
Bear St. If your goal is to restrict chain fast food, or chain restaurants, then do that.
You shouldn't punish local businesses, or restrict peoples dining choices as side
affects.
Response: The problem is not fast food so much as cloned franchise operations.
Barpa Bill's is a fast food restaurant that is still authentic since it is an uniquely Banff
experience. It's the generic, cloned restaurants that need to be restricted.
Response: Yes i think restricting the fast foods will result in a positive impact on
Downtown. Yes I think the definition is clear enough. I think that this change would
greatly improve the visit to a truly unique and beautiful place by helping it's
Downtown to be exactly that, beautiful and unique!
Response: Yes. We need to have local restaurant that will offer different type of food.
No problem with fast food restaurants if they are offering quality and fresh product.
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Response: Yes.
Response: YES! No the definition is not clear enough..these corporate enterprizes
will find loop-holes.
Response: Consumers will decide with their money. If McDonalds is empty, perhaps
they will pack up and leave town, as happened in Jasper. Consider that market forces
are a better indicator of what people actually want than what they say they want.
Consider cost for a family of 5 or 6. How much are they paying to come to Banff
through park gate fees? Add the additional cost of having to be served their lunch, or
be forced to go into the Plaza? Evelyn's is "fast food"?
Response: NO!!!!!!!!!!! How are ski bums gonna survive there and get wasted
everynite
Response: Sure will give the cascade plaza a monopoly and definitely increase the
rents as the demand may very easily out way the supply. This will increase prices and
give Banff an even greater disadvantage. Things are expensive enough already in the
fast food outlets.
Response: No, why shouldn't people be able to grab some food, fast, so that they can
get back outdoors. Travelling with children it is harder as well to have them sit in a
restaurant, disturbing other diners. Fast food chains maybe, but Barpa Bills?
Ardvark?
Response: Yes, agree fast food outlets should be restricted to Cascade Plaza. Further
think all chain restaurants such as Earls, Tona Roma's etc be beholden to such a rule
as well -- e.g. not accesible on main streets.
Response: No. It would create much greater potential for empty spaces. It would
take life and vibrancy out of downtown Banff. It would create a material market
distortion that will have significant unintended consequences.
Response: Yes, good idea. I think that definition generally describes fast food places,
however, other "authentic" places would fall under that criteria as well, so
discretionary approval of potential food service outlets should be included. The Wild
Flour bakery comes to mind as an example of no table service, but authentic.
Response: No. I think that we should offer a variety of shops, services and
restaurants on Banff Ave and Bear St for visitors and locals alike. And really, is there
enough space in the basement of Cascade Plaza to accommodate all fast food diners
at once on a busy summer's day? We shouldn't fix what isn't broken.
Response: I truly believe that we need to cap the fast food chains and limit them to
only the cascade plaza. I am a firm believer in NO MORE FRANCHISES is this
town. All franchise restaurants make our town look cheesy and cheap and completely
take away from our authenticity. We are in a national park not a mall in the city.
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Response: Yes, however, restriction should be on large chain restaurants and other
businesses. This town has lost so many family owned and original restaurants which
have been replaced with low quality, run of the mill chain restaurants that can be
found in any other "small town Alberta".
Response: The problem is not to limit the "fast food outlets" Places such as Barpa
Bills, Aardvarksand even Shakes do offer something uniquie and give the small town
feel we need. McDonalds, Taco Bell, KFC, Dairy Queen, Subway etc are all over the
country and offer nothing beneficial to the town. Is the solution to just say no to
chains? No that is not it. Chain shops and restaurants are deeply rooted in our town
so it is far to late to take that option. What needs to be done forward is have eateries
offer something unique. Ever see what some of the MacDonalds around the world
offer? Check them out some are remarkable. If you move them all only to Cascade
Plaza that drives their values way up as space is limited and then they have no
incentive to improve or update their facilities or services. Competition in our world
should in theory make a business improve or be beaten out by the competitor. The
street tables is a horrible idea. Look at the sidewalk by Aardvarks. If you park in the
lot by the MRH or firehall it is so tight to get through there and they bought the
cheapest crap patio furniture to put out there. This is totally unfair to other
restaurants in town that have to pay for square footage for tables.
Question: Do you believe that future fast food restaurants should be restricted to Cascade
Plaza's food court?

June, 2010 Facebook Survey
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Small Business Association of Banff – Written Submission

Regulation of Franchises

Somehow the Town of Banff seems to have moved from “monitoring the mix of chain and
independent retailers” to “we must bring forth regulation and we have clear direction to do
so”! Wow – when did that happen?
The Banff Community Plan provides very sensible guidance in these economic times –
“monitor and respond”. What monitoring has occurred to date? Where are the detailed
spreadsheets and plans showing the effects of franchises? Where are the future predictions?
Where are the definitions?
We agree that finer definition within the segment of “eating and drinking establishments” is
a good idea. This distinction would enable a more rigorous study of current offerings, and
provide a structure from which to make meritorious by-law changes. This should be done
incrementally after careful consideration – again, based on sound evidence.
Again, SBAB is not overtly opposed to the concept of regulation of franchises and
maintaining appropriate tenant mixes, but it cannot support unsubstantiated claims that
one business type or another’s presence or proliferation is in some way harmful to the
community. The analysis has to be based on more than subjective claims of greater
authenticity or that the town will look better (and in what way – are the chains not subject to
existing aesthetic guidelines as everyone else is?). Visitor experience is but one of many
factors that need to be considered.
Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association– Written Submission
Although the goals behind the proposed regulations regarding discretionary land uses and
protection of retail space appear to be worthy objectives, the BLLHMA submits this
represents a governmental intrusion into the open market business economy. Town
councilors should be cautious about giving too much support to past consultant reports
which ruminate over the municipality's role in managing the affairs of the private sector.
As we have all witnessed, the market can shift overnight. By entrenching the wrong
regulations, we impede the ability of the commercial sector to respond to new market
realities. For instance - the loss of retail and increase in restaurants is a trend which reflects
the market’s present ability to serve the needs and demands of the visitor and resident. Like
all market trends, this one will abate, and shift. The municipality's role should be simply to
ensure that it has the proper policies in place to enable businesses to quickly respond to
market needs.
Commercial Property Owners Letter
Perhaps of most concern is the review team’s lack of recognition that economic success for
our Town will only result from economic success of its commercial operations. Has anyone
actually assessed whether a proprietary concept such as “Karen’s Burgers” would do better
or worse than “McDonald’s” in its current location? Has anyone really concluded that
visitors do not have an interest in affordable souvenirs? While we are not necessarily
advocating for or against particular franchise concepts, or even types of shops, we are
making the point that economic viability is the key consideration. Marginalizing gift stores
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or franchise concepts, including fast food, should not be considered on the basis of opinions
that do not consider economic realities.
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To restrict “Formula (or Franchise) Fast Food” restaurants
to non-street-front locations.
Stakeholder Comments:
STRONGLY DISAGREE
• There is not a current problem, so amendment is not necessary.
• Amendment would limit investment opportunities.
• Amendment would severely limit the supply of space for fast food, creating
damaging market distortions.
• Amendment would lead to unintended consequences, such as empty spaces, nonfood stores selling food items, etc.
• Amendment would have a negative impact on life/vibrancy of the downtown
streetscape over time.
• Amendment assumes (without support) that visitors do not want “fast food”.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
STATUS QUO
Third Party Feedback
Additional feedback from social media sites is attached as Appendix K
660 AM News Poll (July 12, 2010)

Global Calgary News Poll (March 9, 2011)
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Issue 8; Souvenir & Gift Shop Regulations
Banff.ca/ourlanduse:
Visitor feedback received from the Indexperience surveys has identified shortcomings when
it comes to providing an authentic mountain town environment in Banff. In particular, the
Indexperience surveys have noted that “Visitors cannot buy products which wouldn’t be
available at home” and “The impression of being in an authentic mountain community...is
not being achieved”. This feedback tells us that we need to be doing more to address the
image of our Town, as represented through our commercial land use districts.

What does our visitor feedback tell us?
•
•
•

“The impression of being in an authentic mountain community...is not being
achieved”
“International tourists are less appreciative of the Town of Banff’s aesthetics”
“Visitors can not buy products which wouldn’t be available at home”

What does the Community Plan say?
•
•

“Provide an appropriate mix of commercial services that meet the long-term needs of
visitors and residents”
“Promote opportunities to diversify tourism product, providing more balance and
stability within the local economy”

What does the Build-Out Study say?
•
•

“Address the shortfall of support services to the existing population, visitor and
employee base”
“Prioritize projects which incorporate local serving retail”

In response to visitor feedback, independent research, and our Community Plan goals, the
review team is proposing new regulations aimed at better controlling our retail offering, and
ensuring that the Town offers a range of retail experiences to our visitor.
One sector which tends to dominate the retail landscape are souvenir and gift shops, which
typically offer a standardized set of merchandise that can be found in any Canadian tourist
destination.
The review team examined a number of proposed regulatory approaches to encourage new
entrants to the retail landscape and address visitor satisfaction with our retail sector,
including creating a quota system for souvenir and gift shops, capping floor space
associated with gift shops, or regulating the number of gift shops permitted per block face.
The goal of regulating gift shops would be to create opportunities for new business entrants,
and address issues relating to visitor experience and satisfaction in Banff.
The amendements which we are recommending would involve creating a new retail
category for souvenir and gift shops, which would then be made a discretionary land use (as
opposed to a permitted use) within the downtown, with Municipal Planning Commission
considering the context, number and location of existing stores when reviewing change of
use applications.
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The review team believes this step would help to address our visitor's impression of our
retail landscape, and would be a step forward in encouraging more variety in offerings to our
visitors.
The proposed definition for Souvenir and Gift Shops is as follows:
Retail Store, Souvenir means a retail store offering a variety of small gift items related
to a particular topic or theme, which typically includes coffee mugs, stuffed animals,
t-shirts, postcards, hats, refrigerator magnets, miniature figures, and typically
indicate their origin such as "Canadian Rockies" or "Banff". A Retail Store,
Souvenir is intended primarily for the travelling public as opposed to residents.

Other Options

Creating specific regulations around a particular land use is not uncommon in visitor-based
communities. The table below illustrates some options around this issue and examples of
where they have been implemented.
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Summary

Public Policy Goal

Prohibition

Quota

Discretionary Use

If a certain type of business
applies for planning permission
or a business license,
permission would not be
granted.

If a certain type of
business applies for
planning permission or a
business license, and the
allowable quota is filled,
permission would not be
granted.

If a certain type of business
applies for planning
permission, a public process
is triggered where the
Municipal Planning
Commission (MPC) would
review the application to see
if it met certain standards.

This approach suggests that
this type of use is not
appropriate in our community.

The quota approach
suggests that we
recognize a need for this
use, but we don’t want it
to over-saturate our
visitor’s experience.

The discretionary use
system suggests that a
specific land use is
acceptable, but only if it
meets certain conditions.

The Land Use Bylaw
review process has
How does this relate
The Land Use Bylaw review is discussed the use of a
to the Land Use Bylaw proposing a discretionary
quota system for souvenir
Review of gift shops in approach to future gift shops, and gift shops, although
Banff?
not a prohibition.
the current proposals are
for a discretionary use
system (see next column).

The Land Use Bylaw review
is currently proposing that all
new souvenir and gift shops
would be discretionary,
meaning that MPC would
need to determine if the
application met certain
conditions.

What happens at sale
of business?

An ownership change with no
interruption in the business
operation or business type
would not trigger any planning
review. This would be viewed
as a continuation of a nonconforming use, or
"grandfathered".

Can existing
businesses
relocate?

Any relocation would trigger
Yes. If space exists under
No. Relocation to a new space
the same process as a new
the quota, yes a business
would not be permitted.
business application (e.g.
could relocate.
require MPC approval)

Other tourism-based
community examples

Prohibitions on formula retail:
Nantucket, MA; Martha’s
Vineyard, MA
Prohibitions on formula
restaurants: Sanibel, FL;
Calistoga, CA; York, ME

An ownership change with
no interruption in
operation or change in
business type would not
trigger any planning
review.

An ownership change with
no interruption in operation
or change in business type
would not trigger any
planning review.

Quotas for certain types of
retail: Berkeley, California
Discretionary Use for certain
(quota on gift stores);
types of retail: Banff
Carmel, California (quota
(equipment rentals, vehicle
on jewellery stores).
rentals, and arcades are all
discretionary in our
Note that Banff has had a
downtown); San Francisco;
quota system in place for
Laguna Beach; Sausalito
Bed and Breakfasts for
the last 10 years.

What Did We Hear?
Spring, 2011 Survey (n=511)
Question: Do you think approving new gift shops based on additional criteria such as their
location, context and number would create a more favourable impression of downtown
Banff for our visitors?
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Banff.ca Survey (n=47)
Question: Do you believe that making future souvenir and gift shops a discretionary use will
help address our visitor's impression of Banff? Are there other mechanisms which might be
effective?

Response: There are people who own several gift shops along Banff Ave and each
sells the same items. If each store could offer something different that would be a
more fun experience instead you are just trying to find out which was offers it the
cheapest. At the same time we don't need 10 mountain sports stores either where
they all offer the same hiking pants and shoes.
Small Business Association of Banff – Written Submission
While the above sentiment can be said of any proposed regulatory change, the Souvenir
shop is a good example and is one of the sectors targeted in the proposed changes. Souvenir
and gift shops exist for one fundamental reason – the visitor is looking for, and is obviously
willing to pay for, affordable gifts and mementos. Were this not the case, the natural cycle of
an open marketplace would reduce their numbers on its own – without taxpayer-funded
regulation.
Through triple-net Commercial Leases, small businesses selling gifts and souvenirs pay a
significant portion of taxes collected from commercial buildings. What alternative business
model does the Town of Banff propose will address what the visitor wants, while ensuring
small businesses can maintain enough sales to remain in existence and pay the taxes?
Regulating tenant mix may, over the long term, benefit the community, but we ask that
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Council not agree to further regulation unless a far more robust case can be made as to its
effectiveness, especially considering the Build-Out Study explicitly noted our information
deficiency in this area.
Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association– Written Submission
Although the goals behind the proposed regulations regarding discretionary land uses and
protection of retail space appear to be worthy objectives, the BLLHMA submits this
represents a governmental intrusion into the open market business economy. Town
councilors should be cautious about giving too much support to past consultant reports
which ruminate over the municipality's role in managing the affairs of the private sector.
As we have all witnessed, the market can shift overnight. By entrenching the wrong
regulations, we impede the ability of the commercial sector to respond to new market
realities. For instance - the loss of retail and increase in restaurants is a trend which reflects
the market’s present ability to serve the needs and demands of the visitor and resident. Like
all market trends, this one will abate, and shift. The municipality's role should be simply to
ensure that it has the proper policies in place to enable businesses to quickly respond to
market needs.
Commercial Property Owners Letter
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To create a new retail category for souvenir and gift shops,
which would then be made a discretionary land use (as opposed to permitted use) in the
downtown sector. The intention of this regulatory approach would be to better control our
retail offering, by creating a quota system for such shops, capping floor space for such
shops, or regulating the number of such shops per block face.
Stakeholder Comments:
STRONGLY DISAGREE
• What makes TOB administration the expert in determining what guests want?
• TOB assertion that this limitation would somehow “encourage more variety in
offerings to our visitors” is incorrect; if anything, it would limit offerings to visitors.
• Cost of offerings to our visitors is relevant – visitors want the opportunity to buy
value priced souvenirs.
• Quota systems distort economic realities, which will always lead to unintended
consequences.
• Survey question being asked by TOB is misleading, assuming that our visitors’
impression of Banff would be improved by curbing the expansion of gift shops. Why
not ask, “Do you believe that limiting, regulating and restricting successful souvenir
shops will improve our visitor’s impression of Banff?”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
STATUS QUO
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Issue 15; Commercial Development Allotments (CDA’s) – Merit
Based Review
Banff.ca/ourlanduse:
The Land Use Bylaw is the key implementation tool for federal growth management regulations in
the Town of Banff. Regulations are in place which cap the total amount of commercial square
footage permitted in Banff, as well as the rate of development for remaining square footage.
Background
Since 1998, annual draws have been held for the allocation of commercial development allotments.
These "CDAs" grant applicants the right to build a certain amount of square footage. Each year, a
total amount of available square footage was put into the draw, and applications received for the
available square footage. Typically, the draw has been oversubscribed by a factor of 2 - 3, suggesting
that there is double to triple the demand for more floorspace than the supply available.
However, some would suggest that many applicants are simply throwing their hat in the ring, rather
than seriously bidding on floor space. This may be reflected in the number of expired allotments or
those allotments which are granted but never get built and return to the pool. Between 1999 and
2009, 17% of all allotments which were granted ended up expiring and were returned to the pool.
What does the Community Plan say?
• "Establish commercial land use policies and development regulations to ensure Banff will
continue to prosper"
• "Mantain a growth management strategy for commercial development that provides for a
maximum annual growth rate of 1.5 per cent"
• "Commercial development will occur within the legislated commercial growth cap"
• "Encourage capital reinvestment in existing commercial space"
• "Showcase Banff as a leader in environmental practices and hospitality"
Current Situtation
As of January, 2010, the current situation with CDAs is as follows:
•
•

Total amount pending*: 11,061 square metres
Total amount remaining: 3,169 square metres

* Pending square footage includes projects which do not have a Development Permit and may
expire in the future, as well as projects which have received Development Permits but have not yet
being built.
Merit-Based Review; Implementing Community Plan goals
While most Commercial Development Allotments (CDAs) have been disbursed, a limited amount
remains to be allocated. Also, other CDA’s are pending approval and may be built or returned to the
Town for reallocation. The review team believes that the time has come to revamp the system with
which future allotments are distributed in response to new policy direction in the Banff Community
Plan.
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The review team is recommending that approval of CDA applications be based on criteria as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality of architecture, urban design and streetscape
Quality of landscape architecture, site design and pedestrian amenities
Impact on public infrastructure and servicing (i.e. water, sewage, stormwater management,
roads & garbage collection)
Environmental performance and “green building” practices under an accredited regulatory
system
Achievement of the goals/objectives Banff Community Plan and Banff National Park
Management Plan
How does the proposed development enhance Banff as an authentic mountain community?
Commitment to provide alternative transportation methods for staff and users
Is there a significant retail component to the development?
What are the identifiable community benefits of the development?
What are the identifiable visitor benefits of the development?
Timing and commencement of construction within 12 months?

The review team believes that the current system, which allocates floor space using a lottery, does
not do an adequate job of leveraging community goals and objectives. For this reason, the review
team is recommending a transition to a merit-based system which requires applicants to illustrate
how new commercial development will help implement the Banff Community Plan.
What feedback has the business community (Banff Summit - December 2009) provided?
• Provide a mechanism if possible to deal with smaller allocations
• Merit criteria should consider a methodology for ranking identifiable community benefit and
visitor benefit as part of selection process
• Merit based review of all applications for commercial use development allotments would
ensure that only the highest quality proposals would be approved
• Merit based review of all applications would ensure that the goals and objectives of the Banff
Community Plan and commercial build out study are fulfilled
• Decisions on what projects should be selected for approval must be decided upon a board or
jury (e.g. Municipal Planning Commission)
• Limit time frame to proceed with development
• Further study is required to determine who wants to proceed with development and needs a
commercial use development allotment.
While initial feedback from Banff Summit participants indicated endorsement for a merit-based
review system, the review team understands that this is no longer the case.
A Revised Application Process
With a proposed shift away from a lottery system for Commercial Development Allotments
(CDAs), a new application and review process would be required. The process suggested by the
review team would closely mirror that which is in place for Development Permits.
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Other Options?
Hybrid Lottery / Merit System

One of the benefits of a merit-based system is that it should remove spurious or non-serious
applicants from the process. The review team believes a merit-based system will encourage
serious applicants only, which will encourage projects that actually get built, and not those
that are purely speculative. One option is to use a hybrid system, where applicants must
demonstrate ability to proceed with their proposal prior to entering a lottery. "Ability to
proceed" could be linked to a reduced time horizon for building (e.g. 24 months to Building
Permit issuance), or could be demonstrated through qualification bonding (e.g. posting a
"performance" bond related to proposed square footage to be released at construction).
These steps may have the benefit of removing speculative applicants, but would still result
in the "game of chance" with respect to building quality.

Get Rid of Allotments

Another approach to Commercial Development in Banff would be to get rid of any allotment
system, and instead rely on density regulations (e.g. Floor Area Ratio) to cap floor space.
This idea has merit in its simplicity, and would place increased focus on the Development
Permit stage to leverage public benefit from commercial development. One of the
requirements of this process would be certainty that the Land Use Bylaw's density
provisions do not exceed the federally regulated growth cap. This question can only be
answered through a comprehensive analysis of the town's commercial floor space, which is
currently underway through the Commercial Floor Space Administration System.
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What Did We Hear?
Spring, 2011 Survey (n=379)
Question: When deciding to allocate our limited amount of future commercial development,
which factors are important to you?

Banff.ca Survey (n=0)
Question: What are your thoughts on a transition to a "merit" based allotment system
versus the existing lottery system?
Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association– Written Submission
In the opinion of the BLLHMA, the merit-based allocation criteria and selection process, as
proposed by the Land Use Bylaw review team, is flawed – for multiple reasons:
a) it creates uncertainty as it introduces subjective elements into the distribution system;
b) the commercial market, with its ability to efficiently allocate capital, can respond to the
changing tourism market dynamics quickly. The merit-based allocation criteria and selection
process is essentially an entrenchment of today’s needs – which often becomes a barrier to
competitiveness in the future when the market shifts (yet again);
c) the policy framework underlying the merit-based system (the Banff Summit) was an
inadequate process upon which to base such important regulation;
d) it essentially creates a sustainability screening process, similar in tone to the Canmore SSR
(the Minister of Municipal Affairs for Alberta amended the Municipal Government Act
Regulations prohibiting SSR’s where they interfere with the right to apply for a DP and
appeal the decision8); and,
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e) it is based on a belief system that the government administration can make better decisions
about demand and supply in the market place than the market itself.
The BLLHMA submits:
• The time and complexity (and cost) of the merit-based allocation criteria and selection
process is not warranted in light of the small number of existing CDAs to be re-distributed.
• The proposed CDA selection criteria are too subjective and create uncertainty.
• The proposed CDA selection criteria impose conditions that are contrary to commercial
sustainability – and create a regulatory subsidy for commercial developments that would not
otherwise be viable.
• The proposed CDA selection criteria do not include the most important element of
sustainability, namely: is the project financially viable?
We view the merit-based CDA selection criteria as an interesting and expensive experiment, nothing
more. It will result in creation of low value properties that pay less tax. Implicit within the
Community Plan is the goal of achieving maximum revenues to fund municipal plans/programs. It
is arguable that the merit-based CDA selection criteria conflicts with a primary goal of the
Community Plan. The best use of the existing CDA’s is to allocate them to the “highest and best
use” lands so they create maximum tax revenues.
Regarding the existing CDA’s, it is disappointing that the Land Use By-law review team did not
present more options. The BLLHMA Commercial Growth Working Committee has come up with
several other options for distribution of the CDA’s, such as:
•

•

•

Proportional Allocation - the existing CDA’s would be divided proportionately among
commercial properties that are below the maximum site coverage and below the maximum
FAR. Each commercial property owner will have a period within which to construct, or
transfer (or return) its allocation.
Refreshing Pool – the existing CDA’s are available for existing projects that undertake
renovations and re-fresh their product. Each commercial property owner that renovates its
building can draw a fixed amount of square footage from the pool. This creates incentive to
re-fresh the product.
Annual Lottery – continue on with the annual draws until the existing CDA’s are gone.

A simple and straight forward distribution system is all that is required. All of these suggested
distribution systems are efficient and economical methods of distributing the CDA’s. If terms and
conditions are required, the foremost consideration should be that the CDA’s must be used for the
“highest and best use”.
The legislated Cap (and the associated moratorium on commercial development) took away square
footage that was allocated to commercial properties. Now, the municipality proposes to re-distribute
and re-allocate that square footage based upon “topical” municipal needs. Let the market decide – it
makes decisions quickly, efficiently and in response to actual (not perceived) needs.
Commercial Property Owners Letter
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To allocate remaining Commercial Development Allotments
(CDAs) using a “Merit based” system, where “merit” is determined by a set of criteria interpreted by
a board or a jury.
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Stakeholder Comments:
STRONGLY DISAGREE
• Banff Summit (Dec-2009) had some participants who initially supported this concept, and
some who did not. It was not an ‘endorsement’.
• Amendment sounds great in theory, but is totally impractical.
• Amendment creates uncertainty and subjectivity; whereas the investment community needs
certainty and objectivity.
• Amendment would create significant disincentive to investment – not worth the risk to incur
planning costs (which are significant) only to be subject to a ‘wild-card’ jury.
• Brewster favors utilizing a significant portion of the remaining CDA’s for a mixed use
Convention Centre and Hotel Complex that would benefit community groups, all residents
and businesses in Banff.”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
• Avoid any form of “merit-based” review as an additional level of regulation in the allocation
of area for commercial development. Possible exception would be for a mixed use
Convention Centre and Hotel Complex.
• A Revised Application Process:

Amendment Proposed by TOB: To have an MPC review panel assess applications for CDAs (based
on ‘merit’) prior to the Development Permit process.
Stakeholder Comments:
STRONGLY DISAGREE
• Development process is already long and onerous enough, with a significant amount of
review and input from TOB and Parks
• Do we even know at this point which commercial lots could actually use the remaining
CDAs? Do we know who actually wants CDAs now, or in the next 2 or 3 years?
• See comments on “merit-based review”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
• Start by determining who actually wants the remaining CDAs. This could be done by a
simple solicitation of interest from those commercial leaseholders who have lots that are
currently under maximum FAR (and who do not currently hold CDAs for such lots).
• Once unallocated commercial development potential is determined, remaining CDAs could
be allocated out proportionately (essentially giving such leaseholders back as much as
possible of what was taken away from them in the first place). Such leaseholders could then
do what they want with it (develop, retain on title, or transfer to another commercial
leaseholder – see “Transferability” section below).
• Another option would be to continue with lottery draws until remaining CDAs are fully
allocated back to commercial leaseholders.
• Goal should be to get TOB out of CDA allocations, relying on its density regulations (FAR)
to cap floor space.
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Issue 16; Commercial Floor Space Transferability
Banff.ca/ourlanduse:
The total amount of commercial floor space that can be developed within the Town of Banff is
subject to a legislated growth cap which has arguably had an effect on redevelopment and
reinvestment in commercial properties.
What does the Community Plan say?
• "Encourage reinvestment in existing commercial properties"
• "Showcase Banff’s commercial properties as leaders in environmental practices"
The ability to transfer commercial floor space from one property to another may be one of the
instruments with which reinvestment can be encouraged. Transferring of floor space between
properties would create a "peer to peer" market for floor space, thereby creating another source for
floor space in addition to the Commercial Development Allotment system. Regulating transferability
would also provide a tool with which to implement the goals and objectives of the Community Plan
and the recommendations of the build out study.
How would transferability work?
A transferability system would create the opportunity to transfer floor space from one property to
another. The review team has provided an animation (below) to explain the proposed system:
Transferability and Community Goals
The review team believes that should a system for transferring floor space be implemented,
transferability should only be permitted when it helps achieve broader community goals and
objectives as defined in the Banff Community Plan.
This “merit-based” transferability system would be similar to the one being proposed for
commercial development allotments.
Example criteria for a "merit checklist" may ask:
• Does the receiving development contribute to the “mountain aesthetic” of Banff in terms of
the quality of site and building design?
• Does the receiving development provide a public amenity (e.g. public washrooms, Banff
Avenue walk-through, public art?)
• Is the receiving development a “green building” under an accredited regulatory system?
• Is there sufficient evidence that the donating property has been removed from the
commercial floor space inventory?
• Timing and commencement of construction. Will the receiving development be built in the
short-term (e.g. 12 months)?
• Is there a significant retail component to the receiving development?
Transferability Process
With the introduction of transferability for commercial floorspace between sites, a new application
and review process would be required. The process suggested by the review team would closely
mirror that which is in place for Development Permits.
Reinforcing Our Core Commercial Areas
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The review team believes that transferability should only occur between “like” land use districts, and
should be reinforcing the goals and objectives of the Banff Community Plan, as well as the
recommendations contained within the Banff Build-Out Study, which advocates clearly for the
strengthening of the retail sector.
In order to achieve these objectives, the review team is proposing restrictions on transferability
which would guide transfers to occur between like land use districts, or to land use districts (e.g. CD
– Commercial Downtown) which can help reinforce the build-out study recommendations.
What Did We Hear?
Banff.ca Survey (n= 3)
Question: Do you support a system to allow the transferability of commercial floor space?
Response: Yes
Response: Yes
Response: No
Question: Do you think the ability to transfer commercial floor space would encourage capital
reinvestment in buildings?
Response: No
Small Business Association of Banff – Written Submission
Other measures intended to increase flexibility in the commercial offerings are welcome by this
group. Initiatives such as space transferability, increasing our opportunities to maximize the use of
our limited footprint, and ensuring that appropriate “use” designations are accounted for are
positive proposals, as these measures will benefit small business by creating a wider variety of space
from which they can more efficiently conduct their operations.
Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association– Written Submission
Comments on the Merit-Based Selection Process and Transferability
Transferability between private parties will not occur, and re-investment will not
occur, if the transfer is “clouded” with a host of subjective criteria imposed by
the municipality. This is not the correct place to be imposing “community based
goals” – just as the municipality has no authority or jurisdiction (or need) to impose
conditions or restrictions at the time of sale or transfer of commercial properties.
Existing commercial space is “owned” by the transferor.
The Real Question
Economics, co-modification and values aside, the real question is… “who is better
positioned to distribute CDA’s and surplus Commercial square footage – the market
or the municipality?”
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Imposing merit based selection criteria is based on a presumption that governmental
administration can predict the future community needs and future economic trends.
An open market transferability system is based on the presumption that capital (in
this case surplus square footage) will move as demand dictates.
The BLLHMA submits the market can respond to changing tourism trends quicker
than the municipality and the market has better insight into future economic trends.
For example, the commercial sector has already begun responding to the expected
influx of Chinese visitors. By contrast, the burdensome development processes
in Banff are far from being nimble and capable of responding to market shifts that
address the needs these new visitors.
The answer is a shared model of open market transfers and regulation. The details
must be worked out prior to re-drafting the Bylaws; the proposed changes to the
Commercial Land Use By-laws, primarily the merit-based selection process, as now
written, are deficient.
Commercial Property Owners Letter
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To allow the transfer of Commercial development space between
commercial properties.
Stakeholder Comments:
CONDITIONALLY AGREE
• Primary goal should be to convince Parks Canada that the Cap can be respected through the
defined FAR that governs each commercial lot (to create one clear and certain layer of cap
regulation rather than the existing two layers).
• If Parks cannot be convinced that the cap can be respected through defined FARs, then full
transferability is necessary to ensure –
• Maximum use of what we have, ie Commercial Cap Floor Area (particularly the amount that
existed at the time of the “Cap” implementation) does not get lost over time.
• Flexibility, ie Commercial Cap Floor Area can move to location of highest and best use.
• Reinvestment ie Commercial Cap Floor Area more likely to be developed.
• Commercial floor area that makes up the cap (what existed at the time + 350,000) became a
commodity as soon as the cap was implemented, so allowing it to transfer is a method of
preserving its value.
• The demand market for commercial floor area will be relatively small – there are simply very
few commercial lots outside the CS district with development potential – so there would be
no concern of transferability at exorbitant or unfair values.
• Amendment would allow commercial floor area with low value (eg commercial basements)
to be sterilized and replaced by commercial space of higher value (eg convert residential
main floor on Bear Street to commercial).
• Transferability would encourage capital reinvestment in buildings, particularly where
development potential remained.
• Transferability provisions are nothing new; they already exist in many cities (for example, a
church in a downtown sector can transfer its development rights to a high-rise building).
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Stakeholder Recommendation:
Amend bylaw to allow for full transferability (until such time as the cap is governed by density
regulations).
Transferability and Community Goals:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To permit the transfer of Commercial development space between
commercial properties on a “merit” basis.
Stakeholder Comments:
STRONGLY DISAGREE WITH “MERIT BASIS”
• See comments above on “Merit based review”
• Market will determine highest and best use.
• If the TOB needs commercial space to meet its goals (such as main-floor retail level in a
parking structure), it should not have a ‘merit based’ advantage over anyone else.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
• Allow the transfer of commercial development rights as long as density regulations are
respected. No ‘merit-based’ assessment.
• Transferability Process:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To have a Transferability Review process prior to the Development
Permit process.
Stakeholder Comments:
• PARTIALLY AGREE
• TOB should receive an application to transfer for monitoring or administrative purposes
only.
• TOB (or any such jury or board) should not be involved in any ‘merit based’ assessment of
the transfer.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
Ensure that the Transferability Review process is only an administrative process.
Reinforcing Our Core Commercial Areas:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To restrict the transfer of Commercial development space to being
between commercial lots in the same land-use districts.
Stakeholder Comments:
DISAGREE
• Commercial development space should be allowed to transfer freely to highest and best use,
whether it moves between land districts or not.
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Visitor

1. Do you think locating fast food chains away from street fronts would create a more
favourable impression of downtown Banff for our visitors?

Yes

No

2. Do you think approving new gift shops based on additional criteria such as their
location, context and number would create a more favourable impression of
downtown Banff for our visitors?

Yes

No

3. Do you think enforcing existing regulations, which restrict low quality signs and the
outdoor display of merchandise, would create a more favourable impression of
downtown Banff for our visitors?

Yes

No

Please use the back of the card for any additional comments or feedback.

Visitor

1. Do you think locating fast food chains away from street fronts would create a more
favourable impression of downtown Banff for our visitors?

Yes

No

2. Do you think approving new gift shops based on additional criteria such as their
location, context and number would create a more favourable impression of
downtown Banff for our visitors?

Yes

No

3. Do you think enforcing existing regulations, which restrict low quality signs and the
outdoor display of merchandise, would create a more favourable impression of
downtown Banff for our visitors?

Yes

No

Please use the back of the card for any additional comments or feedback.

Resident

1. If Banff’s existing grocery stores or services stations
propose converting to a different use, should there be a
public review process?
Yes
No
2. Do you think that new businesses that are small and
locally-owned, should be assisted by phasing their required
housing and parking fee payments over the first years of
operation?
Yes
No
3. Do you think locating fast food chains away from street
fronts would create a more favourable impression of
downtown Banff for our visitors?
Yes
No
4. Do you think approving new gift shops based on additional
criteria such as their location, context and number would
create a more favourable impression of downtown Banff
for our visitors?
Yes
No
5. When deciding how to allocate our limited amount of
future commercial development, which factors are
important to you?
Architectural Quality
Including Local Serving Retail
Public Art
Upgrades to Public Infrastructure
Environmental Performance
Short Construction Timeframe
None, I prefer the current lottery allocation system

Please use the back of the card for any additional comments or feedback.

Bison Courtyard (Mar 26) Cascade Plaza (Mar 29) Kirby Lane (Mar 30) Nester's (Mar 31)
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
RQ1 - grocery/ss
12
0
31
9
21
1
12
RQ2 - sm bus fees
11
1
36
3
19
2
13
RQ3 - fast food
8
4
27
13
21
1
11
RQ4 - gift shops
9
3
32
8
16
4
10
RQ5 - allocation (Y=change, N=lotter
11
1
37
3
19
2
12

1
0
2
3
1

VQ1 - fast food
VQ2 - gift shops
VQ3 - signs

1
1
1

6
6
6

Number
Resident Responses
Visitor Responses
Total Responses

0
0
0

%
12
6
18

18
18
22

Number
67%
33%

9
9
5

%
40
27
67

60%
40%

7
7
8

Number %
22
8
30

1
1
0

0
0
0

Number
73%
27%

%
13
1
14

Bison Courtyard (Apr 1) Mt Norquay (Apr 2)
Yes
No
Yes
No
23
3
10
18
7
9
20
3
10
23
1
10
25
1
12
3
2
2

Number
93%
7%

0
1
0

%
26
3
29

14
15
14

Number
90%
10%

2
1
2
2
0
3
2
1

%
12
17
29

Cascade Plaza (Apr 14) Parks Canada Lunch & Nesters (Apr 21)
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
23
3
9
0
25
19
7
7
1
22
16
9
7
1
20
18
8
7
1
22
22
4
9
0
25
0
0
1

Number
41%
59%

1
1
0

%
26
1
27

2
3
4

Number
96%
4%

%
9
9

Number
100%

0
4
6
4
1
2
0
0

%
26
4
30

Nesters (Apr 26)
Yes
No
13
17
11
15
17
1
1
1

Number
87%
13%

4
1
6
1
1
0
0
0

%
18
1
19

Bison Courtyard (Apr 2Cascade Plaza (Apr 28)
Yes
No
Yes
No
10
3
16
13
0
15
11
1
15
10
3
15
13
0
16
3
3
3

Number
95%
5%

0
0
0

%
13
3
16

8
6
7

Number
81%
19%

1
2
1
5
1
1
3
2

%
16
9
25

64%
36%

Online Responses
Yes
No
131
135
118
112
141
44
42
44

Number %
166
65
231

Total
Yes

No

15
11
29
33
5

336
334
295
299
359

42
40
78
76
20

15
15
14

106
103
112

33
33
23

72%
28%

Number %
399
145
544

73%
27%

Total
Yes
No
84%
11%
84%
10%
74%
20%
75%
19%
90%
5%
73%
71%
77%

23%
23%
16%

Architectural Quality
Local Serving Retail
Public Art
Public Infrastructure Upgrades
Environmental Perforamnce
Short Construction Timeframe
None - Prefer Same

Total Respondents ( R )

RQ5 - Commerical Land Allocation
Bison Courtyard (Mar 26) Cascade Plaza (Mar 29) Kirby Lane (Mar 30) Nester's (Mar 31) Bison Courtyard (Apr 1) Mt Norquay (Apr 2) Cascade Plaza (Apr 1Parks Canada Lunch Nesters (Apr 21)
9
28
15
11
11
8
11
9
10
18
12
9
12
10
14
8
4
18
5
5
12
12
9
6
9
21
11
8
9
13
8
7
4
23
13
11
16
7
10
8
3
4
1
3
4
3
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
0
4
0

399

TotalResponses
155
142

Architectural Quality
Environmental Perforamnce
Public Art
Public Infrastructure Upgrades
Local Serving Retail
Short Construction Timeframe
N
None
-P
Prefer
f Lottery
L

39%
36%
25%
31%
34%
9%
4%

124

136

98

37
15

Nesters (Apr 26)
17
20
8
11
17
6
1

11
12
4
12
11
3
1

Bison Courtyard (Ap Cascade Plaza (Apr 2Total
Percent
11
14
155
9
8
142
8
7
98
6
9
124
8
8
136
1
5
37
0
1
15

39%
36%
25%
31%
34%
9%
4%

Visitors - Write in Comments
Bison Courtyard (Mar 26)
Don't allow sidewalk merchandise displays. Tacky, horrible, cheap. Bad impression.
Take measures to strongly discourage shops NOT carry same old thing made in China.
Start a local co
co-operative
operative to sell locally-made
locally made items - crafts,
crafts art,
art clothing,
clothing pottery,
pottery etc.
etc
Unique and local that visitors can't get just anywhere. Too much "kitch."
To "let the market decide" is to do nothing, maintian status quo and prolong the
problem.
NO more tacky souvenir ships. Over-represented already.
Don't prolong the image that Banff is just another Calgary shopping mall.
Fewer franchise "formula" chains. More homegrown enterprises. BUT NEED RENT
CONTROL to not price them out of the market.
market
Fast food but NOT Banff ave
Retail quota system - if already [have] - then no more
Be bold - DON'T bow to corporate pressures to cave-in on regulations and bylaws.
Don't let business dictate what town does.
"Authentic" means home-grown NOT multi-natioanl chains
Business might be slow, but it is high rent that is forcing them out! Must end!
Shift from commodity purchasing to expereince - based tourism.
tourism Do we need as many
shops in the first place? Take home meories not stuff
Make more uses discretionary rathe than merely permitted/allowed overnight
Keep commerical heritage buildings intact
Cascade Plaza (Mar 29)
As a visitor, we prefer the type of community that your neighbour to the north - Jasper offers.
ff
B
Banff
ff - th
though
h scenic
i - iis going
i ttoo commericalized
i li d and
d - I thi
thinkk - iis ttrying
i tto
become Canada's Aspen! Work to keep it under control.

Kirby Lane (Mar 30)
Look at Jackson Hole (WY) for great "local" regulations
Public Transit between Canmore & Banff
N more gift
No
if shops
h
selling
lli the
h same things
hi
First, there should be no fast food chains in Banff
Gift shops should be restricted to only one or to with similar "touristy" merchandise and
the rest unique and/or artisann merchandise
Should be a "tacky" sign rule
Nester's (Mar 31)
P employees
Pay
l
more
Bison Courtyard (Apr 1)
None
Mt Norquay (Apr 2)
Chain fast food should conform to standards
D ' approve more gift
Don't
if shops
h
Chain fast food is fine as long is they architecturely blend in on Main Street

Signage and displays must be consistent and high quality
Cascade Plaza (Apr 14)
None
Nesters (Apr 21)
None
Nesters (Apr 26)
No more gift shops
Bison Courtyard (Apr 27)
None
Cascade Plaza (April 28)
Empty shop fronts create an unfavourable impression, suggest in current climate filling
up shops is the first priority - the questions on the front should really only apply when
all is good and full and there are people queing up to open stores.

Residents - Write in Comments
Bison Courtyard (Mar 26)
I would like to see the development of an artisan market one/two days
a week as a local ongoing event to support local artists/outlet for fresh
food (produce) etc.
Make visitors work a little to find their food outlets
Impose commerical rent control to encoruage more stability and less
turnover
Impose a quota system to reduce over-represetnation of certain
commerical types: too many coffee shops, sporting goods stores,
jewellery shops, etc. We DON'T need anymore. Encourage a vareity,
NOT more of the same. NO more "kitch" shops!
More for residents' needs
Existing grocery stores and gas stations should be the only use allowed
on that site to prevent conversion to other uses (ie. That use only in
perpetuity)
Allow gas stations to have repair/service shops/bays as well.
NEEDED!
Strictly enforce commerical cap. Don't need more commercial space jjust
s more
o e housing
o s g de
demand
a d we do
don't need
eed
More lcoals essential services!
Cascade Plaza is becoming a real white elephant TOO COSTLY TOO HIGH RENT. Empty stores and as eyesore and poor message
to visitors. "Can Banff be good with so many vacant shops?"
You can see tacos, but not be Taco Bell
Too many corporate logos on Banff Ave just enforces the message
that Banff is "anywhere North America." Be unique and distinct.
People DON'T want "made in China," no matter where it comes from.
Visitors want to buy items that are at least Canadian made, if not
locally made. NOT mass-produced in China and what is available
everywhere. Utlize LCOAL artisans.
Cascade Plaza (Mar 29)
No spot zoning for grocery stores/service stations - consultation only
Short construction timeframe not important, better to do it well
Staff accomodation or apartments should be considered when
allocating future commercial development
Locating fast food chains off-street WOULD create a more favourable
impression, but SHOULD NOT be done
Additional gift store approvals WOULD create a more favourable
impression, but SHOULD NOT be done
The market should decide our commerical development allocation STOP REGULATING, it's not fair to keep changing the rules
The TOB should never be in competition with it's residents and
taxpayers
Rent cap
Have support from Town for newer smaller businesses
Make it easier for locals to start a new business

New outdoor market proposal great idea (summer), if not outside
maybe somehwere like arena.
Rent cap on business space
Existing fast food chains should not be relocated, limits only on new
Tehre are too many gift shops selling the same product. Tehre needs
to be a consolidation of these, opening frontage to other businesses.
If there were to be attention p
paid to a venue to p
provide local talent
(music, art, etc.) consistently, I would be very apprecaitive.
More downtown big-name concerts
In the late 20th there was still something a little special about some
"brand" stores because many small urban areas did not yet have GAP,
Starbucks, etc. The opposite is now true - those stores are ubiquitous.
Banff Ave risks becomingg not just
j an outdoor,, scenic mall,, but a
generic mall, an experience people avoid during their limited vacation
time. We need to attract visitors who are "beyond shopping - been
there, done that, got the t-shirt." The Banff experience has to be
special. Friends from out of Town do not want to "come to Banff."
They'll visit. We'll go outside and play, go to a performance at Banff
Centre. Then MAYBE they'll shop briefly for a souvenir just before
leaving.
eav g. Shopping
S opp g iss not
o a so
sought-after
g a e eexperience.
pe e ce.
Kirby Lane (Mar 30)
Provide a bus service between Banff and Canmore
Keep Banff unique and local "made in Canada"
Don't see much point in regulating until you take downt he
landlords…
Don'tt feed the market with one kind of thing
Don
Pick up the cigarette butts on Banff Ave
"Local Hiring" as part of commerical land use allocation system
Please no more gift stores… original stores, locally owned
Nester's (Mar 31)
Do not through out P.B.
I think permits should be limited so that we don
don'tt have too many fast
food outlets, liquor stores, souvenir shops etc. We need a variety and
it's sad to see some unique shops and resturants closing. It seems that
only souvenir shops and liquor stores can survive in Banff.
Bison Courtyard (Apr 1)
Willingness to provide housing should be considered in commerical
development allocation process
Allocation choices for commerical development alloction are too
vague and don't account for budgetary limitations
Promote local - rental prices are too high and chain stores can not
continue to set the prices
No new franchises
Create different rental prices prices based on retailer category
Would like to see in-ground cables as part of infrastructure upgrades
Rents need to be low for local businesses
Promote slow food, 100 Mile Diet

Local gift stores would be authentic
We need a Chamber of Commerce
Lower commercial rents, and put rent controls in
Stop greed and avarice
Quality not Quantity
Focus on national park location, philanthropic values
Environmental performance
is keyy to a national park
p
p
No fast food!
No more gift shops!
the local clientele. We need to maintain what we have currently to
ensure the competitive spirit is alive and well in the community.
Othewise, the price point will increase and force locals to seek other
options outside of town. I, for one, would liek to spend my money
here.
More incentives for entrepeneurs to start small unique businesses (not
franchises) in town should be encouraged. Mayeb lower tax margins
and per sq foot rents for "one of a kind" businesses. It is said that if a
business can survive the first 3 years of inception, their chances of
success increase. However,r eality bites and people will often shop at
places which are familiar. Franchises are more fmailiar due to their
marketing strategies which small businesses can
can'tt compete against.
I, personally, hate walking downtown and seeing fast food chains on
main street. It takes away from the unique experience that Banff CAN
be for locals and visitors. I understand that for budget conscious
visitors/families, having this familiar option is important. Just because
it's not on main street, doesn't mean they won't find it. this practice
may also encourage visitors to try one of the many unique downtown
it'ss "different."
It'ss all about the experience.
resturants because it
different. It
Keeping fast food chains off main streets can ean "out of sight, out fo
mind" for amny people, and increase the customer base for restuarants
on main street.
There are too many gift shops which sell the same thing. It is boring
and not unique. Having more specific criteria requirements, for the
Town to base their approval process on, will help weed out the same
type of shops.
Mt Norquay (Apr 2)
Abolish key money - monopoly laws
ELIMINATE the housing and parking fee payments of small local
businesses
Free busses should be part of the infrastructure upgrades
Trade our commerical development space like a stock - make it a
commodity
I would not approve new gift shops
I think you have to take into account "rents," if the rents are too high
then "local" businesses are limited and only chains can operate (but it's
better to have a chain than an empty store front)
Make back alleys more appealing, then back alley businesses can
flourish - camoflauge dumpsters,
dumpsters bury lines,
lines and organize the cycling
paths thru the back alleys

Essential services (grocey, gas stations, pharmacy, doctor's office) need
to be zoned
We need to get rid of the tacky stores that no longer compliment Banff
Provide an experience that can be provided to both visitors and locals clean up the Town!
Waiving parking/fees for small, locally owned business should depend
on number of employees, hours of operation - people can work in the
day but the expectation should not be that people are walking in the
evening or early morning. The Town should be accoutnable and
provide adequate parking, the downtown enhancement program
eliminated parking and no additional parking was added. What about
the apartment
p
buildings
g - there is no parking
p
g and people
p p have to p
park
on the street. The owners should be made to pay for parking so cars
are not littered all over the streets.
The storefront makes more of a different- services have to be
provided. I think the Twon had to identify "fast food resturants." Its
responsibility to provide healthy alternatives to our visitors that don't
cost a fortune (ie. Subway, sandwich companys). If you define fast
food
ood as high
g fat,
a,b
burgers/chips
ge s/c ps than
a no
o they
ey sshould
o d not
o be aallowed
owed in
Banff. We are a moutnain resort and should be depicted as an active,
healthy place to live and visit.
The Town is so busy with development that Council has forgot to
walk the side streets to actually see what our visitors see - condoms,
mattresses, garbage, cars - the Town is a disaster! Clean it up so our
visitors come back!
Cascade Plaza (Apr 14)
None
Parks Canada Lunch & Learn (Apr 20)
Do we need/want more fast food chains? Gift shops?
Would prefer not to have fast food chains in Banff.
Would like to cap gift store numbers
Would like to see more "pedestrian" opportunities - ie. close Banff
Ave for one day on a weekend
If you remove the gift shops, what would you put in that space to add
to the Banff experience? Who dictates what will go there? Would you
get the suggestions from local surveys, online comments, other mtn
communites? What constitutes a positive Banff experience? Are you
or would you access Parks user surveys (as this notion of "Banff
Banff
expereince" exists within Banff National Park)?
How about NO new gift shops?
Is assisting small/local buinesses fair and equitable? Payments should
be included in their business plans - what if the business folds
regardless?
Nesters (Apr 21)
Allocating development space - by inviting new entrants into the
system

Allocating development space - by prioritizing clean streets
Nesters (Apr 26)
Farmer's Market - a great community event!
Farmer's Market, Banff Mountain Festival in July - Folk/Roots/Jazz or
Creative Arts
Set a cap
footage
p on total square
q
g allowed to individual companies
p
Bison Courtyard (Apr 27)
Along with the public review process, there should be enforceable
regulations to ensure the continuation of community services and to
limit the homogenization of our Town
The public review process should have defined objectives and the
authorityy to affect outcomes rather than just
j make recommendations
No more fast food and chain resturants!
Street vending (food)!
Thanks for encouraging input - you're doing a fabulous job!
It would be great to see more support for LOCAL businesses and
keep Banff special by having more boutique style stores, keeping the
more mainstream stores out of site.
It iss getting
ge g radically
ad ca y expensive
e pe s ve to
o have
ave a sstore
o e frotn
o in Banff
a aand
dw
with
times beign as they are, prices need to come down before Banff
becomes a ghost town.
Cascade Plaza (Apr 28)
Gift shop criteria should include "Canadian products"
Thanks for asking!
I felt the questions were leading
Please help support our small locally owned businesses
Relocate ALL chain fast food stores out of Banff
When I travel, I most enjoy visiting towns which are unique - locally
owned restuarants, galleries & shops, NOT expensive chains. The
current cost of real estate in Banff, coupled with GREED on the part
of the landlords PLUS th economic crisis AND the ski bus fiasco have
all managed to create the "Perfect
Perfect Storm.
Storm." I have no answers for you,
our Town fathers and mothers, but I urge you to NOT let Banff
become Aspen or Palm Springs! Please!
Town should review how commercial space owners (landlords)
operate. There are so many empty commercial spaces that are not
conducive to visitor experience nor local experiences. Very few small
local businesses are able to find office space unless of course you go
with an owner who insists on a "personal
personal gaurantee"
gaurantee essentially
allowing them to take your home if your business fails! Kicked while
down! Unbelievable! No one looking out for small business it seems.

Addressing Intensification Through Operating Hours
Question: Do you agree that waste management issues associated with 24 hour and
late night operations needs to be addressed? Which of the two options
presented here are preferrable? Send us your thoughts.
Response: Yes. A waste surcharge is likely the easiest and most practical, however,
capacity is probably the better of the two. Option 1 preferred.
Response: The bars should have to clean up the cigarette butts on the street and
sidewalk within 3 m of their doors I think when they close, that is always a
disgusting mess. However waste receptacles by the late night/24 hr
businesses will not stop the drunks from leaving their drinks and late night
snacks all the way down the street or from throwing up in the bushes as
they head back to their hotels. I've seen them stand next to a garbage can
or ashtray and still litter, they're drunk! It is part of being a resort town,
and if the visitors are not complaining about litter, let's spend money and
energy where it is better needed please.
Response: Waste Management issues need to be kept on top of. I'm in favour
businesses paying an appropriate amount for their waste collection, if they
are generating more then usual, it may make sense for them to pay more.
That said, they are also ensuring a diversity of businesses in town which
benefits everyone, so sharing the costs also makes sense. Either way, I
support more frequent collection if that is required rather then more waste
infrastructure.
Response: No
Response: No

Authenticity and Retail Diversity
Question: Do you believe that making future souvenir and gift shops a
discretionary use will help address our visitor's impression of Banff?
Are there other mechanisms which might be effective?
Response: There are people who own several gift shops along Banff Ave and
each sells the same items. If each store could offer something
different that would be a more fun experience instead you are just
trying to find out which was offers it the cheapest. At the same time
we don't need 10 mountain sports stores either where they all offer
the same hiking pants and shoes.

Yes

No

Blank

4

43

21

Banff Avenue Clutter
Question: Does Banff Avenue, and particular the hotel areas,
appear to have too much signage? Send us your
thoughts.
Response: Yes.
Response: Yes - signage could be reduced, however business
owners affected should be compensated for sign removal
and re-installation.
Response: Yes.
Response: More signage can be nice if a place is hard to find or a
potential customer doesn't know what he or she is
looking for. Consolidation would definitely look better...
would it be more helpful to the guest or business
purveyor?
Response: Yes. teh signs have no uniqueness or upkeep. Painting
renewal shoudl be done more often so the faded ugly
signs look new again. Teh sign to Chillis resturant is
larger than staff accomodation bedrooms. You cant find
the fox hotel cause the sign is so small to the hotel but
you sure can find the food outlet. Creativity and upkeep
is what need to be done to improve it all
Response: Considering the number of tourists that flip u-turns on
Banff Ave to get back to the hotel or restaurant they
were looking for and just drove past, no, I don't. Besides,
the businesses all had to meet a bunch of design and
placement guidelines in the first place, now we tell them
to spend more money to change it again? I can't support
this.
Response: Banff Avenue has too much signage - they should be
more uniform and a design committee should decide on
what is aesthetic. There should be no free standing
unapproved signs.

Building Bedrooms for Employees
Question: Do you agree with the idea of restricting bedrooms required of
commercial developments to apartments or accessory dwellings?
Response: Yes.
Response: In theory, absolutely. Great idea.
Response: Yes, and it is about time!!! And maybe you could find some pet friendly
units also. If we want people to stay here, we have to provide
affordable rental accommodation that allows for people to build lives
here. You cannot provide a quality experience to any visitor if you only
have visitors serving them.
Response: No. While it may be true that commercial expansion creates front line
jobs, it also likely increases the need for managers. If housing is created
for managers, it frees up housing for front line staff. Also, in this
recommendation is the assumption that all front line staff do/want to
live in apartment style housing, which is not true. Creating non
apartment style housing that can be shared, which may encourage front
line staff who may not want to live in apartment style housing to
come/stay in town.
Response: Yes.
Response: Yes.
Response: The housing units creqate dto meet the regulations could all be built by
the BHC with them creating a varitety of rental units that meet the
variety of needs that exist for employees and that take into
consideration affordability. The current system isn't working

Commercial Floor Space Administration System
Question: Could you see a floor space administration system being
a useful tool for both regulators and property owners?
Send us your thoughts.
Response: What is it going to cost? Planning department in my
mind is heavy with staff how many will this project add
to get it up and running and how many will become full
time? Probably not an affordable idea.
Response: Absolutely, and it would be helpful for potential
developers and investors in the community. The
"unknown" can be scary to some, simplifying things and
making them more user friendly could be of great
advantage.
Response: Yes - for regulators and maybe used to market Banff to
tourists-the wonderful locally painted landscapes in
locally owned shops!!
Response: ABSOLUTELY - floor space should be regulated and
examined to ensure that some companies are relevant to
the town and to Banff National Park.

Downtown Building Height and Commercial Laneways
Yes

No

8

1

Yes

No

17

0

Question: Do you support amending downtown building heights from 2 1/2
stories to 3, contingent upon the 3rd floor being non-commercial?

Question: Do you support enhanced regulations to address the appearance of
our commercial lanes?

Eating & Drinking Definitions
Question:

Do we need to create new definitions for our eating and
drinking uses? Do the ones proposed by the review team
make sense, or is there room for greater clarity? Send us
your thoughts.

Response:

I think a coffee shop that sells quickly prepared or prewrapped sandwiches, soups and baked goods should be
treated the same as a fast food restaurant. Most of the
coffee shops sell just as much quickly prepared and/or
reheated food as they do coffee and tea. I would consider
Second Cup and Starbucks to be the only true coffee shops
in town since they are making soup and sandwiches.

Response:

Your categories make some sense, but I disagree with
restricting 'Fast Food' establishments to Cascade Plaza. Side
streets and Bear St should still be options for these
businesses. Restricting people who desire food quickly to
getting it when the Plaza is open is not right. 'Authentic
Mountain Culture' includes getting a quick bite on your way
to the climbing wall etc.

Response:

I think it is very important to serve the purposes of all
income groups in Banff. You don't want to out law places
like MacDonalds while creating ritzy restaurants where a lot
of people couldn't afford the cost of a meal. Also, many
people take their children or grandchildren to Banff and
they may prefer a fast-food offering. Be very careful what
you wish for! Banff is notoriously expensive and its
reputation suffers from this fact. From someone who
worked for two summers in Banff.

Response:

One thing that really irks us on Main Street is the large signs
in Chinese ouside these stores selling their Chinese Junk.
They are absolutely awful. Wonder sometimes if we are in
China! Too many restaurants on main street, we like to sit
outside and have coffee and a snack or a cold beer on the
patios. Scenery is still breathtaking, expensive to get into the
park and too many resteaurants on main st.

Response:

Yes, new definitions should be created. The ones proposed
by the review team make sense. As well as restricting future
fast food chains, I believe restriciting the chain restaurants
should be implemented as well. The restriction should be
that they should not be allowed at all in the town. I can eat
at Boston Pizza or Earls here at home, or any of a dozen
locations on the way. I also think that when a new location
is being made available, first priority should be given to the
current local restaurants to have the opportunity to expand
their location (ex the Eddie Burger Bar, or Carlito's Pizza in
the Banff Inn).

Response:

To the extent that they create noise issues (night clubs &
outdoor patios) special attention is required. Otherwise,
you're just repainting the deck chairs.

Response:

No. Unnecessary bureaucracy (change of use fees,
restriction, barriers to investment)

Response:

Being and Albertan for almost 25 years I love this province
and of course all it has to offer and showcase to others from
around the world. I really think that it would be a huge
mistake if chain restaurants and especially fast food ones
were to be in and around the town . I know they are in the
mall, but its outta site so its a little more tolerable. Case and
point . Look at Niagara Falls and the state of it. I am
ashamed to have have international people come to view the
falls only to be greated by tacky restaurants and side show
entertainment, that is better suited for a fair or amusment
park. I would be very sad to see this kind of thing happen
here, and be very sure its a slippery slope once you start that
process it happens very quickly. I trust the right decisions
will be made

Response:

I do not think new definitions are required. I think the mix
is good as is and locations of fast food restaurants should
not be restricted to one location

Response:

Licenced restaurants can serve late just like a night club so if
you wish to define them maybe the best way would be
based on their liquor licenses.

Response:

I do not think new definitions are required. I think the mix
is good as is and locations of fast food restaurants should
not be restricted to one location

Response:

I agree that there needs to be a set of definitions, though I
think it is difficult to distinguish between a coffee shop and
a fast food restaurant; both offer beverages and food. What
category would Tim Hortons fall into? If you combine the
two categories, I think there will be less confusion and it
will be more manageable.

Response:

God almighty, do not unleash fast food restaurants and
retail franchises upon your streets. I came to your website
thinking of a vacation to get away from such horse manure
in my own country, and to see the beauty of your area. I
wouldn't come as a tourist unless that stuff was well hidden.
Thanks for the opportunity to spout off. - M. Gardner,
southern neighbor

Response:

i really can't say how to define things, because a good lawyer
can tear it apart. But PRESERVE THE UNIQUENESS of
your town, and don't open the door to "fast food", or any
"super-chain" establishment from cloning your main street
to look like any main street anywhere. I once heard the
word "Jersey" used as a verb, so "Don't 'Jersey' Banff"
(meaning New Jersey). At the same time, I agree that it's a
good idea to set aside a little 'clone village' for the
closeminded herds of people to eat the same fast food they
can get at home. Set it aside with discreet signage.

Response:

I think McDonalds, Subway, Boston Pizza, and all fast food
chains should be banned from Banff. Promoting local
businesses should be the priority in Banff. If needed to be,
then in the malls is where they belong (fast food chains).

Response:

Are you guys entirely out of work? How much time and
effort is being spent on this project? Some / all of the "fast
food" establishments have paid for a change in use (staff
accom / parking)...if they are unable to sell the business,
and a new food establishment is now not permitted, who
gets the refund of the payments in lieu?

Response:

Yes

Response:

I think a coffee shop that sells quickly prepared or prewrapped sandwiches, soups and baked goods should be
treated the same as a fast food restaurant. Most of the
coffee shops sell just as much quickly prepared and/or
reheated food as they do coffee and tea. I would consider
Second Cup and Starbucks to be the only true coffee shops
in town since they are making soup and sandwiches.

Response:

We have too many nightclubs in town that creates late night
noise issues as well as other social problems.

Eliminating External Retailing
Yes
Question: Are you in favour of increased enforcement on the practice of
external / facade retailing?
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* Of the 191 responses "No" responses, the following may provide some clarity:
On Friday, June 18, 2010, 69 responses were received in the
span of 25 minutes, all with "No" responses, with 99% coming
from a single returning website visitor
On Sunday, June 20, 2010, 120 responses were received in the
span of 33 minutes, with 100% coming from a single returning
website visitor

No
191 *

Liquor Stores
Question: What do you think about the review team's proposal to
regulate liquor stores seperately from other uses in order
to address these businesses unique loading requriments?
Send us your thoughts or experiences with this issue.

Response: I think the liquor stores are good but they should back
onto a lane for loading. The Liquor Store in the Cascade
Plaza is excellent and has a great selection from all over
the world which you cannot find anywhere else and I
have heard nothing but praise for this.

Response: Yes, we need to examine how Liquor Stores operate and
their impact on the environment.
Response: It seems to me that if 'unique loading requirements' is
the issue, you should regulate business with 'unique
loading requirements'. Singling out one type of business
that often has the problem you wish to regulate does not
really address the whole problem, and does leave the
door open to regulating this type of business differently
from others for reasons other then 'unique loading
requirements' as well.
Response: Loading requirements are by no means unique to
Liquour stores. Grocery store and restaurants face
similar issues
Response: Yes. they should be entirely separate. All businesses that
have loading zones shoudl be ashamed of the back alley
areas. They are all messy, greasy, smelly garbage stacked,
pallets all over. Alot of locals tell tourists that walking
downt eh back alley is the quick way to reach teh end of
the avenue if theya re in a rush to reach the park and
restaurnat reservation etc. The journey should be
somewhat pleasureable and clean. Liquor stores that
offer wholesale delivery can rent some space in the
compund area.
Response: Agreed. Distribution problems create issues for other
retailers suppliers. There should be more consideration
given by potential operators to the needs and rights of
ways of their neighbors. This may create additional cost
and less suitable locations, however, would be of benefit,
I think, to all.
Response: There is no issue here , it's not broke so don't fix it!

Response: Regulate pick up and delivery times. Should be done
prior to 9:00 AM

Preserving Banff's Physical Character
Do you support the preservation of Banff's
commercial downtown character through limitations
on Commercial Retail Unit (CRU) width?

Yes

No

15
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Protecting Grocery Resources
Question: Do you think we should be taking steps to preserve grocery
stores? Are the measures proposed here (spot-zoning)
appropriate? Send us your thoughts.
Response: Yes, definitely.
Response: No stay out of it and let the consumer decide by where they
spedn their money. the stores here are nothing but giant
convieniece stores with crazy expensive pricing. Why does
everyone flock to the fruit truck every Wednesday? Cause we
want something more fresh and new. I personally can drive my
fullsize SUV to Calgary to buy food and with the gas spent
come out cheaper.
Response: Yes
Response: Yes
Response: No
Response: You
Response: You
Response: You
Response: Absolutely not. Spot zoning will not preserve grocery stores economic viability will. Great risk of unintended consequences eg empty spaces, barrier to entry for new stores who cannot
compete with 'subsidized' existing locations
Response: Yes. Very important
Response: I believe grocery stores MUST be preserved for everyone and
spot zoning is appropriate
Response: I AGREE with the following: In order to protect essential
grocery retail establishments within Banff, the review team is
recommending that a new land use district be created for the
"Nesters" and "Safeway" properties, limiting the sole permitted
land use to "grocery store". Other uses related to a grocery store
(e.g. coffee shops, housing above the store) would be allowed
on a discretionary basis.
Response: Yes we should try to preserve grocery stores. These measures
seem reasonable as long as they don't preclude a third grocery
store from opening if for some odd reason someone wished to
do so.

Response: You

Realistic Housing Fees
Question: Do you agree that housing costs should be revisited
annually to ensure they stay consistent with regional
construction costs?

Yes

No

3

0

Reclassifying Government Services in the Compound
Question: Do you agree that the government services area north of Hawk
Avenue should be re-districted to Public Service (PS)?

Yes

No

6

2

Removing Barriers Through Deferred Payments
Question: Do you think the deferrment of required housing and
parking fees is an appropriate step to assist small, local
businesses? Send us your thought.
Response: No
Response: No
Response: This is a great idea. This will likely mean not only more
businesses in town, but more payments to the town
because we have more businesses starting who can make
them. Even if the business only lasts a year, there is
someone in the space, and partial payment has been made
to the town.
Response: Oh yes please! Anything we can do to encourage new
business in town we should, especially those operated by
locals! It is so expensive to try to open and operate a
business in this town, I know that if I were to ever want my
own business that I would probably have to do so
elsewhere under the current circumstances in Banff.
Response: Not a bad idea but could the building of new units also nor
be deferred in a similar manner?
Response: Yes

Standards in Signage
Question: What do you think? Is illegal signage an issue in Banff?
Should there be more enforcement of unauthorized
signage?
Response: Yes... more enforcement and a strong push to have
consistant, environmentall friendly and creative
signage. No electronic or neon.
Response: Signage is definitely an issue. A committee who knows
what they are doing should review signs (such as
Chili's) and there should be more enforcement of
unauthorized signage.
Response: I hope you're not going to fine locals for putting up a
garage sale sign now! OMG!!! Those are the only
"illegal" signs I have noticed.
Response: Illegal signage can definitely be an issue, and most
definitely impacts aesthetic impressions. However,
signage is one of the best marketing strategies available
to retailers. The $2 signs have to go, however, $2K
signage is prohibitively expensive for most retailers particularly those with low margins and those suffering
less robust sales seasons. Signage located within space
and that located beyond their leaseholds/premises is
also different. Current regulations are a serious cost
burden. Would increased fines help create an interest
free program for "nice" sign borrowing? Would greater
local signage provider competition reduce some of the
considerable fees charged? It is possible to have
tasteful signage that does not cost a lot. There's
nothing wrong with a neatly presented, cheaply
framed, corroplast (sp?) sign, provided the
colours/fonts/materials used are aesthetically pleasing,
is there? Some customers target hand-made signs as a
way of searching out the best bargains. Cheaply made
can equate to "can't afford squat, having fire-sale" and,
thus, can be an effective method for retailers to
increase business. There is strong merit to more tightly
Response: One aspect of the issue is the removal of such signs
after the event, use of tapes that do not remove readily
and damage/markup the post/etc, use of balloons that
are not removed after the event.
Response: Not an issue in Banff. No more enforcement than
already in place
Response: Yes

Sustaining Visitor Services Within Our Land Use Framework
Question: Does it make sense to regulate these properties (Phils and
Petro Canada) under a commercial land use district?

Question: Do you have any feedback on the proposed CM
(Commercial Mountain Avenue) regulations?
Response: Don't change things.
Response: No more chain-restaurants, cafes, stores!! Enough!!

Yes

No
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A Commercial Floorspace Transferability System
Do you support a system to allow the transferability of commercial floor space?
Do you think the ability to transfer commercial floor space would encourage
capital reinvestment in buildings?

Yes

No

2

1

Yes

No
1

Reinforcing Our Core Commercial Areas
Question: Does it make sense to restrict the flow of floorspace? Do
the proposed restrictions make sense? Send us your
thoughts.
Response: No x 2
Response: I don't understand the desire to restrict the flow of
floorspace. According to the plan, this isn't something
that would happen all the time, and would be merit based,
so this extra level of control seems unnecessary.

Transferability and Community Goals
Question: Do you believe transferability should be unrestricted? Or should
applicants have to show how they are contributing to the goals and
objectives of the Banff Community Plan?
Response: No - 1st question Yes - to 2nd question
Response: Transferability should not be unrestricted.
Response: Unrestricted
Response: must benefit community

Revisiting Bed and Breakfast Buffering
Question: Do you think the Bed and Breakfast buffer
requirements are still relevant? How would decreasing
or eliminating them affect you?
Response: Would not affect me personally or the business I work
for. If they're already subject to discretionary approval,
then any potential situations for conflict or undesirability should be caught there. I do not see a need
for the restriction.
Response: Reduction or elimination are the way to go.
Response: No

Visitor Experience and B and B's
Question: What are your thoughts on the proposed
amendments to B and B regulations? Do you feel
these changes would improve the visitor's
experience?
Response: I believe B and B should be very much regulated
and controlled. They should be kept up to date and
regulations put in place and enforced. They should
be checked by by-law. They certainly charge as much
or more than hotels and I believe there are too many
where there is no separation of private and visitors
areas. Also the ones close to town do not provide
any visitor parking which they should.
Response: Strongly in favour of all 5 amendments.
Response: Great... in principal. For some, the income derived
could be the only way they can afford to purchase
housing here. I prefer windowless rooms as they are
quieter and have no light intrusion. Would this omit
lower price point inventory? It is very costly to stay
in hotels, are these less than ideal accommodations
serving an already under-serviced market? Could
restricting rates charged, etc. be a more effective way
at corralling profiteering and still allow an affordable
option to Banff guests? Agreed, the placed do reflect
on Banff. However, just because a suite is below
grade does not guarantee substandard
accommodation (realizing that it typically does,
however). How about adding an affordable
accommodation (percentage of average room rate at
hotels, for example) requirement for B&B's - say,
10% of total inventory has to be lower cost
options...below grade has to offer rooms at
discounted rates... Don't know enough about them
and have never stayed in one (too expensive) for a
particularly informed comment.
Response: lots of B & B on Marten Street cause parking issues
at times

Date:

March 23, 2011

Mayor and Council
Town of Banff
110 Bear Street
P.O. 1260
Banff, Alberta T1L 1A1
Attention:

Re:

Mayor Sorensen and Municipal Councilors

Phase 2 Land Use By-law Review

This letter is a formal submission from the Small Business Association of Banff (“SBAB”) to Mayor and
Council regarding the Phase 2 Land Use By-law Review.
There exists some ambiguity in our membership around what has been proposed and how the proposals
have changed over time, so we are only commenting on what we are clear about to date. We are
submitting these comments directly to Mayor and Council to ensure the clear communication of our
primary interests.
We respectfully submit the following comments:
Phase 2 Strategic Goals
The Strategic Goals are, at first glance, attractive and impressive goals – who could possibly disagree
with “ensuring economic prosperity”?
However, we are not so convinced that the route to this lofty goal is through increased regulation. We
feel we are already highly regulated, increasing this not only negatively affects our ability to conduct
current affairs, it also reduces the attractiveness to set up shop or change current offerings by both the
existing business community and others that may be looking to enter this marketplace. We do not
believe that prosperity is produced by virtue of increased regulation alone, which is how the current
proposals seem to read.
Our primary strategic goal should be to ask…”who are we and how can we achieve our collective land
use goals without suffocating small business through more regulation”. Banff is already over regulated.
We are concerned about the resources that would undoubtedly be required to implement, manage and
enforce the new regulations. As has been made clear in local media, the planning department is already
overextended with current obligations. In an economic climate intolerant of further tax increases, how
will you ensure existing service commitments are met (such as the work of the Banff Heritage
Corporation)? We should be looking for ways to decrease committed resources, not the opposite.
Small Business Association of Banff, PO Box 2497, Banff, Alberta T1L 1C2
www.businessinbanff.org
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Encouraging Appropriate Tenant Mix Through Regulation
To this point, we have not been shown how proposed new regulations would prove to be effective. We
are told from visitor feedback there is a desire for presumably absent authenticity, and it is suggested
that capping souvenir and gift shops will remedy this. But, given the enormous challenge of determining
how the idea of “authenticity” is conceived within the mind of any given survey participant, we question
whether or not the stated aim of the policy initiative will produce the desired outcome.
Increasing already arduous regulations based on visitors’ subjective claims that we are not authentic, or
even “tacky”, without clearly understanding what is meant is a risky endeavor. We do not see how
capping popular retail offerings contributes to increasing our authenticity. It is not possible to purchase
a “Banff” branded coffee mug in Whistler, or anywhere else for that matter… is that mug not unique and
authentic?
Perhaps regulation is the best way to achieve the desired outcomes. But if that is the case, then impress
us with detailed analysis and objective measures of effectiveness. Show us visitor feedback from other
places that demonstrate the effectiveness of higher regulation. Mayor and Councilors should require
Administration to make an irrefutable case that the prospective changes have a high probability of
achieving the stated goals of self-sufficiency, high quality of life, and a stable investment environment.
Given the proposed changes, what are the benefits, what are the pitfalls and what other options are
available?
While the above sentiment can be said of any proposed regulatory change, the Souvenir shop is a good
example and is one of the sectors targeted in the proposed changes. Souvenir and gift shops exist for
one fundamental reason – the visitor is looking for, and is obviously willing to pay for, affordable gifts
and mementos. Were this not the case, the natural cycle of an open marketplace would reduce their
numbers on its own – without taxpayer-funded regulation.
Through triple-net Commercial Leases, small businesses selling gifts and souvenirs pay a significant
portion of taxes collected from commercial buildings. What alternative business model does the Town
of Banff propose will address what the visitor wants, while ensuring small businesses can maintain
enough sales to remain in existence and pay the taxes?
Regulating tenant mix may, over the long term, benefit the community, but we ask that Council not
agree to further regulation unless a far more robust case can be made as to its effectiveness, especially
considering the Build-Out Study explicitly noted our information deficiency in this area.
Regulation of Franchises
Somehow the Town of Banff seems to have moved from “monitoring the mix of chain and independent
retailers” to “we must bring forth regulation and we have clear direction to do so”! Wow – when did that
happen?
The Banff Community Plan provides very sensible guidance in these economic times – “monitor and
respond”. What monitoring has occurred to date? Where are the detailed spreadsheets and plans
showing the effects of franchises? Where are the future predictions? Where are the definitions?
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We agree that finer definition within the segment of “eating and drinking establishments” is a good
idea. This distinction would enable a more rigorous study of current offerings, and provide a structure
from which to make meritorious by-law changes. This should be done incrementally after careful
consideration – again, based on sound evidence.
Again, SBAB is not overtly opposed to the concept of regulation of franchises and maintaining
appropriate tenant mixes, but it cannot support unsubstantiated claims that one business type or
another’s presence or proliferation is in some way harmful to the community. The analysis has to be
based on more than subjective claims of greater authenticity or that the town will look better (and in
what way – are the chains not subject to existing aesthetic guidelines as everyone else is?). Visitor
experience is but one of many factors that need to be considered.
Spot Zoning to Preserve Commercial Activity
Spot zoning is guaranteed to achieve at least one thing – it will lower the commercial rent for the tenant
who occupies the spot zoned location, thereby decreasing the value of the building. We question how
this contributes to creating a stable investment environment, how preferential zoning changes of this
nature are fair and equitable for all Banff businesses, and whether or not this precedent will create
unforeseen negative outcomes. Who gets to decide what is considered an important service, where
that important service is best suited to exist, and whether or not it shall have special provisions in order
to survive? We believe setting precedent here puts us on the precipice of a slippery slope that is,
ultimately, not healthy for the business community.
The goal of protecting and ensuring services for the local population is laudable, however, doing so at
the benefit or expense of a select few is not something we can agree to. This type of encroachment into
the marketplace is unwelcome.
We would like to know how the Town of Banff finds it acceptable to restrict chains on one hand, and put
in regulations protecting grocery store chains and gas station chains on the other hand? Are they all not
subject to the same market forces? What other creative ways could we ensure a local service base,
without permanently hobbling any particular site?
Housing, Parking, and other Commercial proposals
The soft costs of business operation in Banff are already too high and actually force out small local
businesses, as often the only players having deep enough pockets to pay change of use housing and
parking fees are large chain stores. The benefit to the small businesses having to pay these fees is also
difficult to ascertain.
Now that Banff has essentially reached build-out, parking and housings fees should be declining, if not
completely eliminated, for small businesses. The proposed deferment of in-lieu-of payments and
regulating what type of units are actually constructed is a step in the right direction, however, to a small
business considering a new venture in an increasingly challenging and uncertain economic climate, even
this could prove to be the proverbial straw that breaks the camel’s back.
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Has the Town of Banff ever estimated how many businesses have not set up shop due to the costs of
housing and parking? Is it not possible that policies such as this are directly responsible for the very lack
of perceived authenticity the proposed regulation is trying to remedy? Can it be demonstrated to the
small business owner how they are benefited through the parking and housing fees?
Other measures intended to increase flexibility in the commercial offerings are welcome by this group.
Initiatives such as space transferability, increasing our opportunities to maximize the use of our limited
footprint, and ensuring that appropriate “use” designations are accounted for are positive proposals, as
these measures will benefit small business by creating a wider variety of space from which they can
more efficiently conduct their operations. Providing greater flexibility in this way will aid the business
community’s ability to generate the product offerings and appropriate tenant mixes that will sustainably
protect the Town’s service base, while allowing the private sector to sort out “what” goes “where” and
hedging against greater tax-based resource consumption via increased regulation.
Municipal Role in the Private Sector
We expect this letter clearly explains SBAB’s position with regard to the proposed by-law changes, as
they have been communicated by Administration to this point. We abhor the idea of the municipality
entering into areas of the private sector in which more effective alternatives already exist. While the
Town’s role in shaping the overall landscape is valuable, we feel some of the proposals delve too far into
an area best left to the marketplace.
We make one request, namely, if Administration wants to go down this road then you, as Mayor and
Council, need to challenge them to build a competent business case why this would be of benefit to
Banff and its small businesses.
______________________________
It is our conclusion that Administration has a long way to go to make a sound business case for many of
its proposals. We appreciate the opportunity given by the Administration and By-law Review Team to
ask questions and their commitment to work together toward a resolution. The team’s cooperation to
date has been exemplary; we ask that the rationale behind any major decisions also meet this high
standard.
We hope this contribution is a welcome and valuable part of the process, and helps our elected officials
uphold the desires of the public they represent.
Yours truly,
Small Business Association of Banff

Bill Squarebriggs, Chairperson, on behalf of:
SBAB Board of Directors and Members
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Phase II Land Use Bylaw Review
Submission by the Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association

Banff’s business community
shares a common goal of seeing
Banff prosper under the legislated
commercial growth Cap.

Introduction

The Land Use
Bylaw and other
regulations should
treat commercial
properties as
a municipal
endowment – akin
to a permanent fund
bestowed upon
the municipality
that funds many
of the services
for residents and
visitors.

Today we stand at the doorstep of the legislated Cap1 with a very limited
understanding of how the legislated Cap will impact the future of our community,
livelihood of businesses and tax base. There is no road map to follow, which is
why it is incumbent on all of us – whether business person, environmentalist or
government policy maker, to be thinking about how we choose to evolve as a
community under the legislated Cap and make this a model for success that can
be shared with the world. Banff’s business community shares a common goal of
seeing Banff prosper under the legislated Cap.
The changes proposed to the land use bylaw by the Town of Banff are oriented
toward the goal of “what will the Town of Banff look like” rather than “what
are the economic outcomes we, as a community, want to achieve”. We do
not wish to criticize the work done to date but, rather, to question whether the
proposed changes to the Land Use Bylaw will serve our long-term business
and community interests - do we actually have some confidence about what the
future looks like, or is the process merely a process unto itself?
In hindsight, the BLLHMA believes the Land Use Bylaw review process should
not have proceeded until an inventory of existing commercial space was
completed, and the commercial sector, the Town of Banff and Parks Canada
had an opportunity to create a long-range economic development strategy which
addresses how we can “live within the legislated Cap”.
On the matter of a long-term strategy, the BLLHMA is concerned we are
proceeding to make significant changes to our Land Use Bylaw with no
economic analysis, nor predictions of economic impacts (intended or
unintended) of the proposed regulations on the future of our commercial sector.
Town Council is being asked to make long-term and serious decisions regarding
the Town’s ability to draw commercial taxes out of commercial properties.
Town Council will be, at best, guessing where all of this is taking our community
if there is no clear direction; it is akin to putting the car into ‘drive’ and not
knowing the destination we are travelling to. In the absence of a long-term
strategy, we really have no way of knowing whether an amended land use policy
will help or hurt the sustainability of the commercial sector.
The Land Use Bylaw and other regulations should treat commercial properties
as a municipal endowment – akin to a permanent fund bestowed upon the
municipality that funds many of the services for residents and visitors.

____________________________________________________________________
(1) The legislated Cap means the Maximum Floor Area of Commercial Development for all of the Commercial Zones in the Town of
Banff, as legislated in Section 33 and Schedule 4 of the Canada National Parks Act, specifically 361,390 meters (3.89 million sq feet)
after build-out.
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Purpose and Process

All parties that engage
in the process
of creating land
use regulation
and policy must
understand that the
municipality’s ability
to provide services
is dependent upon
the health of the
commercial sector.

The BLLHMA policy submission addresses proposed changes to the Town
of Banff’s Land Use Bylaw which will impact future commercial growth
management decisions. We did not address matters such as retail mix,
merchandising and architecture, except where we felt it intersected with
Commercial Development Allotments and the legislated Cap.
We realize that, at this time, the Land Use Bylaw review process has not yet
developed to the point of drafted legislation or drafted by-laws. Accordingly, we
are responding to the planning documents which have been available to date.2
We have included several comments about the legislated Cap because there
is a need to understand the effects of the legislated Cap on the Town of Banff
and, in particular, the effects on the commercial sector. However, it needs to be
stated upfront that it is not our intention to challenge the legislated Cap.

The of Goal of Sustainability
It is difficult to identify the goals of the proposed changes. One often stated goal
is to “work towards creating a built environment that is attractive, profitable and
sustainable”3. Another stated goal in the 2010 Banff National Park Management
Plan is to…“develop proactive strategies to guide the Town’s future as both a
sustainable community and an authentic national park visitor service centre…”4
The BLLHMA submits:
•

The goal of a “sustainability” and “sustainable built environment” are mere
labels and require definition.

•

We have not seen any documentation that the proposed Land Use Bylaw
review enhances or improves “sustainability”.

•

A “sustainable National Park Community” certainly means and includes
the municipality’s ability to the provide services and infrastructure. The
Commercial districts are the single largest funder of the municipal tax base.
The importance of the Commercial districts to the municipality’s sustainability
should be quantified, defined and protected.

•

The Land Use Bylaw and other regulations should treat commercial
properties as a municipal endowment – akin to a permanent fund bestowed
upon the municipality that funds many of the services for residents and
visitors.

•

All parties that engage in the process of creating Land Use regulation and
policy must understand that the municipality’s ability to provide services is
dependent on the health of the commercial sector.
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The commercial sector is the foundation of our community. It employs residents,
provides the vast majority of visitor services and funds the majority of the
municipal taxes. The public purse (the municipal tax base) rises and falls on the
revenues derived from the commercial sector.
The BLLHMA submits:
•

A key objective of the Land Use Bylaw review is to firstly define
“sustainability” and secondly to demonstrate how proposed revisions improve
the goal of sustainability. Town councilors, as the decision makers, need to
lead this discussion.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
(2) This includes the Land Use By-law Review Phase Two Overview May 25, 2010 presentation by the Town of Banff Planning
Department to the Banff Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association and the website http://www.banff.ca/business/planningdevelopment/land-use-review/phase_two_outreach.htm
(3) Land Use By-law Review Phase Two Overview May 25, 2010 presentation by the Town of Banff Planning Department to the Banff
Lake Louise Hotel Motel Association
(4) Banff National Park Management Plan 2010 Section 6.2.2.3
(5) Banff Community Plan, 2009, Our Vision (page 12)
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The Goal of Certainty
Above all else, the commercial sector requires certainty of policy from the Town
of Banff. When we discuss the sustainability of the commercial sector, we mean
financially viable businesses that both re-invest in themselves and can attract
outside investment (financing and loans) during their lifecycle. To achieve this
objective, Town councilors need to ensure we maintain a regulatory environment
that is clearly understood.
The BLLHMA submits:
• The primary goal of the Land Use Bylaw should be to create a simple and
easily understood commercial growth management system.
• As currently structured, proposed changes add uncertainty.

Above all else, the
commercial sector
requires certainty of
policy from the Town
of Banff.

The resultant effect of the legislated Cap and the commercial growth management
regulations is that municipal and federal governmental agencies have created a
layered system of laws and regulations that are, on the whole, ambiguous, vague
and negatively impact the sustainability of the commercial sector. It is the opinion of
the BLLHMA that the proposed Land Use Bylaws add yet another layer of subjective
regulation.
The laws and regulations that make up the legislated Cap should not, in themselves,
be so complex and subjective that they become their own form of commercial growth
management. Commercial building, re-investment, refreshing and transferability will
simply not occur if the commercial leaseholder cannot figure out if the project will
ever get permission to proceed. The associated “soft costs” of a Development Permit
application will soar. Very few people can actually define the legislated Cap. Figure 1
is a snapshot of the myriad of laws that comprise the legislated Cap.

Banff National Park
Management Plan
6.2.2.3
Commercial development
in Banff is limited to
development existing
as of June, 1998, or
that Parks Canada had
approved prior to that
date, plus an additional
32,516 sq. meters)

Banff Community Plan

Section 33 (5)
Canada National
Parks Act

Section 33 (1) & (2)
Canada National
Parks Act

No lease may
be issued or
authorization given if
maximum floor area
for commercial zones
in Banff would be
exceeded

Banff must table a
Community Plan
that describes the
commercial zones
and maximum floor
area permitted

Section 33 (3)
Canada National
Parks Act and
Schedule 4
Banff Maximum
Floor Area is
361,390 sq. meters
(3.89 million sq. ft)

361,390 sq. meters is
the total of actual and
approved commercial
development as of June,
1998, plus an additional
32,561 sq. meters
(350,000 sq. ft)

Commercial Use
Development
Allotments (CDA)

UNCERTAINTY

Maintain growth
management strategy
of 1.5%

Commercial Growth
Management
Regulations - Land Use
Bylaw 31-4

Banff National Park
Management Plan
6.2.2.1

Lottery, banking.
Legislated timelines to
develop
Proposed
Intensification
Regulations

Proposed CDA
Merit-Based
Criteria

Proposed
Merit-Based
Transferability
Criteria
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The Paradox of Conflicting Goals
The Town of Banff has publicly stated one of its goals is to find alternative revenue to
fund services and infrastructure. This is recognition that the costs of municipal services
will continue to increase while the tax base cannot expand due to the legislated Cap.
The primary source of revenue for the Town of Banff is the revenues derived from
commercial lands. It logically follows that a goal of the Town of Banff, knowing it will soon
hit the legislated Cap, would be to maximize the value of the unused commercial square
footage to achieve the maximum taxation revenues. In other words, to meet the future
demands for municipal services, the commercial land use regulations should require
unused commercial square footage to be used only for the “highest and best use”.
In reality, the proposed merit-based system of distribution of unused commercial square
footage achieves an opposite result. In most cases, the proposed system of distribution
will allocate and direct unused commercial square footage to projects that are not the
“highest and best use” because the proposed system places greater emphasis on
“community benefits” than financial viability.
The proposed system of distribution will allocate and direct unused commercial square
footage to projects that are not as financially strong. The result, in our
opinion, is that the CDA Selection Criteria and merit-based transferability
will actually result in projects that produce less municipal taxation value
than would otherwise be achieved.
Which is it to be? Town councilors must understand the financial
implications to the municipality of the proposed Commercial Land Use
Bylaws in order to make sound policy decisions. Town councilors have
not, to our knowledge, been provided with an analysis of the financial implications of
the proposed system of distribution.

The Legislated Cap
The BLLHMA is not stating that the legislated Cap be removed, challenged in a court,
quashed or that commercial development exceed the legislated limits. The BLLHMA
recognizes that commercial development must remain within the limits set by the
legislated Cap.
The BLLHMA submits:
•

The legislated Cap is set at 3.89 million square feet in Schedule 4 of the Canada
National Parks Act SC 2000 c.32., and the Commercial Sector and the municipality
must ensure they do not exceed that legislated Cap.

•

So long as the total commercial development remains under the legislated Cap, the
federal government (Parks Canada Agency) should impose no more regulations
regarding commercial development upon the Town of Banff.

•

It will be essential that all levels of government must be very flexible with land use
regulations so commercial lessees can creatively adapt to changing markets.

As the legislated Cap has been imposed by federal statute, Parks Canada Agency should
impose no further restrictions on the Town of Banff Commercial Land Use Bylaws.
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The Foundation of the Legislated Cap
The legislated Cap is a relatively new law and we encourage open and direct
dialogue between Parks Canada, the Town of Banff and the affected parties
regarding the strengths, weaknesses and effects of the legislated Cap. In that
regard, we demonstrate the point by offering the following two quotations:
Limiting the size of the communities and legislating controls on commercial
development will enable Parks Canada to better manage its legislated mandate
to maintain the ecological integrity of the parks in question.

It is difficult to identify
what the Parks Canada
Agency and the
Town of Banff have
done to support the
legislated Cap other
than to pronounce their
commitment to enforce
and abide by it.

Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement
Government of Canada
Gazette Vol. 137 – November 8, 2003

The commercial development cap is not tied to any specific level of visitation
and was developed as an attempt to anticipate threats of undue development
pressure on the Town. Although ecological integrity of the town site must be
maintained, the cap, based on inflated numbers in 1998 prevents the town from
meeting its land use objectives.
Town of Banff Commercial Capacity Study
urbanMetrics inc. – March 23, 2007

Support For the Legislated Cap
It is difficult to identify what the Parks Canada Agency and the Town of
Banff have done to support the legislated Cap other than to pronounce their
commitment to enforce and abide by it. By support, we mean what tools
have been created and what financial supports have been offered to assist
commercial operators whose lands have been sterilized as a result of the
legislated Cap? The taxation regimes, both federal and municipal, remain
unchanged. We are not aware of any studies or roundtables organized and
financed by either level of government to address how we can be “sustainable”
under the legislated Cap.
It is worth noting that while commercial development has been capped
government sectors have recently developed several projects – largely due to
the arrival of economic stimulus funds. We are not advocating Parks Canada or
the Town of Banff should self-impose the legislated Cap on themselves as we
believe the community and visitors benefit from re-investment in hockey arenas,
bus barns, Cave and Basin re-development and legacy trail projects. However,
we do suggest that the legislated Cap on development needs actual support,
rather than just verbal commitment.
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Effects of the Legislated Cap
The legislated Cap will affect Banff’s ability to function as a (viable) service
centre for visitors. The foreseeable effects are:
a. Intensification of Commercial space – lower rent uses (such as offices)
will be displaced over time by higher rent uses. Other spaces (such as
basements) will be used more intensively.
b. Sterilization of Under-Developed Commercial Properties – small hotels and
commercial buildings that are constructed below the permitted FAR (Floor
Area Ratio) will be prohibited from expanding and, effectively, sterilized. In
the case of small hotels, the viability of their business is dependent upon a
business formula that is based on a minimum number of rooms. Several of
Banff’s small hotels will, in the short term, suffer.
c. Sterilization of Vacant Lands – vacant lands will remain forever so. The value
of vacant lands, based on the income approach to value, will be tied to the
value derived from vehicle storage or paid parking. This means vacant land
values will plummet. The Town of Banff holds several of these properties in
the CS District.

The legislated Cap
will affect Banff’s
ability’s to function
as a (viable) service
centre for visitors.

d. Government Venture into Provision of Services the Commercial Sector
Cannot Provide - If the Commercial Sector is unable to respond to changing
visitor demands as a result of the legislated Cap, it is foreseeable the
municipality or Parks Canada may see opportunity to provide those services
to achieve alternative revenues as those two entities can construct the
necessary facilities. Perhaps public/private joint ventures are one of the
solutions - which is another reason for a long-range economic development
strategy. Nevertheless, it would be unfortunate if, as a result of the legislated
Cap, government occupied the space that would otherwise be occupied by
the private sector – one that provides new jobs and taxes paid to various
levels of government.
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Inventory
The BLLHMA welcomes a comprehensive inventory of the existing commercial floor
area and considers that to be such an important element to analyze the commercial
land use that the BLLHMA has agreed to pay for half the costs to conduct the
Inventory.
The BLLHMA submits:

It is alarming that
the laws and policies
that make up the
Commercial Growth
Management system,
namely the Canada
National Parks Act, the
Land Use Bylaws, two
Banff National Park
Management Plans
and two Community
Plans have been based
on an assumption!

•
•
•

The inventory count should have been done prior to the Land Use Bylaw review.
The inventory will calculate both the gross floor area and the net floor area for
each parcel of commercial lands.
The inventory should calculate the available Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of the CA
and CD Districts.

It is alarming that the laws and policies that make up the Commercial Growth
Management system, namely the Canada National Parks Act, the Land Use Bylaws, two Banff National Park Management Plans and two Community Plans have
been based on an assumption! No one knows the existing commercial square
footage inventory – and yet the municipality is required, by law, to not exceed 3.89
million square feet. By analogy, it is similar to setting a speed limit not knowing the
speed at which the car is travelling.
The 2010 Banff National Park Management Plan states:
Commercial development in the town of Banff is limited to development
that already existed in the commercial districts of the town of Banff as of
June 1998, or that Parks Canada had approved prior to that date, plus
an additional 32,516 square meters (350,000 sq ft) of commercial floor
space in the town.
Notably missing from the Canada National Parks Act and 2010 Banff National
Park Management Plan is any definition of “floor area”, “commercial floor space”
or “gross floor area”. The Canada National Parks Act states a municipality must
not exceed the maximum “commercial floor area” which is set in Schedule 4 of the
Canada National Parks Act. The Inventory is then a tool that can clarify these terms
and establish what “commercial floor area” was allocated to each lot in 2003 (when
Parliament passed the Order Amending Schedule 4 of the Canada National Parks
Act 6).
A 2007 urbanMetric’s study predicts that after build-out, if all un-built commercial
space is developed, the Town of Banff is expected to have 3.4 million square feet
which is well below the 3.89 million square feet as set out in Schedule 4 of the
Canada National Parks Act.7
We also observe that the 2010 Banff Park Management Plan needs to be
reconciled with the Canada National Parks Act. As it now reads, the 2010 Banff
Park Management Plan contradicts the federal legislation - the Act says 3.89 Million
square feet and the Management Plan says “existing plus 350,000”. The municipality
is left with two overriding laws that result in two different numbers for the legislated
Cap.
________________________________________________________________
(6)

Order amending Schedule 4 to the Canada National Parks Act. Canada Gazette Vol 137., No 45 – November 8, 2003 (Sponsoring
Agency - Parks Canada Agency)
(7)

Urbanmetrics Inc., Town of Banff Commercial Capacity Study, March 23, 2007
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CS District Re-Allocation
The BLLHMA supports the re-zoning of the CS District as a separately managed
Commercial District.
The BLLHMA supports the re-zoning of the Parks Canada and Town of Banff Lands
to Public Services.
The BLLHMA supports the gross floor space of existing government services be
re-distributed in the CS District (and no other district).
The BLLHMA submits:

The BLLHMA
supports the rezoning of the
CS District as a
separately managed
Commercial District.

•

The Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of the CS District be increased.

•

The re-distribution of the gross floor space from Public Service/Government
services in the CS District be allocated proportionately among the
underdeveloped Lands (with full transferability).

•

Encourage creative development in the CS District (temporary and moveable
structures).

Fleet servicing and other similar support services should be exempt from commercial
development regulations.
The CS District is capped by its boundaries, site coverage and FAR. Government
services have continued to grow and develop (by necessity) while the commercial
development has ground to a halt; not because of necessity or demand but, rather,
due to the economic downturns and unforeseen consequences of “blunt” policies.
The CS District should be managed as a separate district.
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Existing Commercial Development Allotments (CDA’s)
In the opinion of the BLLHMA, the merit-based allocation criteria and selection
process, as proposed by the Land Use Bylaw review team, is flawed – for multiple
reasons:
(a) it creates uncertainty as it introduces subjective elements into the distribution
system;
(b) the commercial market, with its ability to efficiently allocate capital, can respond
to the changing tourism market dynamics quickly. The merit-based allocation
criteria and selection process is essentially an entrenchment of today’s needs
– which often becomes a barrier to competitiveness in the future when the
market shifts (yet again);
(c) the policy framework underlying the merit-based system (the Banff Summit) was
an inadequate process upon which to base such important regulation;

The time and
complexity (and cost)
of the merit-based
allocation criteria and
selection process is
not warranted in light
of the small number
of existing CDAs to
be re-distributed.

(d) it essentially creates a sustainability screening process, similar in tone to
the Canmore SSR (the Minister of Municipal Affairs for Alberta amended the
Municipal Government Act Regulations prohibiting SSR’s where they interfere
with the right to apply for a DP and appeal the decision8); and,
(e) it is based on a belief system that the government administration can make
better decisions about demand and supply in the market place than the market
itself.
The BLLHMA submits:
•

The time and complexity (and cost) of the merit-based allocation criteria and
selection process is not warranted in light of the small number of existing CDAs
to be re-distributed.

•

The proposed CDA selection criteria are too subjective and create uncertainty.

•

The proposed CDA selection criteria impose conditions that are contrary to
commercial sustainability – and create a regulatory subsidy for commercial
developments that would not otherwise be viable.

•

The proposed CDA selection criteria do not include the most important element
of sustainability, namely: is the project financially viable?

We view the merit-based CDA selection criteria as an interesting and expensive
experiment, nothing more. It will result in creation of low value properties that pay
less tax. Implicit within the Community Plan is the goal of achieving maximum
revenues to fund municipal plans/programs. It is arguable that the merit-based CDA
selection criteria conflicts with a primary goal of the Community Plan. The best use
of the existing CDA’s is to allocate them to the “highest and best use” lands so they
create maximum tax revenues.
___________________________________________________________________
(8) Subdivision and Development Regulation, Alta. Reg 43/2002 (Section 18.1)
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A simple and straight
forward distribution
system is all that is
required.
Let the market decide
– it makes decisions
quickly, efficiently and in
response to actual (not
perceived) needs.

Regarding the existing CDA’s, it is disappointing that the Land Use By-law review
team did not present more options. The BLLHMA Commercial Growth Working
Committee has come up with several other options for distribution of the CDA’s,
such as:
•

Proportional Allocation - the existing CDA’s would be divided proportionately
among commercial properties that are below the maximum site coverage and
below the maximum FAR. Each commercial property owner will have a period
within which to construct, or transfer (or return) its allocation.

•

Refreshing Pool – the existing CDA’s are available for existing projects that
undertake renovations and re-fresh their product. Each commercial property
owner that renovates its building can draw a fixed amount of square footage from
the pool. This creates incentive to re-fresh the product.

•

Annual Lottery – continue on with the annual draws until the existing CDA’s are
gone.

A simple and straight forward distribution system is all that is required. All of these
suggested distribution systems are efficient and economical methods of distributing
the CDA’s. If terms and conditions are required, the foremost consideration should
be that the CDA’s must be used for the “highest and best use”.
The legislated Cap (and the associated moratorium on commercial development)
took away square footage that was allocated to commercial properties. Now, the
municipality proposes to re-distribute and re-allocate that square footage based
upon “topical” municipal needs. Let the market decide – it makes decisions quickly,
efficiently and in response to actual (not perceived) needs.

Transferability
The BLLHMA submits:
•

transferability needs to be clarified;

•

a “merit-based” transferability system will not work; and

•

if transferability is implemented, commercial floor space should be transferable
between all commercial districts except the CS district.

Comments on the Economics of Transferability and
Co-Modification
The primary merit of a system of transferability is the efficient (and simple) allocation
of commercial square footage to the “highest and best use” as determined by the
marketplace.
The disadvantage of transferability is the co-modification of surplus commercial
square footage – assigning economic value to something not previously considered
in economic terms.
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The BLLHMA submits
there has always
been economic value
attributable to the rights
of a property owner to
construct to that permitted
under the Land Use
Bylaws (such as Floor
Area Ratio, site coverage,
etc.). Appraisers, including
municipal assessors,
routinely value land based
on its “highest and best
use” – as permitted by the
Land Use Bylaws. The
“ability-to-build” has value
– it has just always been
part of the value of the
land.

When combined with the merit-based selection process as proposed, surplus
commercial square footage is not a commodity trading freely in the market place but,
rather, a commodity that has differing values dependent upon the uses awarded by
the body making the selection – presumably the Municipal Planning Commission.
The BLLHMA submits there has always been economic value attributable to the
rights of a property owner to develop lands (to that permitted under the Land
Use Bylaws - subject only to the usual restrictions such as Floor Area Ratio, site
coverage, etc.). Appraisers, including municipal assessors, routinely value land
based on its “highest and best use” – as permitted by the Land Use Bylaws. The
“ability-to-build” has value: it has just always been part of the value of the land.
The legislated Cap removes the permitted “ability-to-build”. The value then shifts
to what remains – the CDA’s (awarded in the lottery but not used) and surplus or
underutilized commercial square footage already in existence.
So what has really occurred is the CDA’s or surplus square footage takes on value
of its own, separate from the land value. However, CDA’s or surplus square footage
cannot escape the principles of economics. If transferability is implemented, it is
unlikely that the value of transferred CDA’s will rise above the previous values
attributed to the “ability-to-build”. These values are routinely established by
appraisers using the Cost Approach to Value methodology.
The other aspect of transferability is the conversion of underutilized commercial
square footage transformed into “highest and best use”. Redundant commercial
space (such as a basement) will be transformed into retail, restaurant or commercial
accommodation by decommission and transfer. The legislated Cap will not have
been breached as the redundant space formed part of the inventory – it will
simply have been shifted to another location. Such conversion is beneficial to the
municipality – it maximizes land values and, in turn, maximizes taxation revenues.
The BLLHMA submits:
•

if transferability is implemented, it should be unrestricted, meaning one party
should be able to freely transfer to another and the transferee’s use of the space
should only be limited by the existing Land Use Bylaw (FAR, permitted uses etc.).

•

restricted transferability (merit-based and “like land use districts”) will fail – no
transferability will occur. The exception is the CS District.

•

a system of tracking commercial floor space for transferability purposes will be
required; this is the proper role for the municipality.

•

a system of monitoring and enforcing decommissioning transferred commercial
floor space is required; this is the proper role for the municipality.
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Comments on the Merit-Based Selection Process and Transferability
Transferability between private parties will not occur, and re-investment will not
occur, if the transfer is “clouded” with a host of subjective criteria imposed by
the municipality. This is not the correct place to be imposing “community based
goals” – just as the municipality has no authority or jurisdiction (or need) to impose
conditions or restrictions at the time of sale or transfer of commercial properties.
Existing commercial space is “owned” by the transferor.

The Real Question

Economics,
co-modification and
values aside, the real
question is… “who is
better positioned to
distribute CDA’s and
surplus Commercial
square footage
– the market or the
municipality?”

Economics, co-modification and values aside, the real question is… “who is better
positioned to distribute CDA’s and surplus Commercial square footage – the market
or the municipality?”
Imposing merit based selection criteria is based on a presumption that governmental
administration can predict the future community needs and future economic trends.
An open market transferability system is based on the presumption that capital (in
this case surplus square footage) will move as demand dictates.
The BLLHMA submits the market can respond to changing tourism trends quicker
than the municipality and the market has better insight into future economic trends.
For example, the commercial sector has already begun responding to the expected
influx of Chinese visitors. By contrast, the burdensome development processes
in Banff are far from being nimble and capable of responding to market shifts that
address the needs these new visitors.
The answer is a shared model of open market transfers and regulation. The details
must be worked out prior to re-drafting the Bylaws; the proposed changes to the
Commercial Land Use By-laws, primarily the merit-based selection process, as now
written, are deficient.
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Required Housing
The BLLHMA is of the opinion that required housing is essentially a barrier to market
entry and has resulted in a de facto form of commercial growth management.
The BLLHMA submits:

The BLLHMA is of the
opinion that required
housing is essentially a
barrier to market entry
and has resulted in a de
facto form of Commercial
growth management.

•

The entire Required Housing regime needs to be re-examined.

•

Deferral is a worthy and good suggestion by the Land Use Bylaw review team.

•

Increasing cash in lieu fees is the wrong policy decision and will compound the
negative effects of a broken policy.

•

Create a Required Housing system that is based on incentives, not punitive
disincentives (for example, decrease the amount of Required Housing if the
Commercial developer supplies low income or perpetually affordable housing;
don’t fall into the belief that the sole provider of such housing can only be the
Banff Housing Corporation {BHC}).

•

Continue to build upon the existing system whereby residential development is
encouraged by transferring bedrooms (credits) from newly constructed residential
projects to commercial projects.

•

If cash-in-lieu is paid to the BHC, that cash must be held in trust and used for
actual construction of homes - not for BHC administrative overhead.

We suggest that Required Housing be separated from the Phase II Land Use Bylaw
Review and handled through a separate process.
Increasing cash-in-lieu fees is an unimaginative proposal to correct a flawed policy
and, in our opinion, demonstrates a lack of interest in resolving the matter.
The incentive-based system would lower the number of bedrooms a commercial
developer/owner would need to provide if the commercial developer provided
bedrooms for employees or low income subsidized housing.

Reducing Parking Through Transit
The BLLHMA supports this initiative.
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A Sense of Community & Place
Although the goals behind the proposed regulations regarding discretionary land
uses and protection of retail space appear to be worthy objectives, the BLLHMA
submits this represents a governmental intrusion into the open market business
economy. Town councilors should be cautious about giving too much support to
past consultant reports which ruminate over the municipality’s role in managing the
the affairs of the private sector.

As we have all
witnessed, the market
can shift overnight.
By entrenching the
wrong regulations, we
impede the ability of the
commercial sector to
respond to new market
realities.

As we have all witnessed, the market can shift overnight. By entrenching the wrong
regulations, we impede the ability of the commercial sector to respond to new
market realities. For instance - the loss of retail and increase in restaurants is a
trend which reflects the market’s present ability to serve the needs and demands
of the visitor and resident. Like all market trends, this one will abate, and shift. The
municipality’s role should be simply to ensure that it has the proper policies in place
to enable businesses to quickly respond to market needs.
The BLLHMA submits:
• Town councilors should question how much weight should be given to consultants’
reports. We are growing weary of these reports as a basis to implement more
regulation.
• Town councilors must be wary that Town Administration’s proposed new role as
regulator of the open market economy will require significant financial resources
and add cumbersome processes to an already burdensome land-use regulatory
system.
• Town councilors must ask whether Town Administration even possesses the skill
set necessary to regulate businesses.
• We ask a simple question: “Why would the Town even want to travel down this
road of business regulation?”

Intensification
The BLLHMA supports deferment of housing and parking costs, but this should
apply to all businesses, not just small businesses.
The BLLHMA submits:
• deferment of cash-in-lieu or delivery of bedrooms or parking stalls should be
available to all businesses.
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Summer Indexperience Study

The BLLHMA submits
the health of the
community and the
Town’s ability to
provide services,
is dependent upon
maximizing revenues
from Commercial Land
Use Districts – and
that should be the
primary goal of Phase
II of the Land Use
Bylaw review.

The BLLHMA is of the opinion that the statement used repeatedly in the
preliminary planning documents, namely: “the impression of being an
authentic mountain community…is not being achieved” should not be given
the weight the Town’s Planning Review Team appears to have attributed to it.
Selectively interpreting the findings from past reports can have the unintended
consequence of developing the wrong policies for the municipality. Banff is a
unique Western Canadian Mountain Town.
The BLLHMA submits:
• An economic development strategy should be the study that defines the
appropriate marco-economic model for our Town.

Conclusion
The BLLHMA believes a lot more thought and discussion needs to take place
regarding the “goals” of the Phase II Land Use Bylaw Review. In particular, we
believe the Inventory must be completed prior to Town Council considering a
re-drafted Land Use Bylaw. It is also imperative that a long-range economic
development strategy be completed prior to the final drafting of the Land Use
Bylaw - so we understand the full context and need for a revised Land Use
Bylaw. As it has been often said about planning “if you don’t know where you’re
going, you’ll wind up somewhere else.”
The BLLHMA submits the health of the community, and the Town’s ability to
provide services, is dependent upon maximizing revenues from Commercial
Land Use Districts – and that should be the primary goal of Phase II of the Land
Use Bylaw Review.
Banff is over-regulated, to the point where productivity is continuously
hampered. Another goal of the Phase II Land Use Bylaw Review should be
to simplify regulation and create certainty. Unfortunately, the Land Use Bylaw
Review team appears to be amassing more regulation into an already overregulated land use system.
Finally, the Town of Banff and Parks Canada should recognize they need to
play an active role in managing life under the legislated Cap. Both levels of
government need to be aware that they likely stand to lose more than anyone
should this great experiment fail.
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A Letter from the Commercial Landlords of Banff
to Mayor and Council
June 1, 2011
Mayor & Council
Town of Banff
Box 1260
Banff, Alberta, T1L 1A1
Attention: Mayor Sorensen & Banff Town Council
Re:

2011 Land Use Bylaw Review – Phase 2 (Commercial)

This is a letter from a group of commercial property owners in Banff.
The attached Appendix to this le tter includes our specific comments on the m ost recent
version of your Planning Departm ent’s proposed am endments to the L and Use Bylaw
(Phase 2 Outreach).
We believe that Council, in assessing the propo sals of this review, must first ask itself
two fundamental questions. Is the intention of the proposed amendments to help improve
the economy of Banff? Or is the intention to regulate its w ay to a pa rticular “character”
vision for Banff, with little concern for re sulting economic consequences? Our opinion is
that many of the proposed a mendments w ill reduce the lik elihood of econom ic success
for Banff.
We credit th e review te am for amending the in itial version of the Phase 2 Outreach, by
providing a dditional o ptions and editing surv ey question s and disc losures th at we
believed were previously misleading. Yet we still have the impression that this is in large
part a biased exercise, desi gned to convince the public of the m erit of its proposed
amendments.
Specifically:
1. Survey questions, though now less ‘leadi ng’ than bef ore, still insinu ate th at
proposed regulations will “enhance”, w ith no recognition of potential negative
consequences. Regulations do not “enhance” - regulations “prohibit”.
2. Headings s uch as, “R etaining Critical Reso urces” o r “Preserv ing Grocery
Resources” lead the reader to believe th at intervention is re quired, yet ignore the
cost of such intervention. The review team fails to point out that the Land Use Bylaw will effectively create a subsidy to ‘Safeway’ and ‘Nesters’- at the expense of
the Landlord (the rate-payer).
3. Communities used f or com parative purposes, such as Carm el-by-the-Sea in
California are highly regulated environm ents that are assu med to be successful.
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June 1, 2011

Such communities are likely expensive, exclusive, largely supported by a wealthy
base of second-hom e ownership and su rrounded by urban populat ions that vast
exceed the surrounding population of Banff. Where are the exa mples of resortdestination econom ies that are su ccessful bu t not h ighly regulated ? Or of
communities that have evolved ove r the past 1 00 years? The LUB review lacks
analysis.
A significant background prem ise to this revi ew and its proposed amendm ents is that
20% of surveyed visitors indicated for Banff that “
the impression of being in an
authentic mountain community…was not being achieved”. That leaves 80 % who
believe something else. Trying to address th e “authenticity” concer ns of 20% through
regulation will undoubtedly alienate many of the 80% who opine otherwise.
We disagree funda mentally with the review team ’s intended goal of having the Tow n of
Banff regulate and control types of uses in th e comm ercial secto r. Market forces h ave
created an appropriate mix in the past – why is there a sudden need to introduce increased
limitations and regulations? W ho is determ ining what visitors rea lly want? T rying to
engineer an idealistic d owntown core woul d have significant unintended consequences
(empty spaces, in creased adm inistration, etc). Let’s leav e the focus where we have
successfully had the focus in the past – on th e design and appeal of buildings themselves.
Not on the offerings of commercial retail spaces.
Perhaps of most concern is the review team ’s lack of recognition that econom ic success
for our Town will only result from ec onomic success of its commercial operations . Has
anyone actually assessed whether a proprietary concept such as “Karen’s Burgers” would
do better or worse than “McD
onald’s” in its current location? Has anyone really
concluded that visitors do not have an interest in affordab le souvenirs? While we are not
necessarily advocating for or against particular franch ise concepts, or even types of
shops, we are m aking the point that econo mic viability is the key consideration.
Marginalizing gift stores or franchise c
oncepts, including fast food, should not be
considered on the basis of opinions that do not consider economic realities.
A proposed bylaw am endment that we st rongly support is th e provision for 3 rd-floor
residential (along with its co rresponding increase in FAR) in the downtown comm ercial
sector. Although it is not a prov ision that would result in immediate activity, it will help
encourage re-investment in the long-term.
The one area that we recognize as needing
amendment provisions is that of Growth
Management. W hile we respect the cap and see no m erit in challenging the cap, we
recognize that the Town of Banff ne eds to m ove forward under the cap in a m anner that
creates certainty, allow s for adm inistrative efficien cy, and optim izes the use of our
limited com mercial spa ce in the lo ng-term. Our re commendations ar e based on th ese
goals.
An area that is rightfully and correctly not addressed by th e bylaw review is that of
commercial rent. W e recognize that this topic has become more prevalent in ‘street’
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discussions (prim arily as a result of the cu rrent downturn in the economy), so we feel
compelled to provide som e clarification on it. Firstly, that rent is a product of m arket
forces, not a causal effect. Although lease ra
tes often have longer term s, they will
generally increase in a stronger econom y and decrease in a weaker econom y (most
commercial rents h ave been flat or decreasi ng over the past 2 years). Of note is that
general commercial rent increases in Banff over the past 20 years have been far below the
rate of inflation (which is effectively a decrease in rents) . T he sam e cannot be said for
commercial property taxes in Banff.
We are aware som e people are stating th at a general decrease of comm ercial rents in
Banff woul d be helpful to our econom
y. Th is position is both m isinformed and
damaging. Comm ercial land values are direct ly connected to revenues (rents) derived
from each building. A general decrease in re nts m eans sig nificant loss of commercial
land values. Commercial land values are the pillar upon which our econom y stands. Reinvestment, commercial mortgage financing an d m unicipal taxes all stand, or fall, with
land values.
The key measure of econom ic success for o ur town in the future is jobs an d reinvestment, both of which depend on visitors continuing to com e (in greater numbers
than now). It’s about having visitor friendly infrastructure . It’s about prom oting and
encouraging new investment, and about adopting attitudes of how we can do things here.
It is not about increased regulati on, restriction, and limitation, and philosophies based on
why we can’t do things.
If Mayor and Council are serious about the economic future of our Town, we suggest that
the scop e o f this p roposed acad emic experim ent either be dras tically reduced o r the
review itself undertake a detailed econom ic study, in conjunction with local businesses
(not consultants hired f rom Toronto), to as certain whether the bus iness case exis ts to
support the proposals. Anything less would be ignoring true concerns for our local
economy and ignoring the economic impacts of the proposed bylaw amendments.
Respectfully submitted,

(please see attached sheet for the signatories)
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Mayor and Council
June 1, 2011

Natures Coin Group Ltd.

We concur______________





King Edward Building
Banff Avenue Mall
211 Banff Avenue

Banff Caribou Properties Ltd.



Caribou Corner Building – 202
Banff Avenue
Wolf and Bear Mall – 229 Bear
Street
Towne Centre Mall – 202 Banff
Avenue
Chustas Mall - 117 Banff Avenue

Per:

Per:

We concur______________





Brewster Hospitality Inc.
Per:

We concur______________

Investors Real Property Fund by
its property agent MDC Property
Managers Ltd.




Mount Royal Hotel – 138 Banff
Avenue
Brewster’s Bus Station – 110
Gopher



Cascade Plaza – 317 Banff Avenue




Buffalo Block – 101 Banff Avenue
White Block – 103-105 Banff
Avenue
Peyto Place – 122 Bear Street

Per:

We concur______________

Peter and Catherine Whyte
Foundation
Per:

We concur______________



Mayor and Council
June 1, 2011

Glacier Holdings Ltd.

Per:




Bear Street Mall – 220 Bear Street
Sundance Mall – 213 Banff Avenue



Clocktower Mall – 110 Banff
Avenue



Harmony Lane – 111 Banff Avenue



Langridge Building – 229 Banff
Avenue



Bumpers Beef House – 603 Banff
Avenue



UNL Snowboard Building – 319
Banff Avenue

We concur______________

O.M. Treutler Holdings Ltd.
Per:

We concur______________

Harmon’s Mountain Heritage Ltd.
Per:

We concur______________

Lanmar Enterprises Ltd.
Per:

We concur______________

Bumper’s Inn Ltd.
Per:

We concur______________

1461349 Alberta Ltd.
Per:

We concur______________

APPENDIX 1
2011 Land Use Bylaw Review – Phase 2
Comments from Commercial Leaseholders
TOPIC AREA #1: RESIDENT INITIATIVES
1) Preserving Grocery Resources
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To create a new land-use district for the “Nestor’s” and
“Safeway” properties, limiting the sole permitted land use to “grocery store”.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 The only way to ensure that grocery stores continue to exist in Banff is economic
viability.
 If anything, spot zoning will result in limited future investment in grocery stores,
both at the contemplated locations and elsewhere, by effectively limiting
competition.
 Amendment would represent significant subsidy to existing grocery stores at the
expense of the current commercial leaseholder (the taxpayer).
 Spot zoning has a long and proven history of failure, more likely resulting in
empty or poorly maintained lots than in desired outcomes.
 Survey question being asked by TOB is still misleading (though not as misleading
as the initial survey question). It assumes that steps are necessary to preserve
grocery stores. Why not ask the question, “Do you think that we should subsidize
or limit competition for Safeway and Nestor’s?”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

2) Protecting Fuelling Services
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To create a new land-use district that allows service
stations as its sole permitted use.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 See comments on “Protecting Grocery Resources”.
 It is ironic that the TOB has contributed to the loss of service stations over the
past number of years through regulations/restrictions on vehicle-oriented uses,
trying to preserve mechanical bays by restricting convenience stores and drivethrough washes. Instead of the intended result, many stations became
uneconomical and left.
 If the goal is to encourage the existence of service stations, it would be far more
effective to eliminate existing restrictions on such stations, and to allow for
stations in other places (Phil’s lot, train station, other?).
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 TOB is trying to use regulation, limitation and restriction to “preserve” what it
believes to be desirable commercial operations, rather than ‘promote’ economic
viability through decreased regulation.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

3) Removing Barriers Through Deferred Payments
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To defer payment of cash-in-lieu relating to Parking and
Housing requirement for small, local businesses.
Stakeholder Comments:
 PARTIALLY AGREE
 Real issue is that the cash-in-lieu costs ($21,000 for a bedroom credit and $21,000
for a parking credit) need to be lower.
 Questionable that housing and parking requirements are even relevant anymore –
cost of investment disincentive is probably greater than the benefit of bedrooms or
parking spaces actually being created.
 TOB also needs to clarify how cash-in-lieu for bedrooms and parking is being
used. Is bedroom cash-in-lieu going to BHC? Is that still appropriate? Where is
cash-in-lieu for parking going?
 Why does TOB not refund $ for de-intensifications?
 Parking and housing requirements are a significant barrier to investment, and this
is particularly important given that economic equation to justify re-investment in
buildings is much more difficult now that capped development is almost
complete.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO, except that cash-in-lieu for a bedroom be fixed at $5,000, for
reasons as follows –
1. Certainty.
2. Does not unduly penalize small intensifications.
3. Encourage reinvestment.
4. Represents approximate amount at which ‘bedrooms’ have transferred on
the open market, therefore will ensure TOB receives amount as opposed to
a secondary market.

4) Building Bedrooms for Employees
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To restrict the definition of “bedroom” to mean only
bedrooms in apartment units or secondary suites.
Stakeholder Comments:
 DISAGREE.
 Creation of any bedroom will always have a cascading effect.
 Trying to get too micro in the definition of ‘bedroom’ will likely often result in no
bedroom development at all.
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Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

TOPIC AREA #2: VISITOR INITIATIVES
1) Unique Dining Experiences
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To restrict “Formula (or Franchise) Fast Food”
restaurants to non-street-front locations.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 There is not a current problem, so amendment is not necessary.
 Amendment would limit investment opportunities.
 Amendment would severely limit the supply of space for fast food, creating
damaging market distortions.
 Amendment would lead to unintended consequences, such as empty spaces, nonfood stores selling food items, etc.
 Amendment would have a negative impact on life/vibrancy of the downtown
streetscape over time.
 Amendment assumes (without support) that visitors do not want “fast food”.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

2) Successful Signage
CA District Freestanding Signage:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To limit the number of free-standing signs permitted on
a property in the CA district to 1 per frontage, regardless of number of businesses.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 Why is this an issue now? Accessory uses such as restaurants have always been a
part of hotels. Has anyone other than TOB planning identified this as an issue?
 A limit of 1 per frontage does not recognize the size of the frontage. A frontage of
1 commercial lot is far different than a frontage of 5 commercial lots.
 CA district has far less “clutter” than the CD district.
 Accessory uses being targeted (primarily restaurants in hotels) pay business
license fees and factor materially into property tax determinations, so why should
they be penalized with regards to signage?
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO
Return to Traditional Awnings:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To prohibit semi-cylindrical awnings.
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Stakeholder Comments:
 DISAGREE
 Improving the mountain design aesthetic of Banff is a desirable goal, though these
measures (including this one) are subjective.
 Beware of continuously adding to the design guidelines and regulations – it all
contributes to higher barriers to re-investment.
 Is it truly the shape of existing awnings that the review team finds offensive, or is
it color? Who else finds the shape offensive?
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO
Graphically Regulating Signage:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To enhance the sign regulations of the Land Use Bylaw
by using graphics, with the goal of adding clarity and improving approval time.
Stakeholder Comments:
 RELEVANCE?
 Stated goals are desirable, but questionable that this is a land-use bylaw issue.
 Fine if this proposal is simply suggesting a re-write or clarification of what
already exists (but, then, why is it part of a by-law review?)
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

3) Facade Retailing
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To provide further direction on outdoor retailing
activities, with the goal of reducing occurrences of illegal outdoor retailing.
Stakeholder Comments:
 RELEVANCE? DISAGREE IN PRINCIPLE
 Is this not an enforcement issue?
 Outdoor retailing can add ambiance, energy and animation on street if done well.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

4) Maintaining our Physical Character
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To limit the frontage width of Commercial Retail Units
(CRU) to 15 metres (50’) in the CD district.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 There is not a current problem, so amendment is not necessary.
 Limiting frontage is a barrier to re-investment.
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 Survey question being asked by TOB is misleading. It assumes that limitations on
CRU width will preserve downtown character. Why not ask the question, “Will
decreasing the frontage of ‘The Bay’ help preserve the physical character of our
downtown?”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

5) Gift Shop Regulations
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To create a new retail category for souvenir and gift
shops, which would then be made a discretionary land use (as opposed to permitted use)
in the downtown sector. The intention of this regulatory approach would be to better
control our retail offering, by creating a quota system for such shops, capping floor
space for such shops, or regulating the number of such shops per block face.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 What makes TOB administration the expert in determining what guests want?
 TOB assertion that this limitation would somehow “encourage more variety in
offerings to our visitors” is incorrect; if anything, it would limit offerings to
visitors.
 Cost of offerings to our visitors is relevant – visitors want the opportunity to buy
value priced souvenirs.
 Quota systems distort economic realities, which will always lead to unintended
consequences.
 Survey question being asked by TOB is misleading, assuming that our visitors’
impression of Banff would be improved by curbing the expansion of gift shops.
Why not ask, “Do you believe that limiting, regulating and restricting successful
souvenir shops will improve our visitor’s impression of Banff?”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO

6) Downtown Building Height and Commercial Laneways
Downtown Building Height:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To restore permitted building height in the CD
(downtown) district from 2.5 to 3 stories, where the 3rd floor is residential..
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY AGREE, WITH NECESSARY CLARIFICATIONS
 This model works extremely well in Europe and other high density areas, with
shop owners and workers living above commercial operations.
 Encourages residential development where it is needed most, particularly for
residents without vehicles.
 Amendment will be meaningless without a necessary increase in FAR in the CD
district (which is currently 1.5).
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Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Adopt proposed amendment for 3rd-storey residential, with a corresponding
increase in FAR for this district to 3 (currently 1.5).
Commercial Lanes:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To enhance regulations relating to lane management,
particularly with respect to provision of lighting and screening of commercial recycling
and waste.
Stakeholder Comments:
 CONDITIONALLY AGREE
 Lighting is particularly important, though TOB itself has role to play.
 Are enhanced regulations required, or do existing regulations simply need to be
enforced?
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 STATUS QUO (for By-Law).
 Measures to improve cleanliness and safety must not undermine functionality of
laneways for commercial operations

7) Bed and Breakfasts
Visitor Experience and B & Bs:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To prohibit B&Bs which are below grade or do not have
grade access; to prohibit use of B& B rooms without external windows; to require B&Bs
to comply with a list of safety requirements; to require B&Bs to submit explanations of
certain visitor-experience elements.
Stakeholder Comments:
 COMMENTS REQUIRED FROM B&B STAKEHOLDERS
 Many of these concerns appear to be compliance issues, not by-law re-write
issues.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Judgment reserved.

Revisiting B & B Buffering:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To remove buffer requirements for B&Bs.
Stakeholder Comments:
 AGREED
 Having 2 B&Bs beside each other should not be a problem in and of its own.
 Municipality should not adopt a role of decreasing competition in the
marketplace.
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Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Amendment as proposed.

TOPIC AREA #3: GROWTH MANAGEMENT
1) CDA Allotment Process
Merit Based Review:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To allocate remaining Commercial Development
Allotments (CDAs) using a “Merit based” system, where “merit” is determined by a set
of criteria interpreted by a board or a jury.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 Banff Summit (Dec-2009) had some participants who initially supported this
concept, and some who did not. It was not an ‘endorsement’.
 Amendment sounds great in theory, but is totally impractical.
 Amendment creates uncertainty and subjectivity; whereas the investment
community needs certainty and objectivity.
 Amendment would create significant disincentive to investment – not worth the
risk to incur planning costs (which are significant) only to be subject to a ‘wildcard’ jury.
 Brewster favors utilizing a significant portion of the remaining CDA’s for a
mixed use Convention Centre and Hotel Complex that would benefit community
groups, all residents and businesses in Banff.”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Avoid any form of “merit-based” review as an additional level of regulation in the
allocation of area for commercial development. Possible exception would be for a
mixed use Convention Centre and Hotel Complex.
A Revised Application Process:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To have an MPC review panel assess applications for
CDAs (based on ‘merit’) prior to the Development Permit process.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE
 Development process is already long and onerous enough, with a significant
amount of review and input from TOB and Parks
 Do we even know at this point which commercial lots could actually use the
remaining CDAs? Do we know who actually wants CDAs now, or in the next 2 or
3 years?
 See comments on “merit-based review”
Stakeholder Recommendation:
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 Start by determining who actually wants the remaining CDAs. This could be done
by a simple solicitation of interest from those commercial leaseholders who have
lots that are currently under maximum FAR (and who do not currently hold CDAs
for such lots).
 Once unallocated commercial development potential is determined, remaining
CDAs could be allocated out proportionately (essentially giving such leaseholders
back as much as possible of what was taken away from them in the first place).
Such leaseholders could then do what they want with it (develop, retain on title, or
transfer to another commercial leaseholder – see “Transferability” section below).
 Another option would be to continue with lottery draws until remaining CDAs are
fully allocated back to commercial leaseholders.
 Goal should be to get TOB out of CDA allocations, relying on its density
regulations (FAR) to cap floor space.

2) Commercial Floor Space Transferability System
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To allow the transfer of Commercial development space
between commercial properties.
Stakeholder Comments:
 CONDITIONALLY AGREE
 Primary goal should be to convince Parks Canada that the Cap can be respected
through the defined FAR that governs each commercial lot (to create one clear
and certain layer of cap regulation rather than the existing two layers).
 If Parks cannot be convinced that the cap can be respected through defined FARs,
then full transferability is necessary to ensure –
1. Maximum use of what we have, ie Commercial Cap Floor Area
(particularly the amount that existed at the time of the “Cap”
implementation) does not get lost over time.
2. Flexibility, ie Commercial Cap Floor Area can move to location of highest
and best use.
3. Reinvestment ie Commercial Cap Floor Area more likely to be developed.
 Commercial floor area that makes up the cap (what existed at the time + 350,000)
became a commodity as soon as the cap was implemented, so allowing it to
transfer is a method of preserving its value.
 The demand market for commercial floor area will be relatively small – there are
simply very few commercial lots outside the CS district with development
potential – so there would be no concern of transferability at exorbitant or unfair
values.
 Amendment would allow commercial floor area with low value (eg commercial
basements) to be sterilized and replaced by commercial space of higher value (eg
convert residential main floor on Bear Street to commercial).
 Transferability would encourage capital reinvestment in buildings, particularly
where development potential remained.
 Transferability provisions are nothing new; they already exist in many cities (for
example, a church in a downtown sector can transfer its development rights to a
high-rise building).
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Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Amend bylaw to allow for full transferability (until such time as the cap is
governed by density regulations).
Transferability and Community Goals:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To permit the transfer of Commercial development space
between commercial properties on a “merit” basis.
Stakeholder Comments:
 STRONGLY DISAGREE WITH “MERIT BASIS”
 See comments above on “Merit based review”
 Market will determine highest and best use.
 If the TOB needs commercial space to meet its goals (such as main-floor retail
level in a parking structure), it should not have a ‘merit based’ advantage over
anyone else.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Allow the transfer of commercial development rights as long as density
regulations are respected. No ‘merit-based’ assessment.
Transferability Process:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To have a Transferability Review process prior to the
Development Permit process.
Stakeholder Comments:
 PARTIALLY AGREE
 TOB should receive an application to transfer for monitoring or administrative
purposes only.
 TOB (or any such jury or board) should not be involved in any ‘merit based’
assessment of the transfer.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Ensure that the Transferability Review process is only an administrative process.
Reinforcing Our Core Commercial Areas:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To restrict the transfer of Commercial development
space to being between commercial lots in the same land-use districts.
Stakeholder Comments:
 DISAGREE
 Commercial development space should be allowed to transfer freely to highest
and best use, whether it moves between land districts or not.
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3) Commercial Floor Space Administration System
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To create a commercial floor space inventory and
tracking system.
Stakeholder Comments:
 AGREE
 Should have been done at the inception of commercial growth management,
though will still likely have value going forward.
 System should include –
1. Theoretical maximum Floor Area (defined by lot size and FAR of LandUse District), segregated by Commercial Lot.
2. Unallocated Commercial Development potential, segregated by
Commercial Lot (representing remaining lots that have development
potential but would still need an allocation).
 Goal should be to avoid losing commercial floor area over time.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Ensure system quantifies remaining development potential in Town of Banff.

4) Commercial Growth & The Compound
Redistricting PS Lands in the Compound :
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To rezone government buildings in the CS district to PS,
and, in turn, to reallocate the cap area that existed in such government buildings to other
lots in the CS district.
Stakeholder Comments:
 AGREE
 Government buildings are not commercial, and, as such, should not require an
allocation of commercial cap space.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Amend as proposed.
Exempting Fleet Servicing in the CS District:
Amendment Proposed by TOB: To exempt fleet-service buildings in the CS district from
the commercial development regulations, with the goal of encouraging indoor (as
opposed to outdoor) servicing and storage of vehicle fleets.
Stakeholder Comments:
 AGREE
 Good example of encouraging and promoting, as opposed to restricting and
limiting.
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 Note that the TOB has built itself a bus bay in past without limits, but yet has
limited all others from doing so.
Stakeholder Recommendation:
 Amend as proposed.

End of Appendix 1
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Kate Tooke box 611, banff AB T1L 1A7 kate@truenaturegraphics.com 403.762.5275
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“You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today.” Abraham Lincoln
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BanffAlberta
ApparentlyCaribouPropertiesisbringinaRedLobsterRestaurantaswellasaRedRobinsanda
Moxies....Question:Shouldtherebeacaponfranchiserestaurantsandshouldtherebeabandfrom
CaribouPropertiesbringinginmorefranchises?
TopofForm
Saturdayat11:56pmLikeUnlike

MylesMarleau,RobynGerrie,BrettJacksonand22otherslikethis.

x Meesh Souliere 100%! ugg we don't need anymore restaurants that are chains and that
unhealthy food. We have many people in this town that are working really hard to bring local
healthy food to us, to better our way of living. Gotta keep this place unique so it's memorable
when u visit! Who wants to remember they went out for a dinner at moxies like they do in
Calgary or wherever? Boring!!
Sunday at 12:05am · LikeUnlike · 9 peopleLoading...
x
Tyson Venables 100% against caribou even buying out anymore properties and bulling them into
leaving. this town doesn't need corporate bullies, town of banff was all about the non-franchise
restaurants, it starts with these greedy landlords who have a monopoly on hotels and retail space
around town. MOM & POP stores are the only way to keep a 'village' feel.
Sunday at 12:10am · LikeUnlike · 5 peoplePhoenix Rose and 4 others like this.
x
Geoff Simpson If the town stops a company from buying new properties, then there isn't really a
free market. The flipside is that the little guys never get in on the fun. I wish the town had made
provisions for this long ago(no foresight).
Sunday at 12:14am · LikeUnlike
x
Tyson Venables the town doesn't need to stop them there needs to be provisions in place so that
they can no longer squeeze out and steel honest ppl's business' from under them
Sunday at 12:16am · LikeUnlike

x
Geoff Simpson That's business. Professional crooks.
Sunday at 12:20am · LikeUnlike
x
Jocelyn McCord Should there be an english spelling requirement?
Sunday at 12:26am · LikeUnlike · 4 peopleLoading...
x
Amelie Bourgault Banff does not need more franchise ... Please
Sunday at 12:29am · LikeUnlike
x
Catrina Santa Lucia Protest/boycott the franchises (regardless of who owns them) by not
working in them and not shopping/dining in them. Recommend only local and only shop local!!
Sunday at 12:41am · LikeUnlike · 3 people
x Christopher Walker
Do you have a source for this information? I only ask because there are so many rumours around
town surrounding Caribou Properties and their intentions.
I agree with the idea of a cap, especially on american owned companies. It's so imp...ortant that
we all do our part to shop locally and support our fellow Banff citizens.
The best shops/restaurants in this town are locally owned.
Show your support!See More
Sunday at 12:55am · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Ju Kap Franchises are so lame. What would possibly be unique about Banff if all we have are
franchises? All of the interesting shops (and people's hard work and passions) slowly getting
picked off, one by one, because of greed. People already can't afford to buy houses in this town
but they make it happen because they want to own a little shop and have a nice life here. Who
would buy an overpriced house in a town full of Moxies, Tim Horton's and Starbucks?
Sunday at 12:56am · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleGuy Nylund and Chris Cooke like this.
x
Colin Cameron Yes!!!! Keep it local. Local businesses are what give Banff it's charm.
Sunday at 1:50am · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...

x
Amanda Clark Grier CARIBOU properties! Brutal.
Sunday at 1:55am · Like


x JohnnyTrax Neville no franchises please.
Sunday at 2:32am · LikeUnlike
x
Sarah Pauw Couldn't have said it better myself Tyson! Its evident that these local businesses are
really struggling because banffs tourism is down, and without tourists (our bread and butter)
local businesses strugle to get through the slow winter months. So let's work together as a
community and not against.
Sunday at 3:04am · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...
x
Lance C. Banff lost its small town charm YEARS ago. All it is is a concentrated mass of bigname brands and labels.
We need to fight for this sinking ship before it goes down.
Sunday at 3:09am · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...
x
Marshal Walker Business is business the way insee it is the have the flow to do it bring it. All the
power too them :)
Sunday at 3:33am · LikeUnlike
x
Mike Underwood i'd like to see the town pushing local businesses.
Sunday at 4:11am · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...
x
Myles Marleau It's no suprise to me. They started this years ago, buying up property at the right
time. It's very unfortunate that they are making it so hard for the people with fresh ideas to get
ahead. I totally disagree with anymore big name chains that are seen in every other town. What
happened to the passion behind opening up a new restaurant with new ideas, instead of just
taking the easy way out and buying into a franchise.
Sunday at 5:23am · LikeUnlike · 5 peopleLoading...
x

Lee Nunnenmacher Bringing in too many franchise properties will give Banff a tacky (for lack
of a better word), look to it. Banff has a great F& B community, which should be showcased
through local businesses. Not brand names.
Sunday at 6:28am · Like


x Unlike
x
Brett L McLaughlin
Banff opened it's arms to the whole world when it became Canada's first tourist trap within
Canada's First National Park. Over the years many local businesses thrived, even got fabulously
wealthy, others floundered, still others survived. F...or any place like Banff to survive they need
to get people to open their wallets when they arrive and not close them until they leave. If that
gets in the way of what an indivdual wants, that individual may just have to put up with it. I wish
you could have it both ways. We would all be rich & happy wouldn't we?See More
Sunday at 7:19am · LikeUnlike
x
Sunny Gliese Its a damn shame about certain restaurants -forced out by a rent hike from these
Caribou clowns. Bring on the crappy franchises I guess...If they want to move in, overstaff &
layoff as needed, and sit around waiting for tourists, I wont be going there. IdeaLLY I'd say lets
all give our support to remaining business we like.. but I can't afford to eat out or what have you
all the time. I'll do my best.... gonna
Sunday at 7:50am · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...
x
Jennifer MacFarlane what loca businesses? kidding, there are still alot!
Sunday at 7:55am · LikeUnlike
x
Suzanne Clifton walk the talk and don't shop or eat in the franchized businesses. Don't promote
them to the tourist. make a statement with your wallets.
Sunday at 8:21am · LikeUnlike · 5 peopleLoading...
x
Kevin King Suzanne, I want the Yard back in Banff, more then you know....I miss Pop's
Bakery...Rundle Restaurant,
Sunday at 8:51am · LikeUnlike · 3 peopleLoading...
x

Jeff Hall Caribou properties NEEDS TO GO AWAY, an what's with the new PHARMACY on
BanffAve too don't we already have 3?? Banff is going to SHIT and was way better 5+ years
ago! Boycott all franchises!
Sunday at 8:52am · LikeUnlike
x
Marilyn McCord So, Joce, you got all this feedback, now what are you going to do???
Sunday at 9:26am · LikeUnlike
x
Lisa Peel Iverson No more chain stores!!!! Caibou properties ate making bad decisions fir Banff
on the whole!
Sunday at 9:31am · LikeUnlike
x
David Stevenson Mickey Mouse, coming to a park gate near you!!!
Sunday at 9:36am · Like
x Unlike
x
Rae Hunter
Yes there should be some control!! Who wants to go to Banff to fast food places. It is the local
flavor and scenery that brings us there. What next? Indoor Hawaii scenes and palm trees? who
looks after you the town council, Government? Oh G...od not the Government that may be the
problem. Or is it just the rich scatching the rich's back? The changes in my lifetime ( 80+ years)
are not all wonderful for Banff, the animals and the people; or the environment. Hopefully locals
will not support the franchises either. Make your money talk also.See More
Sunday at 9:44am · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Logan Fulmer
Franchising is a big problem, but Caribou itself is really the main problem. They don't care about
this town at all, as is evident from their constant out sourcing to get employees. The numbers in
this town are down yes, but not enough to c...ause this total lack of customers. The reason that
people have felt this crunch in the bars and in the restaurants is due almost completely to the fact
that more than half of the entry level positions are now filled with forenigers. Not here on a
working vacation but here to support their families back home. When i moved to this town 10
years ago There were more restaurants and even more night clubs and bars and they all had line
ups outside them. Now all the housekeepers and dishwashers that used to fill those bars are
staying home, buying their food at safeway and sending every penny back home. This is causing
the pinch on local business more than the corporations. You can call me a racist as Im sure some
will but the simple fact is that Banff is to Small a town for this practice. This town relies on a

community and that support. The simple fact is that MOST of these workers are not part of this
community. Maybe if we are lucky we will get another GREAT sign like the beautiful hand
made sign Caribou out up outside Chilis . What a disgusting group of people they are. Wait isn't
there a need to reside bylaw here! Maybe that should be put in place so that Whim and
Nancy(Caribou owners) have to leave their home in europe and actually stand here and watch the
town that they are turning to shit....See More
Sunday at 9:49am · LikeUnlike · 8 peopleLoading...
x
Rae Hunter Need to reside bylaw? Maybe it should be taken as seriously as the free market idea.
I understand that free market is a part of democracy but it shouldn't eliminate good town
planning. It happens everywhere. Big business franchises in, small local businesses out. Doesn't
make sense. No consolation but Banff isn't alone on this one.It is sad when all that brings one to
Banff is family that are still hanging in there. Evertime I come something else is missing. Hope it
won't be Banff.
Sunday at 11:26am · LikeUnlike
x
Colin DeGeer They need to stop, what happened to all the small business in Banff? There's been
a pretty big shift in the last 10 or so years and I think it's taking the charm out of Banff
Sunday at 11:29am · LikeUnlike
x
Colin DeGeer The problem is tourists look for stores they know. They won't go to a local store or
restaurant if there's a chain or franchise close, they will go with what they know.
Sunday at 11:34am · LikeUnlike
x
Mia Reid Enough is enough! Ever been tithe mackers on Banff ave? Prob the worst one I've ever
Been to! So now they want to clutter up the streets even more with crappy franchises that visitors
can easily access fr cow town or van before they venture down to see the beauty of the
mountains! Don't people come to see Banff and not a make shift Niagra Falls? Look at the Zoo
franchises turned that beautiful place into!! I vote no!!
Sunday at 11:38am · Like
x Mark Carroll
Having a monopoly, as Caribou Properties does in this town, in rental properties & commercial
spaces, is a detriment to any local economy, because it surpresses competition. Caribou
Properties is a "local business", but has become too large..., in a town too small for these
practices. A lack of diversity (how many chocolate shops, and jewelery stores do we have now?)
as well as a monopoly, is an enemy to healthy capitalism, and competition keeps the economy
"balanced". I feel that the influx of franchise chains, topped with Caribou's insatiable appetite for
dominance of this town economically, is what is causing this imbalance.Logan has hit the nail on
the head, with his comments about "local labour" sending their earnings elsewhere. There is

nothing racist in his words.
I mean, as an example of this imbalance, is Evelyns coffeeshop(s). It is a locally owned business,
yet we have four of them (!) in a town this size! I see the logic, of naming four shops the same, in
that you can use the same logo, cups, etc, which would make logical sense to the business mind,
in keeping costs low, but having four of the same anything, in a town this size, kills diversity,
regardless of the mailing address of the owner.
I have said for years, as one of my favourite talking points on the subject, that "Banff doesn't
have to sell it's soul, to be sucsessful", and when I see it doing just that, I find it really sad.
I know that we are all tired (& bored) of the "what makes one local" argument, but I see, more &
more, people claiming to be "local" and all that the priveldge brings with it, and then treat this
town like a personal toilet. Local, to me, is not a timeframe, a permanent address (whether
owned or rented) or a money amount, but rather a degree of respect, and a degree of caring for a
place that we have all invested in, both economically & socially.
I love my town, and care enough about it, to protect it from what I believe to be detriments to it.
Unfortunately, with Caribou Properties business practices, the creeping in of chains, the lack of
diversity (whether local or otherwise), and this towns lack of "taking chances" in the name of
variety, we are seeing another sad case of capitalism shooting itself in the foot.
Cliches like "fortune favours the bold" are relevant here in Banff, but sadly, I really feel that this
sentiment has been replaced by "forture favours the safe road", business wise.See More
Sunday at 11:53am · LikeUnlike · 9 peopleBrooke Lundmark, Danielle L Badcock, Catrina Santa
Lucia and 6 others like this.
x
Ju Kap So we are all on the same page... what do we do now? Create an anti-corporation banff
FB page, bring it to the streets of Banff, attend council meetings in large numbers with big signs?
What is the most effective way to halt the corporate implants?
Sunday at 12:13pm · LikeUnlike · 1 person
x Suzanne Clifton likes this.
x
Catrina Santa Lucia
Give a man a fish - he'll eat for the day. Teach a man to fish and he'll eat forever......Perhaps this
is a policy the town of Banff should take up for the locals that want to stay, raise a family, own
their own business etc.....Free enterp...rise has it's place, but what happens when free enterprise is
over monopolized and manipulated to sever one's selfish agenda. Town of Banff - you share the
resposibilities of these franchises being allowed to settle in Banff. Shame on you for ignoring the
local business person and siding with multinational franchises. Shame on you!!See More
Sunday at 12:33pm · LikeUnlike
x
Cody Skrine
There should be blocks in place to halt franchises moving in and destroying the unique look and
feel of our community. For one, it would ruin the towns own initiative that has had buildings
redone in the nice stone-and-wood exterior.

Sukiyak...i, Silver Dragon, Wild Bills, and more. Who's next? Property taxing the legion out of
business, along with the womens shelter? Then Athena's? Bumper's?
Caribou Properties would and will turn this town into a shopping mall with a food court if given
the chance, and we need to put a stop to it. It's been 'Welcome to Banff' for so long, don't let it
turn into 'Welcome to Caribou Properties.'
Personally, I miss the Scoop.See More
Sunday at 12:43pm · LikeUnlike · 5 peopleLoading...
x
Ju Kap Kevin King: Sad that you miss Pop's but I hope you buy your bread from Wild Flour - we
did a lot of research into Pop's Bakery before opening Wild Flour! I think The Bison Courtyard
has done an amazing job in supporting local business and bringing community together
Sunday at 12:49pm · LikeUnlike · 6 peopleLoading...
x
Ben Church if you want banff to stay unique and attract the crowds it has been, your gonna have
to protect and encourage things (local business) that make this town so special
Sunday at 1:08pm · LikeUnlike
x
Mark Carroll Ben, you are absolutely correct, but even the local businesses have to remember
how important diversity is, and the need to "be unique" (again, 4 Evelyn's comes to mind, or the
sheer amount of business's that are (too) similar in style & structure (jewel shops, t-shirt shops,
etc). The need for local variety is just as important as having less, or no franchise chains.
Sunday at 1:12pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Cody Skrine But Mark! We need to sell more rubber tomahawks!
Sunday at 1:15pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Ju Kap ...and convince your friends to stop buying Tim Horton's when they used to buy from
locally owned coffee shops
Sunday at 1:17pm · LikeUnlike · 4 peopleLoading...
x

Ben Church I agree with you mark, but i think ensuring that local business has a chance when
competing with large chains for customers and store space should be the first priority, then after
that we can with banffs lack of shop diversity.
Sunday at 1:18pm · LikeUnlike
x
Mark Carroll Well said Ben, I agree. I just often worry that peoples concern/focus for being
"anti-chain" sometimes overshadows the need for local business's to be unique & diverse. I am
certainly not disagreeing with you. I think that we, like the rest of the posters, simply care about
the town, and all seem to be on the same page, even if we focus on different aspects of the
discussion. Keep up the good fight!
Sunday at 1:21pm · Like
x Cody Skrine
Well hey, at least the local business only have to compete against huge multinationals and greedy
landlords. It's not like the Town itself is helping put their own tax-payers out of business. Oh,
wait!
http://www.banffcragandcanyon.com/Artic...leDisplay.aspx?e=3028092See More
Sunday at 1:21pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Banff Alberta Perhaps starting a petition with one in every local business, then presenting it to
the Town of Banff would be a start, (while letting the media know as well)........
Sunday at 1:32pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Stephanie Murray Sinclair It's a rumour.
Sunday at 1:33pm · LikeUnlike
x
Catrina Santa Lucia "The Rumor" has Caribou Properties putting Red Lobster in the old Caboose
Restaurant location at the tracks.......with a kiosk for other Caribou Properties businesses.
Sunday at 1:36pm · LikeUnlike
x
Cody Skrine Also what I heard. There was also the one about putting a Montana's or Moxie's
where Wild Bills is. Instead, they just pushed the owners out and took it over themselves. Only a
little dodgy?
Sunday at 1:37pm · LikeUnlike
x

Shauna Bush I will continue to support the local businesses whether the said franchises come to
town or not. I will not go to Moxie's, Red Lobster or Red Robin's. I will stick to my favourite
local hot spots!
Sunday at 2:15pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Danielle L Badcock WHAT ABOUT THE LOCALS AND THEIR BUISNESSES??? WOW
Really shows you how money runs the world PATHETIC...I guess its not a little town in the
Mountains anymore its becoming a little city wiith all Faranchises in it What the Eff Wim???
You suck
Sunday at 2:22pm · Like
x Ju Kap
ME: With all of the complicated levels of business and politics it will never be black and white,
but that is how most people see it. Lots of uneducated/uniformed people speak out and get angry,
but can you totally blame them? At least thei...r morals are in the right place.
Discussions like these will open doors to more information and other points of view, hopefully
encouraging people to research truth and make better decisions and more accurate accusations.
I see this issue blowing up in town, so what is the best way to get to the bottom of these issues
and make everyone clear about the town politics?See More
Sunday at 2:31pm · LikeUnlike
x
Ju Kap Local (reputable) Business Owner: Tell them to not listen to rumors, hearsay or
conjecture and to speak to local business owners and town Councillors to get facts straight before
calling for a witch hunt.
Sunday at 2:32pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Danielle L Badcock Mark You always know the words to say I wanted to say everything you and
logan had to say you both hit it PREFECTLY on the nail!!!!!The little Town of Banff that once
reminded me of a small ski and winter town!!Now its turning into a Commercialized mini
cit!!We all have our own opinions and should be able to speak them no matter what!!!
Sunday at 2:42pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Ted David Burrell Franchised outlets spoil the enjoyment of our National Parks. We must
eliminate franchised outlets in these Parks in order to ensure the survival of the tourism industry.
What's next, another Electric Avenue as was in Calgary? I always assumed that our Parks would
be kept in their natural state, not reliant on outside commercial interests to bring in tourist
dollars. Sir William van Horne would turn in his grave.
Sunday at 2:54pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...

x
Ju Kap http://www.banff.ca/business/planning-development/land-usereview/phase_two_outreach_v2.htm
Sunday at 3:33pm · Like
x Ju Kap
Tuesday, March 29
Cascade Plaza
11 a.m – 1 p.m.
Wednesday, March 30
...Kirby Lane Mall (SkiHub / Evelyn’s)
11 a.m – 1 p.m.
Thursday, March 31
Nester’s Market
5 – 7 p.m.
Friday, April 1
Bison Courtyard
11 a.m – 1 p.m.
Saturday, April 2
Mt. Norquay Lodge
11 a.m –1 p.m.See More
Sunday at 3:36pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Suzanne Clifton spell this out for me Ju, am I to show up on these dates at these places. because
we (banffites) need to clear and send a message to the powers that make decisions in this town
that we want change, and fast. the new mayor who wants us to tell her what to do is really
pissing me off. how about you get some balls and tell me what you are doing. the people need to
put some real pressure out there...or we could just go off on facebook.
Sunday at 4:34pm · LikeUnlike
x
Susan Young-Smith OMG thats insane!
Sunday at 4:44pm · LikeUnlike
x

Luke Seed Mmmmmmmmmmm Lobster
Sunday at 5:30pm · LikeUnlike
x
Myles Marleau
I first moved to Banff in the summer of 2001, only ten years ago. Within the small time span of a
decade, I have watched as local businesses have closed their doors and made way for big name
chains. From restaurants to book stores. It wasn'...t untill I started working for Caribou properties
in 2006 that I totally seen the big picture. I realized just how much of the town they really had
control of. That being said, these properties could be used to promote local home grown
businesses, employ people that wanted to experience mountain living and boost the local
economy by keeping the small town appeal. They obviously chose to do the opposite. Over those
years, I came to a basic understanding that Caribou Properties does not care about anything local,
inlcuding it's employees. I was just a number (4428) to the pencil pushers at head office, not a
face or a name. Sure they had great perks to start with, but over the years, those were the first
cuts to be made when things got tight. After 3 years and 11 months work, in great standing, I left
to go travel. Instead of getting my yearly bonus that I had put in enough hours for. I was
basically told, not a chance, it's not in our budget, your close but no cigar. Along with situations
like this (I'm definately not the only one) and the constent out sourcing for cheaper employment
it's quite obvious that the greed has taken complete hold, and nothing will get in the way of the
dollar signs. I was hoping that when I returned to Canada, I might return to the place that I began
to call home. But people there that I have become family to me are saying that places are closing
left and right because of rent that is basically forcing them out of business. I'm not sure it's the
right place for me anymore, and that sucks. I know as a community you guys can be loud, so let
those bastards know how you feel and reclaim that town that's ours. Cheers to you Banff, not
those who are living in multi-million dollar homes, but to the blue collar hospitality staff that
they depend on.See More
Sunday at 6:06pm · LikeUnlike · 5 peopleLoading...
x
Logan Fulmer Heres annother kick in the ass. that new sandwich shop that opened,
Squish.......chain.......went to one in Calgary the week before i left. Everything was the same. i
was so bummed that I gave those people my money after finding this out.
Sunday at 6:13pm · LikeUnlike
x
Logan Fulmer Love marks comment about evelyns. Three shops within a block of each other.
They also supply Caribou wit the coffee in all of their rooms and I'll be the first to say it in
PRINT. WORST COFFEE EVER! Always tastes burnt. But thats not here or there. Also have to
agree with Ju about bison courtyard. Great job. I go to wildflower all the time and I think that
they have the worst service in town but at least its a small locally owned business with a good
product and good practices.
Sunday at 6:19pm · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...

x
Amanda Relan locally owned businesses need to raise the standards for customer service, and in
some cases quality too
Sunday at 6:35pm · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...
x
Blair Atkinson ...a red lobster... in banff..... that's totally what we need! ...banff needs more
chains that are in calgary, so when calgary comes west... they feel like they are at home???????
This is disheartening! ...idunno, maybe it's just me... but when i visit a different or new place, i'm
always looking for the gem eateries ... something unique! something refreshing!! ...i hope that
i'm not the only one... otherwise, what hope do we have in keeping the franchises out :(
Sunday at 6:40pm · Like
x Rob Hughes
I'm getting sick of hearing these arguments. Where are these "local businesses" you all refer to?
Even if they wanted to open, how long could they stay open?
Success in business relies heavily on market demand. These gift shops everyone hat...es so much
and chain businesses wouldn't still be in business if they weren't turning a profit.
It's easy to figure out which businesses don't adapt and don't turn a profit. They're the ones
closing. The ones that can stand a little healthy competition and DIFFERENTIATE themselves
are thriving.
I'm keep hearing about this poll and that person's opinion about what kind of business should be
allowed. Unfortunately, it doesn't matter WHAT YOU THINK! The market will tell us... and
has.
Where are these unique little boutiques and curio shoppes you all want to see in Banff? How
many times would YOU shop there and how long would they survive? Not long is my guess. I
guess you'd rather see empty store fronts, and right now, those are increasing.
So now you want the town of Banff to dictate to the property owners who they can and can't rent
to and for how much? What kind of society is that? Are they going to help pay their bills and
taxes? At the end of the day, it's business and only the strong survive. Consumers speak with
their wallet and like it or not, this is what they've chosen.See More
Sunday at 6:43pm · LikeUnlike
x
Leigh McHardy little calgary aka banff
Sunday at 6:46pm · LikeUnlike
x

Blair Atkinson "So now you want the town of Banff to dictate to the property owners who they
can and can't rent to and for how much? What kind of society is that?" ...yeah, the town should
have zero say in what belongs there... who cares about community, get that cheque!! ..that's all
that matters, right? ..that's why everyone moved here in the first place, right??? to make as much
MONEY as possible, right?? ..that would be like banff offering actual low-income housing
...what a silly idea
Sunday at 6:53pm · LikeUnlike
x
Blair Atkinson forget moxies... i think we need a chili's 2 ..that seems to make more sense
Sunday at 7:00pm · LikeUnlike
x
Blair Atkinson or the keg 3 ??? yeah!!
Sunday at 7:01pm · Like
x Logan Fulmer
Well Rob good point lets just roll over and close our eyes. No point trying cuz its started already.
If no one is voicing their opinion then everyone is going to think that this is what the community
wants and it isn't. It is a shame that m...ost people are so closed minded that they would rather go
with whats familar rather than dine at a new restaurant and for your comments about property
owners and who they rent to? Yeah its would be crazy if the government stepped in and made
affordable housing available, or if a property owner wouldn't rent to a business because of their
practices. Can't rent to someone who wants to open a strip club or a brothel. Cant rent
commercial space to someone to live in. Wouldn't dream of renting a house to someone who is a
thief. I'm not looking for an Orwellian society but I feel that there can be some control over what
is put onto our streets and in our shops.See More
Sunday at 7:02pm · LikeUnlike
x
Logan Fulmer yea Blair we mos def need more of those chilis signs popping up around town. lol.
just beautiful eh. so help my christ the mass population of this country is real disappointing
Sunday at 7:07pm · LikeUnlike
x
Nick Khattar I know FOR A FACT Logan Fulmer enjoys a dinner at Red Lobster...
Sunday at 7:09pm · LikeUnlike
x
Ju Kap Suzanne, as far as I know these dates and locations are little 'open house' kiosks where
we can go and find out about Phase II of the Land Use Bylaw review. I will go check it out on
Tuesday and see what is happening. See you there.
Sunday at 7:35pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...

x
Jeff Hall Hey Rob , try these places , Rude Boys, Balkan, magPie, Burger Bar, Maple Leaf,
Brunos, Bison, Cake Company, WildFlower, Georgios, SkiStop,Mellisas, Paddock, Elk an
Oarsman, Unlimited, Rude Girls,Heads or Tail, Clipso, Scallywags, Boardwalk, District Shop,
Mountain Magic, Monods, Tommys, Sasquatch, The Tavern, etc.... just to name a few LOCAL
business' ..try them!
Sunday at 7:39pm · LikeUnlike · 5 peopleLoading...
x
Reality Bissonette fun... I guess if the mayor is going to step in with an opinion on fast food
chains she's probably gotta step in on sit down chains, and retail chains and all those other types
of chains... before it's too late.
Sunday at 7:44pm · LikeUnlike
x
Mark Carroll HooDoo, Aurora, Masala, Forget-Me-Not Flowers, Pad Thai, Hero Shirts, the
chinese grocery, Jumpstart, Mountain Magic......
Sunday at 7:59pm · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...
x
Mark Carroll O2 Tan, Avalanche Video....
Sunday at 8:00pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Logan Fulmer first chair films
Sunday at 8:01pm · LikeUnlike
x
Ju Kap B-Towne, Avanti, Feast
Sunday at 8:07pm · LikeUnlike · 1 person
x Mark Carroll
Hand-Painted Skateboards by Mark Carroll ;) - now there is a unique idea for a one-off shop! If
only I could afford commercial rent in this town, and fill it with my art, and that of other local
underground artists, photographers, tshirt d...esigners, jewelry makers, clothing designers,
videographers/local fimlmakers, etc etc. Serve coffee, small menu of sandwiches, (each named
after prominent local personalities, etc, like in New York Jewish deli's), with live artists in house
to create art right in front of the customers, great ambiance, tv screens playing all sorts of
documentaries, premiere hosting, for locally made films, couches for people to sit/hang around,
etc. For locals, by locals, but with an atmosphere that would definitely intice the tourists who

want to step off the beaten path, for a unique experience. A chance for those kind of tourists who
love to mingle with the locals.See More
Sunday at 8:18pm · LikeUnlike · 3 peopleLoading...
x
Mark Carroll *entice*
Sunday at 8:19pm · LikeUnlike
x
Mark Carroll Imagine these tourists, mingling with the real locals, enjoying some fresh new
atmospohere, and all while sipping on fresh juice, and enjoying a Crazy Larry on rye™, with a
side salad!
Sunday at 8:21pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Logan Fulmer Mark Carroll ladies and gentlemen! Mark Carroll....best idea ever I'd throw in on
that each month.
Sunday at 8:22pm · LikeUnlike
x
Logan Fulmer Maybe we should talk when I get back....
Sunday at 8:23pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Mark Carroll For locals, by locals, to be enjoyed by locals & tourists alike, and a space to give so
many talented local artists & craftsmen, a place to show everyone what they can do, what they
want to do, and even maybe make a few bucks at it. An artist collective, which needs not
seperate the locals from tourists. Monthly artshows, each showcasing a different artist each
month...the ideas are endless! Logan, i'm stoked!!
Sunday at 8:26pm · LikeUnlike
x
Jeff Hall Rose an Crown! Devils Gap!!
Sunday at 8:34pm · LikeUnlike
x
Mark Carroll Barpa Bill's..Bow Valley Basics!
Sunday at 10:50pm · LikeUnlike

x
Stephanie Andrews Make sure you attend the upcoming Land Use Bylaw sessions on the street and read up on more here: http://www.banff.ca/business/planning-development/land-usereview/phase_two_outreach_v2/visitor_initiatives/unique_dining_experiences.htm
Sunday at 10:57pm · LikeUnlike · 1 person
x Stephanie Andrews
And the dates where members from Planning & Development will be looking for YOUR
opinions are: The review team will be out in the community at a number of community kiosk
events in March and April. The initial schedule includes:
• S...aturday, March 26
Bison Courtyard
10 a.m. – noon
• Tuesday, March 29
Cascade Plaza
11 a.m – 1 p.m.
• Wednesday, March 30
Kirby Lane Mall (SkiHub / Evelyn’s)
11 a.m – 1 p.m.
• Thursday, March 31
Nester’s Market
5 – 7 p.m.
• Friday, April 1
Bison Courtyard
11 a.m – 1 p.m.
• Saturday, April 2
Mt. Norquay Lodge

11 a.m –1 p.m.See More
Sunday at 10:59pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Reality Bissonette wait... I have another local company... Caribou Properties? Right? or am I
wrong? I'd say you all need to go out and make your voices heard in more places then FB... great
platform, but not really the platform that ultimately wins the race.
Sunday at 11:43pm · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Rob Parker Hi Folks interesting discussion.. I hope you get together to do something here (would
love to be nvolved but am in Namibia) .. but please remember (or learn) from one of the best
community organizers out there
Yesterday at 2:25am · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Rob Parker http://www.vcn.bc.ca/citizens-handbook/rules.html
Yesterday at 2:25am · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Rob Parker some great tips for your struggle above.. take it to Caribou...
Yesterday at 2:25am · LikeUnlike
x
Jeff O'Leary Hey guys, I work for Caribou Properties and there is no truth to these rumors.
(Montanas, Red Robin, Red Lobster, Moxies)
19 hours ago · Like
x Mark Carroll
Jeff, I, like many, kind of suspected that they were rumours (after all, we do live in a small town,
where rumours spread like....Caribous dominance of commercial & residental ownership) , but if
it takes rumours to kick everybody into doin...g what they believe to be right, just, and best for
our community, then so be it. Many people have had enough of this "imbalance", and are ready
to effect positive change. Wasting too much time on the catylist, the "straw" seems irrelevant,
once the movement has seen the spark. Respectively.See More
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike
x
Rob Hughes
Hey Jeff and Mark, thanks for the suggestions but I frequent most of these places. Some of those
are my absolute favourites!

I LOVE my local establishments and support them daily, believe me. But I visit chains too. I just
don't believe th...at anyone should dictate who can and can't operate. I believe in a FREE
MARKET. That's all.See More
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Mark Carroll
Rob, to your surprise, I agree with you. I, for one, am not asking the town to legally restrict the
right for business's to exist. I do, however, believe that we locals can do whatever we can, to not
give the chains our money.
Asking that on...es opinion be made law, is called "legislating taste". You/one might feel that
alcohol is better, or more desirable than weed, for example. You would be wrong of course ;),
but I am not asking to make my opinion law, or for others to (as in lawmakers continuing pot
prohibition, because they do not agree with me). Legislating taste is an enemy of free market
(even though it IS public opinion that continues the prohibition of marijuana).
I favour a more grassroots approach, with regards to my opinion, and that of most of the posters
on here, on the chains coming to town. We have power to effect change in Banff, but I do agree
that asking the Mayor/town to "ban" chains, smells a bit totalitarian. The word "ban" always has
consequences (like alcohol prohibition for example), whether the consequences are forseen or
not. Respectively.See More
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Mark Carroll Many of these posters, in my opinion, care just as much for the town in general,
and in the long run, as they seem to, for each, individual local shop owner. The local business's
matter, but so does the local economy in general. Some might not agree, where others will. These
details are the nuances of the discussion, the "split hairs" if you will. I do believe that all of these
posters do care about the same "big picture", even if some of the details might be different.
17 hours ago · Like
x Mark Carroll
BTW Rob, I do have/can't help but say that, it is this love of free market that has made such a
small section of the global population the "haves" (like us Canadians, and especially albertans in
particular, and the vast majority of mankind ......the "havenots". This is a direct result of a free
market world. This is the reason why the "imbalance" in Banff, in that one corporation (Caribou
Properties) has so much power, while other have very little. Saying "well, they worked hard, and
deserve it" is kind of becoming an antiquated notion, and does have a much greater impact, when
you consider the small sixe of our town. A negative offshoot of the "free market" concept, which
is felt, and has great impact on our town. You have no problem with this unbalanced
world/system? I mean no insult (truly), but is it simply because we Canadians reside in the
"have", that makes this/your sentiment logical to you? A free market mindset can be, in most
cases, a provincial attitude toward mankind in general. Respectively.See More
16 hours ago · LikeUnlike

x
Rob Hughes
Thanks Mark - appreciate your views as always. I intended on having a constructive discussion,
so thank YOU for keeping it classy.
I DID think it was kind of ironic that the anti-establishment and anti-corporate voices here are
proposing we ...turn and ask the government to step in and impose rules and law for property and
landowners. Isn't this against the freedom and choice they stand for. Apparently only when it
suits their needs.
I definitely see BOTH SIDES. For example, I've been asking if Wild Bills can't maintain
profitability, what makes anyone think a Montana's would survive for long? (another rumour)
Conversely should smaller business owners get a handout or a deal? I guess some here feel they
should?
For the record, when I'M on vacation, I prefer to visit places that reflects the local 'taste' as well go where the locals go. Why would I visit a new destination and then go to Subway for example.
But for whatever reason, some people feel that need to go where they know what to expect.
Again, I'm not in support of chains / franchises. My point was only that profitable businesses will
remain. I've noticed every few years in Banff, there's a 'cleansing'. And would argue that's a good
thing. It breeds competition, and value for the consumer.
BTW, what if Barpa Bill's decided to offer franchises tomorrow, would everyone stop eating
there? I mean other than Logan :)See More
16 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...
x
Mark Carroll
Randon case study, for anyone interested:
Take the Keg at the Caribou lodge.
The Keg is a chain franchise (national corporation), but is owned & operated by Caribou
Properties (local corporation). If I am to dine at the Keg, then I am givin...g my money to a local
company, while still supporting a chain franchise. The Caribou Keg employs many many locals,
and in turn, pays their rent, bills, etc. That said, many of the employees of the Keg live in
buildings owned by Caribou Properties, and gives those wages back to the same company that
employs them. Now Caribou (from many conversations I have had with longterm
Keggers/Caribou's) do offer great benefits, such as healthcare, and bonus's (except in, say, Myles
case (above) and countless other cases, where their bonus's are not honoured (in some cases, on
very iffy technical points) and do give back to the community...sort of, in smaller ways (such as
the ski for free program). Now my intention here, is not to further my particular agenda, or to
prove one certain point, but just to "philosofize" on the subject, and would be interested to hear
what others think on this subject/example.
Is Caribou Properties "supporting the local community" for the good of the town itself, currently,

and/or in the long run, or are they merely supporting their own financial gain, and their own
dominance of the local economy?See More
16 hours ago · LikeUnlike
x
Catrina Santa Lucia Mark: Question: If a kid doesn't ski - how else does Caribou Properties
support (give back to the community)?
13 hours ago · LikeUnlike
x
Mark Carroll Great question Catrina. Is it rhetorical, or would you like to know what I think?
13 hours ago · LikeUnlike
x
Catrina Santa Lucia I would like to know what you think?
13 hours ago · Like
x Mark Carroll
Well, I will not try to pretend to know more than I do, but the "ski for free" program is/was the
only example that came to mind, when posting earlier. I do, however, know many people that
work for them, and they do say that they are "treat...ed very well". The company helps them with
the cost of their ski passes (of course with stipulations that they agree to stay employed for a
specific amount of time- usually until the ski season is over). But even this example of a "perk"
does come with provisions required from head office, so, that can be seen as a "perk", or a
"bribe", for lack of a better term. An incentive,if you will. That said, I have heard quite often,
stories from other employees, who have all had dealings/problems with them in the past, to the
contrary of the "good reviews". Dodgy "technicalities" on not giving out bonus's is the one that I
hear most often, but there are others.
Now that you have put me on the spot (in a good way), I actually can't think of any other
examples right now. Perhaps I should do more homework. I keep going back to my thoughts, of
one of my above posts, about the "circular" system, of employing locals, and then, at the same
time, being their landlords, and then those same locals, eating at Caribou owned establishments.
It does serve the community, but all the while, serving their own interests. I know that it doesn't
really answer your question Catrina, to a good enough specific example/point, but hey, I am just
happy that someone might actually be interested in what I have to say. Usually, I convince
myself that most would rather I shut the hell up!!! PeaceSee More
13 hours ago · LikeUnlike
x
Patrick Coughlin should bring in a hooters.
13 hours ago · LikeUnlike
x

Shawn Skrine No too many franchises already!!
12 hours ago · LikeUnlike
x
Laura Daley
I have just reread this whole thread and my thoughts are this: As a community we have the
power to make a change. We support this community financially with where we work, where we
spend our hard earned money and where we tell others to go.... Just this afternoon I was asked by
a young couple "what to do on a Monday night?" I sent them down to the Tavern for some eats
and then over to The Rose and Crown for some pints. I have NEVER thought to send someone to
The Keg, Chili's or any other chain. It doesn't even cross my mind...people come here to visit the
town of Banff and I have the power to influence where they go...we ALL do. There will always
be demand for franchises but we can make it harder for them to survive. By going out to these
information kiosks and demanding answers to our questions we are letting the town know that
we want change! I myself would love to open up a business here and last year spent endless
hours applying for loans and grants and always hit the wall of "it's too expensive, it's Banff" but I
am not giving up! It's through conversation and asking questions that things get changed! I
LOVE Mark's idea of an artists/coffee shop/bakery collective....imagine a place where like
minded people combine their strengths for one amazing environment???See More
11 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...
x
Heather Johnson
I find myself divided on the subject. I moved to Banff from Toronto to get away from the city,
and by adding all the big business names, your going to take that small town feeling away. I did
however work for Caribou Properties in one of ...their Kegs for 2 years where I was treated very
well and was in the hay-day of cheep ski passes and kick ass staff parties. I think its inevitable
(unfortunately) that big businesses are going to want to cash in on a place like Banff, especially
with its closeness to a major city, but there needs to be a cap put on it before it gets out of control
and a Wal-Mart DOES pop up at Harvey Heights. I agree with Laura, working as a Host for the
Keg for 2 years whenever a tourist would ask what was good I would send them to Tommy's or
Wild Bills, never even thought to send them to Tony Romas or Chillis since those were places
they could check out int he city. I know whenever we visit a new place we want to go where the
locals go and we trust their recommendations. So something should be said for the influence the
front of house staff have on people visiting looking for a good night out Banff style. All this
being said we are moving back to the mountains, but to the interior to get as far away from the
city as we can, to a business community that is mostly local and where fewer tourist go, for now,
until the city leaks into that oasis as well....See More
14 minutes ago · LikeUnlike
x
Heather Johnson Mark, if you open a place like that, I would be temped to move back just to
work for you in such an awesome environment
12 minutes ago · Like


Stephanie Andrews
I love the passion that we all have for Banff, and it's (quickly disappearing) small town charm. But nothing is going to
happen if all of our efforts are put into Facebook - it carries no weight with Council. Here are some options for
ALL...See More
18 hours ago · LikeUnlike


Laura Daley I went to the first kiosk today and had a great conversation with Darren and he was impressed with our
passion and this whole converstaion....it is not going overlooked! I agree with Stephanie...take your passion to the
people who have the power! Fill out their questionnaire...the topics cover exactly what we are all discussing and if we
just sit back it will change and we will have lost our chance....we live in a country where the people really do have a
voice but we need to USE it!
18 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 1 personLoading...


Rob Hughes
Great points Laura. I went to the kiosk at Cascade Plaza today and had a lengthy discussion with Darren, Senior
Planner at the Town of Banff. I'm learning there are many layers and questions yet to be answered related to this
complex topic....See More
17 hours ago · LikeUnlike · 2 peopleLoading...


Stephanie Andrews YES! There is so much more going on than just having chains moving in - that's great that people
are going to the kiosks. Our planners, and Town administration are members of this community as well, and want to
see it succeed. To be clear, this Banff Alberta FB profile is not run by the Town (we're not sure who runs it actually).
The Town of Banff pages are 'Banff Town' and 'Banff', and Kat the moderator is happy to answer any questions on
the LUB! :)
16 hours ago · LikeUnlike


Chris Butler everyone that has posted about chains coming into town should have a think, did you head into Calgary
and buy anything from the chain stores? Did you buy your new TV from Bestbuy or did you go to R&B? Have you
ladies been to Calgary to buy clothes or did you go to the boutiques on Bear Street? My money would be on you all
at some point buying something from Calgary in a chain store that you could possibly have got from a local business
in Banff.
15 hours ago · LikeUnlike


Brian David Smith
Excepting the indigenous population, we're all immigrants here. Banff is Banff... I remember years ago seeing a guy
walking down Banff Ave with a t-shirt on that read- " If it's tourist season why can't we shoot them?" and I thought
to myse...See More
about an hour ago · LikeUnlike



REQUEST FOR DECISION
Subject: Bow River Siphon/Pedestrian bridge project
Presented to: Council

Date: July 18, 2011

Submitted by: Adrian Field

Agenda #: 5.2

RECOMMENDATION
That Council direct administration to pursue the replacement of the sanitary pipes crossing the Bow
River with any of the following 4 options:
• Option 1 - Secure the pipes to the Bow River bridge
• Option 2 - Trenchless crossing methods
• Option 3 - Open Cut
• Option 4 - Construct a new pedestrian bridge & utility crossing
BACKGROUND
Reason for Report
To update Council on the evaluation of four different methods that have been considered for the
replacement of the sanitary siphon to the south end of Muskrat street
Summary of Issue
The Bow River sanitary siphon consists of two steel pipes passing under the bed of the Bow River
running directly south from the pathway at the south end of Muskrat street. The pipes convey all
sanitary waste from the north side of the town under the river and then by gravity down on to the
waste water treatment plant east of the Banff Springs golf course.
The pipe crossing is known to have been installed sometime prior to 1968 and is considered to be at
the end of its design life. The capital project to replace the siphon was identified to Council in 2007
and options for replacing the pipes have been identified as follows:
Option 1 — Secure the pipes to the Bow River bridge. Build a lift station on the north side of
the river, trench along the left river bank up to the existing river bridge; fasten the pipes to the
existing bridge and trench back down the right river bank to the existing south side siphon chamber.
Option 2 — Trenchless crossing methods. Construction of drive and reception pits on the
north and south sides of the river; use jacks or directional drilling to drive new pipes through gravel
underneath the bed of the river.
Option 3 — Open Cut. Use excavation equipment working inside a de-watered cofferdam placed
on the river bed to construct a trench across the river.
Option 4 — Construct a new pedestrian bridge & utility crossing. Build a new pedestrian
bridge in the line of the existing sanitary siphon pipes at the south end of Muskrat street and fasten
the sanitary pipes underneath the new bridge.
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Options 1 to 3 were considered in some detail by Associated Engineering in 2007 and option 4 was
presented to Council on May 9, 2011. Administration has engaged consultants to provide advice and
pricing for Option 4 as well as to evaluate the ground conditions that are a critical element in all of
the options. This report outlines the costs of each option as well as an analysis of the advantages,
disadvantages and risks to the Town of each crossing method.
Each of the crossing methods has its merits as well as its downsides. The evaluation considers the
amenity & visitor attraction impacts as well as the construction costs, operation costs, planning
requirements, environmental impacts and construction risk.
A full assessment of the advantages and disadvantages is provided in attachment #1 and
summarised below:
Option 1 – (Secure the pipes to the Bow River Bridge) has relatively low construction risks however
there would be an environmental impact of trenching through the trees on both river banks as well
as the visual intrusion of the pipes on the face of the outer piers at each end of the bridge. This
method would also entail new pump operation and maintenance costs.

Fig.1 – location of potential pipes on the existing bridge and along the river banks (Option 1)
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Option 2 – (Trenchless Technology) is a method commonly used to cross rivers with pipelines and
other infrastructure. The method would not require any in-stream work and the environmental
impact would be limited to the clearing that would need to take place around the drive and reception
pits on both sides of the river. However the ground conditions in the vicinity of the crossing are
not favourable to this type of technology and a potential for “frac-out” of the pipe face resulting in
release of drilling mud into the Bow River is a possibility. Advice from two independent
geotechnical engineers is that dewatering of the pipe face is expected to be a “major, possibly
insurmountable” concern and with this method there is a very real chance of not achieving a
complete crossing. This method is therefore not recommended by administration.

Fig. 2 – “frac out” (ground collapse around the drilling face) which is a possibility with Option 2

Option 3 – Open Cut was presented by Associated Engineering in 2007 as the most viable of the
options that were being considered at the time (1 to 3). The technology is proven and there would
not be an operating cost to run pumps.
However, the environmental impact of this crossing method is considerable and dewatering of the
excavation would be extremely difficult. The visual impact during construction should also be
considered as the trenches and cofferdams for each half of the crossing would need to extend
around 70m into the Bow River and would be clearly visible from the Bow River Bridge. The
method does not allow for inspection of the pipes once installed and the Town would be committed
to the ongoing maintenance and cleaning of the pipes of gravel and grease build up as is typical of
siphon crossings.
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In consideration of the ground condition risk, environmental impact and visual impact during
construction, this method is not recommended by administration.

Fig 3 – open cut crossing using “aqua dams” to create the cofferdam. Due to the channel depth sheet piles
may be required to create the cofferdam in the Bow River.

Option 4 – (To construct a new pedestrian bridge and utility crossing) is the most expensive of all
four options at around $380,000 more than Option 1. The yearly operational cost of $45,000 (all of
which would be incurred with option 1 and $10,000 of which would also be incurred with options 2
and 3) also needs to be considered in this decision.
This operational cost of running the pumps and maintaining a bridge needs to be considered
alongside the savings and reduced risk of maintaining a siphon crossing. As part of the on-going
town-wide sewer inspection, administration has discovered that the system capacity is being affected
with grease and grit build up with some lengths of pipe requiring flushing 38 times and on average
pipes requiring 4 to 5 flushes to be clean enough to allow for camera inspection. Muskrat Street has
been found to be a particularly bad location for the collection of grit and the potential exists for this
grit to be moved downstream into the siphon crossing where removal would be difficult or
impossible.
The consequence of a blockage in the crossing pipes would be an overflow to river. Whilst the risk
of complete failure of the sanitary conveyance across the river is still potentially possible with option
4, the system would be built with a minimum 100% redundancy including spare crossing pipe, spare
pumps, storage capacity in the collection chamber, grit removal system and an emergency generator
to deal with a potential power cut. This type of arrangement is typical in many waste water collection
systems.
The estimated overall project cost is around $680,000 less than the project budget of $6.35M and the
environmental and construction risks of the crossing method would be greatly reduced.
Contingencies that would need to be put aside for dealing with adverse ground conditions,
environmental impacts and dewatering could be spent instead on a permanent structure with the
construction impact being limited to the banks on either side of the Bow River and steel tube piles
placed in the river channel. A bridge at this location would be designed to minimise operational and
maintenance costs whilst achieving the objectives set out in the planning guidelines.
Council/Committee: Bow River siphon crossing options
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The concept of a bridge at the south end of Muskrat Street was first considered as part of the 1914
Mawson Plan for Banff and has been identified in the Trail and Open Space Plan as well as the
Recreation Masterplan. The location is considered to provide an ideal link from Banff Avenue and
Surprise Corner to the trails on the south side of the river to Bow Falls.
With up to 1,700 users per hour using the sidewalks over the existing bridge, administration believes
that this connection could play an important role in promoting alternative transportation and
potentially reducing congestion in the town site.
The proposed solution would create the recreational amenity and visitor attraction of a pedestrian
bridge with the ability to connect the riverside trails on the north and south banks. As a result travel
by bike or on foot would be made safer and more appealing.

Fig. 4 – steel tube piles being installed as bridge foundations in a river channel

Fig. 5 a & b – Rendering prepared circa 1961 and trail map showing the location of a pedestrian bridge
alignment as first proposed in the 1914 Mawson Plan.
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Response Options
Council may direct administration to pursue the replacement of the sanitary pipes crossing the Bow
River with any of the following 4 options:
• Option 1 - Secure the pipes to the Bow River bridge
• Option 2 - Trenchless crossing methods
• Option 3 - Open Cut
• Option 4 - Construct a new pedestrian bridge & utility crossing
IMPLICATIONS OF DECISION
Budget
The project can be completed within the current budgeted capital cost of $6.35M.
The Capital costs for Option 4 is $5.7M - this is $380,000 more than option 1 (which is considered
by administration to be the only other feasible and practical possibility). Operational costs for
options 1 and 4 are similar at $50,000 and $45,000 per year. Option 4 can be completed with a
savings of $680,000 on the current capital budget of $6.35M.
A summary of the estimated capital and operating costs is provided attachment #1.
Internal Resources
No additional internal resources are required for this work.
Communication
A communications program will be developed to inform local residents and the about the proposed
solution.
Administration has begun discussions with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, and Parks
Canada about the environmental feasibility of a potential bridge crossing. A detailed environmental
assessment report will be required regardless of which option is chosen due to the sensitive nature
of the Bow River habitats.
Banff Community Plan
The proposed bridge (when compared with Option 1 and 3) would achieve the reduced ecological
footprint goal as well as work with the transportation goals to “encourage and compliment
pedestrian movement and cycling” and “enhance resident and visitor experience” the solution would
“increase opportunities for residents and visitors to use non-vehicular modes of transportation” and
help to “improve cyclist and pedestrian safety and enjoyment” by enhancing the connectivity of the
town trail system.
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Council Strategic Priorities
The solution fits well with Council’s priority to promote a Sustainable Transportation System:
“Providing an environmentally and economically sustainable transportation system will enhance
resident’s quality of life and the visitor experience.”
Legislation/Policy
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment #1 – summary of crossing options
Circulation date:
Submitted By:
Reviewed By:

Adrian Field, Manager of Engineering
Robert Earl, Town Manager
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Bow River Sanitary Siphon upgrade
Capital and Operating cost summary
Current Capital Budget allowance
Construction Option

6,350,000.00
Estimated Project
Cost

Cost Relative to
Budget

Cost Relative to
ped. Bridge option

Estimated annual
O&M costs

Option 1 - Fasten to existing bridge

5,275,902.47

(1,074,097.53)

(385,961.53)

50,000.00

Option 2 - Trenchless technology

5,631,520.08

(718,479.92)

(30,343.92)

10,000.00

Option 3 - Open Cut

5,649,575.54

(700,424.46)

(12,288.46)

10,000.00

Option 4 - Pedestrian Bridge
crossing

5,661,864.00

(688,136.00)

-

45,000.00

Bow River Sanitary Siphon upgrade
Construction method summary
Advantages and Disadvantages
Construction Option

Option 1 - Fasten to existing Bow River
bridge

Advantages

Disadvantages

In-stream work not required - no isolation/disruption of Visual intrusion of pipes on bridge piers
surface waters, no sediment release.
Low ground condition risk

Damage/removal of some trees on river side paths
required

Minimal de-watering required

O&M costs of running the lift station
Long trenches (aprox 250m on each bank)
Future water main upgrade would need to be trenched
and installed along same route between Muskrat street
and the Bow River Bridge

Construction Option

Option 2 - Trenchless technology - Pipe
ramming

Advantages

Disadvantages

In-stream work not required - no isolation/disruption of High ground condition risk - potential for ground collapse
surface waters, no sediment release.
at the pipe face (frac out) leading to potential release of
drilling mud into the river.
Potential for siphon crossing pipes to become clogged - Risk of failure to complete the crossing or to having to
routine maintennence would be required on the pipes to use open cut methods at the pipe face.
Lower operation and maintenance costs
Length of crossing exceeds normal pipe ramming
limitations
Reduced risk of damage to pipe through vandalism
Generator, pneumatic hammer and surface equipment
used to drive the pipes will create a noise disturbance
Visual impact of over-land pipework for temporary
bypass pumping over existing bridge during construction
Potential for silting up of the crossings as the burial
depth will have to be increased to prevent scouring (and
therefore flow velocity would be decreased)

Construction Option

Option 3 - Open Cut

Advantages

Disadvantages

Lower operation and maintenance costs

Large disturbance area of 7m wide trench across the
river

Reduced risk of damage to pipe through vandalism

High risk involved in dewatering

No risk of frac out or drilling mud release

Cofferdam used in construction will increase stream
velocities outside the construction area and may result
in further disturbances on the stream bed outside the
crossing area
High ground condition risk - potential for sloughing
around the excavation

Proven construction method

Recommendation from geotechnocal engineer "open cut Instream equipment equipment required - potential for
is likely the most viable crossing alternative" (of options hydrocarbon release into river during construction
1, 2 and 3)
Damage to fish habitat during and after construction
Aesthetic impact of construction work visible from both
banks and from the Bow River bridge
Potential for silting up of the crossings as the burial
depth will have to be increased to prevent scouring (and
therefore flow velocity would be decreased)
Access to the pipes to insect the outer walls or carry out
repairs is not possible - leaks in the pipe could cause
discharge of wastewater to the groundwater and would
be difficult to detect
CEAA screening may be more complex
Visual impact of over-land pipework for temporary
bypass pumping over existing bridge during construction

Construction Option

Option 4 - Pedestrian Bridge crossing

Advantages

Disadvantages

Recreational amenity & visitor attraction of ped bridge - O&M costs associated with running the lift station and
ability to connect the riverside trails and make travel by maintaining the bridge
bike or on foot safer and more appealing
Ability to inspect and repair pipes as required
Most expensife of all options
Low ground condition risk
Minimal de-watering required
Contingencies required for construction risks in options 2
& 3 can instead be spent on a permanent structure
Ability for the structure to take the load of an ambulance
in a emergency situation
Ability to place additional water or sewer pipes if
required in the future
Future water main upgrade could be accomodated on
the pedestrian bridge without the need to trench
upstream from muskrat street and secure the pipes to
the Bow River Bridge.

Siphon Crossing Options - Summary cost estimates
Item

Option 1 - Fasten to
existing Bow river
bridge

Option 2 - Trenchless
technology (piperamming in gravel
bed)

Option 3 - Open Cut

Option 4 - Pedestrian
Bridge crossing

Bypass Pumping over Bow River bridge
Capital cost
Subtotal

Not required
3,754,471.57
3,754,471.57

251,344.00
3,625,677.96
3,877,021.96

251,344.00
3,841,350.21
4,092,694.21

Not required
4,393,200.00
4,393,200.00

Survey
Project Management
Environmental monitoring
Signage
Materials testing
Legal
Misc. Expenses
CEAA Screening
Design Fees
Design Contingency
Construction Contingency
Environmental Contingency
Total

Incl above
180,000.00
Incl above
Incl above
Incl above
10,000.00
30,000.00
100,000.00
412,991.87 11%
112,634.15 3%
300,357.73 8%
375,447.16 10%
5,275,902.47

Incl above
180,000.00
Incl above
Incl above
Incl above
10,000.00
30,000.00
100,000.00
426,472.42 11%
77,540.44 2%
465,242.63 12%
465,242.63 12%
5,631,520.08

Incl above
180,000.00
Incl above
Incl above
Incl above
10,000.00
30,000.00
150,000.00
327,415.54 8%
40,926.94 1%
409,269.42 10%
409,269.42 10%
5,649,575.54

30,000.00
180,000.00
30,000.00
20,000.00
20,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
100,000.00
125,752.00 11%
263,592.00 6%
219,660.00 5%
219,660.00 5%
5,661,864.00

(718,479.92)
(30,343.92)

(700,424.46)
(12,288.46)

(688,136.00)
-

Cost relative to budget ($6.35M)
Cost relative to ped. bridge option

(1,074,097.53)
(385,961.53)

Notes:
1 Costs for Trenchless and Open cut options from Associated Engineering report - November 2006
2 Bridge crossing Civil work pricing from MMM - July 2011
3 2006 costs adjusted for inflation at 1.5% per year to 2011 pricing
4 Ped Bridge carries higher design contingency - need confirmation of design
5 Trenchless and Open-cut methods carry higher construction and environmental contingency - uncertain ground conditions
6 9 month construction schedule assumed for all options
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MINUTES OF A REGULAR MEETING
OF THE BANFF HOUSING CORPORATION
DIRECTORS
Held at the Town of Banff Office
8:30am June 10th, 2011
MEMBERS PRESENT:

ACTION

Paul Baxter
Leslie Taylor
Kelly Gibson
Francis Hopkins
Ladd Snowsell

Council Member Director, Chair
Council Member Director
Manager Corporate Services, TOB
Public Member Director
Public Member Director

MEMBERS/OTHERS ABSENT:
Pete DuBeau
Darryl Zimmer
Sandi Hicke
Shawn Carr

Public Member Director , Vice Chair
Public Member Director
Manager Realty Services, Parks Canada
FCSS Manager, Town of Banff

ADMINISTRATION, OTHERS PRESENT:
Dougal Forteath
April Wood

1.0

Chief Administrative Officer
BHC Homeowner

CALL TO ORDER/APPROVAL OF AGENDA

The meeting was called to order by Baxter at 8:30am
Agenda Additions: The agenda was re-arranged to the following:
3.1
3.2
3.3

Homeowner presentation (walked onto agenda June 10th)
Terms of Reference – BHC Directors (previously item 3.1)
Homeowner correspondence (previously item 3.2)

New Business
4.1
4.2

Public Hearing
Shareholder communication

BHCD11-081 MOVED by Taylor to approve the agenda as amended.
CARRIED
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2.0 APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES AND CONTINUING BUSINESS
May 27th minutes:
Delete: the initials that correspond to the directors on the on the front page of the minutes.
BHCD11-082 MOVED by Gibson to approve the minutes of May 27th 2011 as amended.
CARRIED
Note: the Board moved directly to item 3.1
3.0 REPORTS
3.1

Homeowner presentation

April Wood met with the Board to discuss the pdf that the BHC has on the website specific to
process of sale for equity share properties. The pdf does not contain information specific to how
the BHC determines whether it defers payment of its equity share when an offer to purchase is
received. The Board directed that the pdf in question be amended to reflect the BHC’s deferral
process as part of the process of sale for equity share properties.
Note: April Wood left the meeting at 9:20am
2.0

Continuing Business

Action Plan: The Board reviewed the Action Plan and completed the status column. The Board
also directed that all items which are deemed to have been completed be moved to end of the
Action Plan and that a date be added in the footer of the Action Plan.
Agenda Format: the Board directed the agenda format be changed to the following:
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

Call to Order/Approval of the agenda;
Delegations;
Adoption of previous minutes;
Continuing Business;
Today’s Reports;
New Business/ Next Meeting;
Adjournment

3.2

Terms of Reference – BHC Directors

BHCD11-083 MOVED by Snowsell to adopt the terms of reference for BHC Directors with
the addition of a date and that the section from Bylaw1-1 specific to Board membership be
included in the first paragraph.
CARRIED
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3.3

Homeowner correspondence

The Board reviewed the correspondence from the homeowners of the 300 Block of Middle
Springs Drive specific to their concerns regarding trees within the National park which could fall
on their property or children playing outside.
BHCD11-084 MOVED by Taylor that the BHC Board direct administration to prepare a
cover letter to be distributed to: the Parks Canada Superintendent; the head of resource
conservation; the head of the trail crew; and the fire and vegetation specialist which echoes
the homeowners’ concerns and requests Parks Canada’s immediate assistance with respect
to this matter. The cover letter should clearly articulate that the tree’s in question are in the
National Park and are outside of the BHC homeowners property lines.
CARRIED
4.0 NEW BUSINESS
4.1

Public Hearing- Administration fees

Director Hopkins clarified that in his opinion Board members who are homeowners’ could attend
the public hearing June 13th however they must be careful of any comments that they make
should they choose to speak. In addition to this Director Hopkins also asked that: in the future the
door drop to BHC homeowners be clearer when referring to the public process as established by
the working group; and that for clarity purposes some context to the administration fee report
should be provided to those in attendance at the public hearing.
4.2

Shareholder Communication

Director Snowsell asked administration to return with clarification specific to where BHC
shareholder minutes are posted on the Town’s website. In addition to this the Board would like to
receive shareholder minutes in the Board package following any shareholder meeting; and have
asked that the two Council member representatives on the Board discuss with their fellow
Councilors that when setting shareholder meetings said meeting have an established start time.
BHCD11-085 MOVED by Hopkins to adjourn the meeting at 10:05am, the next regularly
scheduled Board meeting will be Friday June 24th 2011.

________________________
Paul Baxter Chair

___________________________
Recording Secretary
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MINUTES OF A REGULAR MEETING
OF THE BANFF HOUSING CORPORATION
DIRECTORS
Held at the Town of Banff Office
8:30am June 24th, 2011
MEMBERS PRESENT:

ACTION

Paul Baxter
Pete DuBeau
Darryl Zimmer
Kelly Gibson
Ladd Snowsell

Council Member Director, Chair
Public Member Director , Vice Chair
Public Member Director
Manager Corporate Services, TOB
Public Member Director

MEMBERS/OTHERS ABSENT:
Leslie Taylor
Francis Hopkins
Sandi Hicke

Council Member Director
Public Member Director
Manager Realty Services, Parks Canada

ADMINISTRATION, OTHERS PRESENT:
Dougal Forteath
Shawn Carr
Bob Elliott
1.0

Chief Administrative Officer
FCSS Manager, Town of Banff
Realty Services, Parks Canada

CALL TO ORDER/APPROVAL OF AGENDA

The meeting was called to order by Baxter at 8:30am
Agenda Additions:
5.4
5.5

Update from Bow Valley Regional Housing – confidential
Personnel matter – confidential

BHCD11-086 MOVED by Snowsell to approve the agenda as amended.

1

CARRIED
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2.0

DELEGATIONS

There were no delegations.
3.0

APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MINUTES AND CONTINUING BUSINESS

June 10th minutes:
BHCD11-087 MOVED by Gibson to approve the minutes of June 10th 2011
4.0

CONTINUING BUSINESS

CARRIED

The Board was advised that Shareholder minutes are not currently on the website rather they are
presented for approval to the shareholder at the meeting that follows the meeting that the minutes
were taken at.
BHCD11-088 MOVED by Snowsell that shareholder minutes be posted to the website once
they are approved.
CARRIED
5.0

TODAY’S BUSINESS

5.1

BHC 2nd mortgages

The Board reviewed a report from administration specific to the use of the Middle Springs 1(MS1)
second mortgage revenue. The Board acknowledged the need to determine how best to use the MS1
second mortgage revenue however they noted that it would best to examine this matter once the
shareholder has addressed the Board’s recommendations specific to administration fees and user fees
and therefore they directed that the matter be brought back to the Board agenda in November 2011.
BHCD11-088 MOVED by Dubeau to go in camera at 8:44am to discuss a matter that relates
to the value of property. The Board invites Carr, Elliott and the administrator to join.
CARRIED
5.2

BHC Future Opportunity – confidential

BHCD11-089 MOVED by Gibson to come out of camera at 9:25am
5.3

Legal Actions – update per annual calendar

CARRIED

The Board was advised that the BHC is unaware of any current legal actions that have been brought
against the BHC. The Board asked that moving forward the BHC should ensure that it receives
written notification that an action that has begun has subsequently been dropped.
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BHCD11-090 MOVED by Snowsell to go in camera at 9:29am to discuss a matter that relates
to Bow Valley Regional Housing and the value of property. The Board invites Carr, Elliott
and the administrator to join.
CARRIED
5.4
Update from Bow Valley Regional Housing – confidential
BHCD11-091 MOVED by Gibson to come out of camera at 9:47am
Note: Carr, Elliott and the BHC administrator left the meeting at 9:48am
BHCD11-092 MOVED by Snowsell to go in camera at 9:49am to discuss a personnel matter.
CARRIED
5.5
Personnel Matter – confidential
BHCD11-093 MOVED by Baxter to come out of camera at 10:41am

CARRIED

BHCD11-094 MOVED by Snowsell that BHC begins an operational process review starting
at the next Board meeting reviewing the BHC’s resale process. This will include a flow chart
of the process and the Board will allocate one hour for the discussion.
6.0

NEW BUSINESS

There were no new business items on the agenda.
BHCD11-095 MOVED by Snowsell to adjourn the meeting at 10:45am, the next regularly
scheduled Board meeting will be Friday July 8th 2011.

________________________
Paul Baxter Chair

___________________________
Recording Secretary
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